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ABSTRACT
Conventional image processing techniques regard the
image merely as data to be processed by the chosen
algorithm. We propose that by treating the image data as a
landscape upon which a large population of agents live,
feature extraction can be regarded as a persistent pattern
resulting from the dynamics between the agents' behaviour
and their environment. We describe a system that both
situates the dynamic agents in their environment and
provides parallel environmental effects, such as erosion and
diffusion. Agents can explore their landscape, be affected in
their behaviour by the landscape, and modify the landscape,
for example by laying a trail, leaving specific marks or
directly changing the landscape 'data'. The agents act
locally and independently in a simple behavioural manner,
reacting to simple stigmergic cues from the landscape
configuration. We demonstrate different 'breeds' of agent
whose behaviour, combined with environmental effects,
produces persistent patterns in the landscape data. These
persistent patterns provide image feature extraction
behaviour. Examples results are shown and the importance
of giving data an active role in its own processing is
stressed, as opposed to being merely treated as 'fodder' to
be processed by a complex algorithm.
INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK
Image processing is typically regarded as transforming an
input image data using a specified algorithm giving output
data that contains the desired features. This places a greater
emphasis on the algorithm as opposed to the data. In images
the desired features are usually distributed in nature across
many pixels and finding these features is a non-trivial
problem. Many different algorithms exist to discover
certain features within digital images, such as edges and
lines, regular shapes, and higher level features such as eyes
or entire faces. It is difficult to specify such features in
terms of their basic components, single pixels, as the
features and patterns are distributed in the relationships
between many different pixels. The distributed nature of the
desired data within an image is responsible for the difficulty
in designing image processing/analysis algorithms.

The high level nature of the data patterns stored within
images parallels the behaviour of simple agent based
systems. In this case the agents possess very simple
behaviours and their interactions result in a global pattern
of emergent behaviour that is not specified in their
underlying component behaviours. Much of the research
into simple agent systems comes from studies of social
insects (Deneubourg et al, 1991) and this research has
shown that much of the complexity in the patterns of agent
behaviour come from the interactions between the
individual agents and their environment. One form of the
interactions seen is known as stigmergy (Grasse, 1959), an
indirect communication where the agents receive
behavioural cues from stimuli in their environment. Agents
in turn can also influence other agent behaviour by laying
down their own stimuli in the environment. Stigmergic
communication can be based on the amount of stimuli
sensed, or based upon different types of stimuli sensed
(Holland and Melhuish, 1999).
The use of multi agent systems for tasks such as image
processing/analysis would seem ideal since the image data
‘landscape’ presents rich environmental stimuli for agents.
Although agent behaviours are influenced by the landscape
at the pixel level, any emergent patterns seen from a group
of interacting agents would hopefully be strongly
influenced by the high level patterns stored within the data.
Furthermore, stigmergy is a simple communications
paradigm to implement, eliminating the need for complex
agent-agent
communication
protocols
since
the
communication between agents is mediated entirely by the
environment.
The use of simple behavioural multi agent systems (as
opposed to the traditional AI complex knowledge based
agent) in image processing/analysis has been seen in recent
years. Liu and Tang used reproducing agents to reduce the
time to perform image processing and analysis operations
such as edge detection (Liu and Tang, 1997). Ramos and
Almeida developed ant like agents inspired by the Ant
Colony Optimisation research of Dorigo and Gambardella
(1997) to explore group behaviour in pattern recognition
(Ramos and Almeida, 2000). Recently, specific applications
of multi agent feature extraction have been developed.
Guillaud used groups of simple agents to perform edge
detection and ring continuity on fish otolith images
(Guillaud et al, 2002).

Toffoli also examined the fact that features in images are
macroscopic patterns (lines, shapes etc) in a fine-grained
substrate (pixels). He proposed emergent fine-grained
computation based on the cellular automata paradigm as a
way of making the high level features that are ‘latent’ in an
image apparent. He also espoused the development of
approaches that modelled physical systems, such as
chemical staining, Brownian motion, etching and plating, in
order to achieve feature extraction (Toffoli, 1999).
IMAGES AS DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS.
We present a system that uses the concept of multiple
agents habituated in a dynamic environment. The
environment ‘landscape’ (Figure 1) is a digitised grey-scale
image. For an 8-bit image this provides 256 different
possible ‘heights’.

signals in their environment – trails and a more general
‘mark’, or even modify the landscape height directly. The
agents can sense the presence of other agents and they can
also have the ability to ‘teleport’ to any unoccupied point in
the landscape. Agents do not communicate directly with
one another – all communication is indirect via the
environment using the stigmergy paradigm. Specific breeds
of agent can be extended from this basic agent in order to
provide more specialised features.
EXAMPLE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT AGENT
BREEDS.
Examples of the different ‘breeds’ of agent are shown
below. All different breeds extend the functionality of the
basic agent. The interactions between the agents and their
environment result in emergent patterns being created.
Some of these patterns may persist over time and it is these
patterns which provide the feature extraction behaviour of
the system. The proscribed behaviours of the agents were
made as simple as possible, since by specifying simple
behaviours it would be easier to show the generation of
emergent patterns. By choosing simple behaviours it is also
be easier to ascertain whether or not any patterns formed
were simply due to artefacts of the algorithm.
Walking Agent.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Sample input image (1a) and representation of image as
an environment landscape (1b).

The environment is itself a dynamic system that operates in
real time and all areas in the environment update
synchronously. The updating of the environment in parallel
adheres to the cellular automata paradigm and provides
possibilities for increased emergent interactions with the
agents. The environment dynamics available include
erosion (similar to water erosion or wind effects) – where
areas of the environment, trails or marks can be eroded
subject to certain conditions specified by the user at the
start of an experimental run. These conditions can apply
evenly to all cells or can be dependent on certain qualities
of the cells: for example the erosion of marks may be
dependent on the level of mark at a particular cell. This is
analogous to staining or washing where a more ‘stubborn’
heavily deposited mark will be more resistant to erosion
than a more lightly deposited mark. Another example of an
environmental dynamic is diffusion where levels of trails or
marks may diffuse across (subject to user specified
parameters) into other cells.

This agent has a very simple proscribed behaviour given by
the following pseudocode:
Take a step forwards in the current direction
If the cell at the FRONT LEFT is less in intensity
than the cell at the FRONT RIGHT:
Turn left 45 degrees
Else if the cell at the FRONT RIGHT is less in
intensity than the cell at the FRONT LEFT:
Turn right 45 degrees
Figure 2 below shows the original image (2a), an image of
600 agents (the dots on the image) moving within their
landscape (2b), the trail patterns left by the agents at 200
steps (2c), and at 2000 steps (2d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

FEATURES OF BASIC AGENTS
A decision was made not to model the behaviour of the
agents specifically on any single model, such as ant models,
in order keep the system as flexible as possible. The agents
are habituated within the dynamic image environment.
Agents all contain the same basic features: They are able to
move independently in their environment from cell to cell
in any of the 8 compass directions. They can sense their
position and height in the landscape and deposit certain

Figure 2: Sample outputs from Walking Agent experiment
For the walking agent experiment, the 600 agents were
initially placed randomly within their environment and

were sensitive to changes of landscape intensity of 1. It is
possible for the user to adjust this sensitivity parameter. For
example a sensitivity parameter of 5 will ensure that the
agents respond only to environment changes if the
deviation between the current cell and the target cell is
greater than 5 – thus making the agent sensitive only to
large deviations of intensity.
The results show an emergent pattern ‘developing’,
consisting of trails left behind by the agents as they move.
The final output at 2000 iterations of the system clearly
shows latent ‘channels’ that the agents move down that are
not apparent in the original image.
Gravity Agent Experiment.
This example illustrates how edge detection can arise from
an algorithm with no apparent connection to image feature
extraction. The pseudocode for each agent is given below:
Take a step forwards in the current direction.
If there is a neighbouring cell that is lower in value
than the current cell:
Turn to face that cell
Else:
Leave a mark and Teleport to a new
random location
Figure 3 below shows the mark patterns left by 3000
Gravity Agents in 3 experiments, each applying this
behaviour for 1000 iterations, and with different sensitivity
parameters.

insects The system is also influenced by the phenomena
seen in physical systems, the environment dynamics within
a system and the interactions between the agents and their
environment. The system is extensible with many different
agent ‘breeds’ and further work is in progress to explore
more fully the agent-environment dynamics. Experiments
currently being evaluated are based on image
skeletonisation and noise reduction via environmental
influences. Some challenges remain, notably that of
deciding when the image processing has finished –
something that is usually trivial using conventional
algorithms but proves more difficult with emergent
computation approaches.
The component agents in the system are specifically
designed to be simple in nature in order to place the
emphasis on the importance of the data in its processing
and analysis. Since the desired data is stored within the
image in a distributed high level pattern, a suitable means
of achieving the extraction of the data may be to get the
data to drive the behaviour of the agents. By doing so, the
emergence of a persistent pattern left behind will leave a
‘footprint’ that represents the desired result.
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DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK
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‘vertically’ unaligned intraline gaps (Caprari 2000).
However, this step is not enough for character
recognition and should be followed by the up/down
orientation determination.

ABSTRACT
A method to determine the up/down orientation of an
Arabic document is described here. The document consists
of Arabic characters and numerals. The algorithm assumes
that the document being substantially text and well
vertically aligned with respect to the scanner axes. Three
main zones were identified for the Arabic characters,
namely: upper, middle and lower zones. The algorithm is
based on the fact that the Arabic characters are asymmetric
on these zones, hence producing asymmetric horizontal
histogram. The algorithm is tested on a diverse sample of
Arabic documents varying in size, number of lines, font
style and font size and achieved 100% accuracy.

3. Determination of the up/down orientation, which is the
scope of this paper and will be discussed in details in the
following sections.
4. Skew Correction. Once the document is found to be
skewed, there is a need to correct or deskew it for further
processing, see for example (Ali 1997). This stage is out
of the scope of this paper.
A typical character recognition system should have the
above four stages as part of the preprocessing stage. Most
of the work was found to be dealing with English and
European documents and none has been found to deal with
Arabic documents. This research paper is focused on the
Arabic characters, and specially the printed ones.

1. INTRODUCTION
Human brain can determine the orientation of a document
easily, instinctively and intuitively. A mathematical
algorithm needs to be developed and implemented in a
program in order to give the computer the capability of
determining the orientation.
Inverted documents (i.e. upside down) may arise from
scanning paper documents into a computer, from faxes
received via a fax modem or from rotated document images
for a reason or another. The problem discussed here is a
subset of the skew detection/correction problem.
Skew detection is an essential stage for character
recognition as well as many other applications in pattern
recognition and image processing. It should be considered
as one of the earliest steps in the preprocessing stage. The
problem can be studied from four perspectives:
1. Determining the skew angle if the document is not
vertically or horizontally aligned. Several methods have
been proposed by researchers for skew detection (Yu et
al. 1995) (Chaudhuri and Pal 1997) (Smith 1995).
However, this level of detection may not look into the
up/down orientation of the text at the first place.
2. Detecting the vertical/horizontal orientation. Several
researchers (Akiyama and Hagita 1990) (Farrow et al.
1994) (Le et al. 1994) successfully solved this problem by
determining whether the document is fed into the system
vertically (portrait) or horizontally (landscape). The
method relies on text having frequent interline gaps of
similar size to character heights, but smaller and

2. THE ALGORITHM
This research is based on the work of Caprari (2000) in
which he designed an algorithm and applied it on English
characters and Arabic numerals. In this paper, the same
method is modified and used to determine the up/down
orientation of the Arabic documents.
The algorithm operates on a page of scanned text
represented as an array. The effectiveness of the algorithm
relies on the document being substantially text. Hence, it
does not work for non-textual images.
The method is slightly modified to be suitable for Arabic
documents. It should work properly for other alphabets as
well with minor modifications.
Basically, it is based on studying the shape of the Arabic
characters and determining the different zones of the
character. These natural zones will have an impact on the
horizontal histogram of the document. The algorithm
assumes that the original document is well vertically
aligned with respect to the scanner axes; otherwise, skew
correction process is necessary.
The distinction between upright and inverted text is based
on the asymmetry feature of the Arabic character shape
which is neither horizontally nor vertically symmetric as
illustrated in Figure 1.
By looking at the characters in Figure 1, three zones can be
recognized easily; the upper, middle and lower zone.
Different fonts have slightly different zone height.
However, it can be noticed that the upper zone is slightly
bigger than half of the total height, the middle zone is about

Step 5: Finally, to know whether the graph is symmetric or
asymmetric, the sum of ssdp is divided by the sum of sdp
over all rows using formula (5). The result is a scalar, the
document will be upright if the scalar is negative and
inverted if it is positive.

asym = −

∑ ssdtp(i)
∑ sdtp(i)

(5)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 1: The Separated Arabic Characters and their Zones,
using Arabic Transparent Font.
10% or less, and the lower zone is slightly bigger than one
third of the total height.
The middle zone is known as the text-baseline, mainly
contains the horizontal strokes that connect the characters
together, it is so small that it can’t contain any character,
and even sometimes it is represented by a 1-pixel line.
Extracting the middle zone is extremely useful in character
recognition because some characters completely fall in the
upper and middle zone, and some fall in the middle and
lower. The algorithm is described in the following steps
through an example:
Step 1: Compute the horizontal projection of the document
using formula (1), Figure 2(a) shows a sample of an Arabic
document and Figure 2(b) shows its horizontal projection
graph.

p (i ) = ∑ page(i, j )

(1)

The asymmetry attribute of the Arabic text line is clear in
the graph, the longest spike represents the base-line, and the
upper zone is slightly bigger and thicker than the lower
zone.
Step 2: The projection p is differentiated dp by a forward
difference method formula (Formula 2) and the graph is
shown in figure (2c).

dp(i )= p(i + 1) − p(i )

(2)

Notice from graph (2c) that each text line is characterized
by one large positive spike and one smaller negative spike.
This verifies that the text up/down asymmetry has persisted
through to this stage of the algorithm.
Step 3: Squared differentiated projection sdp is computed
using formula (3), and the graph is shown in figure (2d):

sdp (i )= dp 2 (i )

(3)

Step 4: To restore the sign of dp which was destroyed by
squaring dp, sdp is multiplied by the sign of dp using
formula (4) as shown in figure (2e).

ssdp (i )= sdp (i ) * sign(dp(i ))

(4)

The algorithm described in this paper was implemented in
MATLAB® v.6.5 and tested on a diverse sample of Arabic
documents. Testing was conducted on 31 different
documents varying in size, number of lines, font style and
font size. All images were monochrome images. The font
size ranged between 8 and 72 points. There were 18 upright
documents and 13 inverted.
No deskewing of page images was undertaken because the
documents were very well vertically aligned. No noise has
been added to the images. The orientation of all documents
was correctly determined. It has been noted that smaller
font sizes and smaller text region reduce the algorithm
effectiveness.
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(c) Differentiated Projection dp (d) Squared Differentiated Projection sdp (e) Signed Squared Differentiated Projection ssdp
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ABSTRACT
The architectural similarity between two-dimensional
cellular automata and digital images naturally suggests their
use in image processing operations. However, increasing
the number of different colour values, or intensity levels in
grey-scale images, dramatically increases the look-up table
size of traditional cellular automata. We introduce a method
to reduce the rule table size in cellular automata using
relative pixel intensity values, enabling the processing of
images with large ranges of pixel intensity. A genetic
algorithm is used to evolve cellular automata rule tables
using this relative value method. A parameter to increase or
decrease the sensitivity of the image processing automaton
is described and examples of its use are illustrated. Edge
detection results using this cellular automaton are shown in
comparison to the popular Canny operator. Advantages of
this method are that the rule table size is reduced so that it
can easily be stored within the computer memory. This
maintains the operational speed of the processing and
avoids the need to specify rules algebraically. This method
is a fast, efficient and inherently parallel means of
achieving edge detection behaviour. Results and further
possible work are discussed.
INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK
Cellular automata as suggested by Ulam and implemented
by von Neumann (von Neumann, 1966) are discrete
dynamical systems composed of a lattice of simple
computational elements. Each element has an internal state
and this state is governed by a transition function. The
transition function considers both the internal state and the
state of the neighbouring elements (‘cells’). Typically, the
cells are updated in a synchronous manner, they obey the
same transition function and the cells are arranged in a
regular lattice.
Although cellular automata may be seen in one, two, and
three dimensional variants, the similarity between the
architecture of a two dimensional cellular automaton and a
stored discrete digital image makes them naturally suitable
for the task of image processing (Preston and Duff, 1984),
(Toffoli, 1999). Each picture element (‘pixel’) in a digital

image has a value, corresponding to the light intensity value
in a grey-scale image, or a colour value in a colour image
(itself consisting of separate colour components such as
Red, Green and Blue values). A digital image, like a two
dimensional cellular automaton, is arranged in a regular
lattice and each pixel is surrounded by neighbouring pixel
‘cells’. Image processing is the process of modifying the
data within an image in order to highlight certain features.
Edge detection is one such procedure, where the edges in an
image (discontinuities in intensity or texture, steps or lines)
are enhanced and a great many different algorithms exist to
perform this operation (Ziou and Tabbone, 1997). Poli has
suggested that all image feature extraction behaviours can
be stated as being filters, for whichever feature is being
enhanced, all other features are being filtered out (Poli,
1996).
The transition function of a cellular automaton can be
implemented in a rule table, or look-up table. The state of
the current cell and its neighbours creates a unique value
corresponding to an entry in the table that determines the
new state of the cell in the next step of the automaton. The
rule table contains every possible configuration of the cell’s
state combined with every possible configuration of
neighbouring states. The size of the rule table is dependent
on both the number of different possible states and the size
of the neighbourhood.
The two most common neighbourhoods in two-dimensional
automata are the von Neumann neighbourhood and the
Moore neighbourhood. The von Neumann neighbourhood
consists of the central cell undergoing the transition
function and its four neighbours, visualised as the main
compass points (N,S,E,W). The Moore neighbourhood
extends the von Neumann neighbourhood by also including
the extra diagonal corners of the neighbourhood (NE, NW,
SE, SW).
Since the neighbourhood of the transition function is
usually fixed, the biggest influence on look up table size
will be the number of possible states per cell. For example,
in a binary (two-state) automaton with the Moore
neighbourhood the number of different possible
cell/neighbourhood configurations will be 29 (512) and the
number of different possible rule tables will be 2512. As the
number of cell states increases, the size of the rule table,
and therefore the space of all possible rule tables, increases
dramatically.

As the complexity and size of the rule table increases, it is
often simpler to state the cell transition rule algebraically
rather than in terms of an explicit look-up table. For
example, Conway’s popular automaton, Life (2 states,
Moore neighbourhood) may have its transition function
expressed in the following manner (Gardner, 1970):

the cell is of a greater intensity, a lesser intensity, or has the
same intensity as its neighbouring cells. Figure 1 illustrates
the concept for both the Moore neighbourhood (1a) and the
von Neumann neighbourhood (1b).

If a cell is currently alive (1) and has exactly
two or three neighbouring cells that are alive, remain
alive in the next generation, otherwise die (0) in the
next generation.
If a cell is currently dead and has exactly three
neighbours that are alive, come alive in the next
generation, otherwise remain dead in the next
generation.
Describing the transition rule algebraically has the
advantage that the transition rule is more understandable,
certainly more so than reading entries in a binary look up
table. In some respects it is also space efficient, since the
rule table for the Life automaton (512 combinations) need
not be stored in memory. An algebraic encoding of
transition rules has also been used chosen for grey-scale
image processing in cellular automata (Wongthanavasu and
Sadananda, 2003).
Disadvantages to this approach however are that the
operation of an automaton using an algebraic expression
will be slower than one that simply ‘jumps’ blindly to an
entry in a look up table. The second, and perhaps more
pertinent disadvantage is that it is more difficult to optimise
the transition rule for more efficient operation of the
automaton. This must be done in a ‘trial-and-error’ manner
in order to try and achieve different results. The use of
evolutionary algorithms to evolve improvements in
transition function rules is one possibility. Poli used genetic
programming techniques to evolve algebraic image
processing functions, though he was forced to limit the
number of component functions in order to reduce both the
size of the search space and the cost of excessive
computation time (Poli, 1996).
RELATIVE PIXEL INTENSITY VALUE ENCODING
The use of evolutionary algorithms to evolve simple rule
tables for cellular automata is a simpler process than trying
to evolve algebraic transition functions. The fixed size of
the rule table ‘genome’ enables the use of simpler genetic
algorithms to be used. However there is the problem of the
number of possible states for each cell in the automaton to
contend with.
A cellular automaton look-up table increases in size
dramatically in relation to the number of states possible in
each cell. This imposes a severe memory constraint when
considering even a small range of grey scale levels. A
solution we have devised is to consider the intensity of the
cell not in absolute intensity values, but relative to the
intensity of its neighbours.
This method only requires three states to be stored for each
cell – no matter how large the range of intensity values for
each cell. The only values that need to be stored is whether

Figure 1: Absolute pixel intensity values translated to relative
pixel intensity values

It can be seen that by only encoding the relative changes in
intensity – greater than (‘+’), less than (‘-‘), or the same
(‘0’) – a great economy in the size of the look-up table can
be achieved. This economy is further increased when we
consider that we do not have to include the centre cell in the
rule table. Thus the Moore neighbourhood entries consist of
only eight cells and the von Neumann neighbourhood
entries now consist of only four cells. Because we are only
considering three possible states per cell, the size of the rule
table is further reduced. The look-up table for a von
Neumann neighbourhood will only be 34 entries long (81
entries), and the look-up table for the Moore neighbourhood
is only 38 entries long – 6561 entries. This is a somewhat
larger table than for the von Neumann neighbourhood but
easily within the memory capacity of modern personal
computers. This encoding of relative intensity values
enables us to consider images with many grey scale levels
and even colour images with a great many colour ranges,
for example 32bit colour ranges for each pixel. The output
from each look up table entry, giving the state of the cell in
the next ‘step’, can be of three possible values: an increase
in pixel intensity for that cell, a decrease in pixel intensity,
or no change in pixel intensity. The amount of the
increase/decrease in pixel intensity may be specified by the
user at the start of the experiment.
RELATIVE PIXEL SENSITIVITY PARAMETER
The encoding of the rule table specifies whether the
neighbourhood cells’ intensity differ from the centre cell
(greater, lesser or the same). It is useful to introduce a
sensitivity parameter that specifies how large the deviation
between the intensity values of the pixels must be in order
for the difference to register. For example, a sensitivity
parameter value of 1 means that, if a neighbouring pixel is
greater in intensity by a value of one or more, then that
neighbour will be given the ‘+’ code. However if the
sensitivity parameter is set to 5, a neighbour with an
intensity difference of 1 will not be enough to trigger a
difference, and that neighbour will be given the ‘0’ (same)

code. The sensitivity parameter thus acts to specify the
sensitivity of changes in image intensity values.
It is possible to view the effect of the sensitivity parameter
and its effect on the distribution of rule table entries, if we
consider the von Neumann neighbourhood with 81 different
possible rule table entries and give each entry a different
colour value. Figure 2a illustrates an original grey scale
image (256 possible grey levels). Figure 2b illustrates the
rule table distribution with a sensitivity parameter value of
1 and figure 2c illustrates the rule table distribution with the
sensitivity parameter of 5. It can be seen that this feature in
itself acts as a rudimentary image filtering operation.

from the fittest CA (Single iteration, Moore neighbourhood,
sensitivity: 15, intensity increment/decrement: 255, clonededge boundary conditions, recombination probability: 1,
mutation probability: .001).

Figure 3: The output from the Canny operator to test fitness (3a)
and a sample output from one run of the GA (3b).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2: a) Original ‘Lena’ image, b) rule-table entry distribution
with sensitivity of 1, c) rule table distribution with sensitivity 5.

EVOLVING RELATIVE VALUED CELLULAR
AUTOMATA FOR EDGE DETECTION.
A genetic algorithm was developed to assess the suitability
of using relative valued cellular automata for edge detection
on images. The algorithm generates a population of cellular
automata whose genomes consist of rule tables. The rule
tables can be either 81 entries long (von Neumann
neighbourhood) or 6561 entries long (Moore
neighbourhood). The initial output values in the rule tables
were generated randomly. The user specifies the sensitivity
parameter, the amount to increment/decrement each cell’s
pixel intensity value, number of CA iterations, number of
generations, CA boundary conditions and neighbourhood
type. A typical run consisted of a population size of 30, a
recombination probability (single point, randomly selected)
of 1, and a mutation probability of .001.
Each CA was given an 8-bit (256 different states) source
grey scale image as an initial input and the outputs from the
CA were compared to an edge detection reference
generated by the popular Canny algorithm (Canny, 1986).
Fitness was assessed by calculating how much the output
from the CA differed from the output from the Canny
operator, i.e. the most fit were those who minimised the
error difference between the CA output and the Canny
reference. Population fitness was ranked and the next
generation was generated by keeping the fittest member
unchanged (elitist strategy) and generating the next
population by recombining the fittest and second fittest
members’ genomes at a random location. The population,
excepting the fittest member, was subject to mutation at the
rate specified by the user.

Our results show that it is possible to evolve a cellular
automaton to perform edge detection operations on images
with a large (effectively unlimited) intensity range.
Furthermore the automaton is fast (operates in a single
computational ‘step’), and space efficient – overcoming the
traditional problem of rule table size in multi-state
automata. The system would be possible to parallelise as
each cell is computationally very simple. The system can
also process colour images by processing each colour
channel separately and combining the results for the output.
The use of a sensitivity parameter enables the automaton to
be tailored by the user for different applications.
Further work in progress includes examining the use of
non-uniform transition rules and to further explore the
effects of adjusting the CA parameters, such as number of
CA iterations, different boundary conditions and variations
in the rule table output levels to increase/decrease intensity
values of the cells.
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ABSTRACT
The melanoma is a form of skin cancer that can causes a great
number of deaths. The physician community has long relied
on visual observation of the skin's surface to determine if the
lesion is malign or benign. A convenient and painless process
to detect melanoma of the skin can allow a quick diagnosis,
and give doctors a close-up view about the nature of the
lesion. The first step to get such tool is to extract the lesion
from the healthy skin. Five automatic methods for
segmentation of pigmented lesion images are presented in this
paper. The methods allow converting a gray-level image into
a binary one by using the histogram based thresholding
approach. Thus we will be able to determine efficiently three
of the four clinical features known as the ABCDs of
melanoma.
INTRODUCTION
The interest accorded to the image processing is growing
while the image became an essential support and a privileged
source of information. The interpretation-quality of an image
strongly depends on his analysis. The first problem we face is
that of segmentation. That is, in order to extract valuable
information from the image at hand, we first need to divide
the image into distinctive components, which can then be
further analysed. This is needed, in order to separate the
"interesting" components from the subordinate ones, since
computers have much difficulty in performing classification
compared to human brain.
A general, and an automatic, segmentation method is difficult
to conceive because of the several varieties of area-shapes
that can be presented in one image. Hence we will proove that
the segmentation by the histogram-based thresholding
approach is one of the most adapted for the pigmented-skinlesion images in dermatology.
In section 2, a medical-description of the melanomas and
theirs characteristics is given. This is followed by a brief
review about the image segmentation. We present in detail the
segmentation by the histogram-based thresholding approach
in section 4. The algorithm procedures that we propose will
be summarized in section 5. The application to pigmented
skin lesions is illustrated and discussed in section 6.

MEDICAL DESCRIPTION
Skin cancers are the most common form of human cancers.
The malignant melanoma is considered as the most deadly of
them. Its originer cames from the fact that the skin cells,
melanocytes, produce more than necessary the dark,
protective pigment called melanin. However, melanoma is
almost always curable when detected in its early stages.
Warning signs of melanoma include: changes in the surface
of a mole, scaliness, oozing, bleeding or the appearance of a
new bump; spread of pigment from the border into
surrounding skin.
These clinical features are known as the ABCDs of melanoma
[1]:
- Asymmetry: One half doesn’t match the other half (figure
1.a).
- Border irregularity: The edges ragged notched or blurred
(figure 1.b).
- Color: The pigmentation is not uniform. Shades of tan,
brown and black are present. Dashes of red, white and blue
add to the mottled appearance (figure 1.c).
- Diameter: The width is greater than six millimetres (about
the size of a pencil eraser). Any growth of a mole should be
of cancern (figure 1.d).

(a) Asymetry

(b) Border irregularity

(c) Color

(d) Diameter

Figures 1: ABCDs criteria
Consequently image analysis techniques for measuring these
features have been developed. Melanoma diagnosis requires
that the lesions will be detected and localized in image. It is
essential that lesion boundaries are determined precisely so
that measurements can be accurately computed. For this,
various image segmentation methods have been developed.
Many of them use gray level image to extract the lesion from
the healthy skin.

IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Image segmentation is perhaps the most studied area in
computer vision, with numerous methods. It consists in
extracting the region of interest in an image. In our case the
principal region of interest is the lesion and our objective
consists to delimit it and to determine as precisely as possible
its contour. A segmentation method is usually designed taking
into consideration the properties of a particular class of
images, thus it can be performed in many different ways [320]:
- One common approach is to perform Edge-Detection, in
order to find all edges in the image, thus implying the borders
of shapes in the given image [3-8].
- A second approach is to try and detect whole shapes, given
the fact that these shapes usually tend to have distinctive
properties as opposed to the background they are aligned
against: it is the region-growing approach [9-11].
- A third approach consists in converting the gray-level
image into a binary one according to a critical value called
threshold. This threshold is chosen after an histogram
processing which can be total or adaptive: The thresholding is
total if the same critical value is used over the whole image.
Otherwise, it is adaptive if each area of the image has its own
threshold [12-20].
To get optimal results, these three approaches are sometimes
combined.
For the following of this paper, we shall concentrate on the
third approche.
HISTOGRAM THRESHOLDING
The gray-level histogram of an image is a function which
gives the appearance-frequency of each gray-level in the
image. Thresholding aims to segment an image in many
classes by only using the histogram. Thus, we suppose that
each class can be characterized by only its own gray level
distribution. So, to each peak of the histogram is associated a
class. There are many histogram thresholding methods [1220]. These methods were very often developed to treat the
particular case of the segmentation in two classes. In this
case, the image thresholding converts a gray-level image into
a binary one. The two binary levels may represent objects and
background or, more generally, two classes in an image (in
our case it consists in extracting the lesion from the healthy
skin). Pixels whose value exceeds a critical value are assigned
to one category, and the rest to the other (figure 2). The
threshold is global if the same critical value is used across the
whole image. Many algorithms have been proposed for
automatically selecting the threshold appropriate for a given
image [12-20]. Some algorithms simply use the histogram of
values in the image, whereas others use contextual
information such as gray level occurrences in adjacent pixels.
Global histogram based algorithms are most commonly used,
despite the benefits that can accrue from using contextual
information and allowing the threshold to vary over an image.
They are simple to understand and implement, and
computationally fast once the histogram has been obtained.

Figures 2: A bimodal- image Histogram.
The histogram will be denoted h(1), h(2), h(3)... h(n-1), h(n),
where h(i) is the number of pixels in the image having the
gray level i, and n is the maximum gray-level reached
(typically n=255). The threshold value is an integer, denoted t
[13]. The original image is defined by the function I(x, y)
where x and y are the coordinates of a pixel. The binary
image Ib is defined by the function:

 0 If
Ib( x, y ) = 
255 If

I ( x, y ) ≤ t
I ( x, y ) > t

(1)

ALGORITHMS
Subsequent algorithms can be computed efficiently if the
following partial sums are obtained.
For J = 0...,n :
j
j

=
=
A
h(i)
B
i h(i)
∑
j
 j ∑
i =0
i =0

j
j
C j = ∑ i 2 h(i) D j = ∑ i 3 h(i)

i =0
i =0

(2)

Moments
This algorithm due to Tsai [15], chooses t such that the binary
image has the same first three moments as the original one.
Thus, the value of t is such that At/An is the value of the
fraction closest to the value of x0 where:

1 B /A + x 2 /2

x0 = − n n

2

(x 22 - 4x 1 )

2
x = B n D n - C n x = B n C n - A n D n
2
 1 A n C n - B 2n
A n C n - B 2n

(3)

Entropy
The entropy E of a discreet source of observations, which
values are in {0...j} is defined by:
j

E j = ∑h(i) log(h(i)) for j = 0,…...,n

(4)

i =0

One of several maximum entropy algorithms, due to Kapur
and Al [16], consists in evaluating, for any j= 0...n, the
following expression:
Ej/Aj–log(Aj)+(En–Ej)/(An–Aj)–log(An –Aj)

(5)

The value of the threshold t is the j’s one which minimized
this expression.
Iterative Intermeans

(8)

So the distance d between the point (i , h(i)) and the line D is:

Ridler and Calvard [17], and Trussel [18] proposed an
iterative method: From an initial guess for t, the mean graylevels in the two classes defined by the threshold, that is,
below and above it, are computed as:

 µ t = Bt / At

ν t = ( Bn − Bt ) /( Bn − At )

a = ( MAX − MIN ) /(imax − imin )

 c = ( MIN .imax − MAX .imin ) /(imax − imin )

(6)

The threshold t is recalculated to be half-way between these
means that is the integer part of (µt + νt)/2. Then µ and ν are
recomputed, and a new value of t is obtained. This is repeated
until convergence, which is a repeat of the same value of t on
two consecutive iterations.
Intermeans
A closely related algorithm to the precedent one,
INTERMEANS, due to Otsu [19], requires the between-class
sum of squares
(7)
Xj=Aj (An -Aj ) (µj-νj )2
The above equation will be evaluated for j=0...n-1. The
threshold t is set to the value of j at which Xj is maximized.
Although it is not immediately apparent from the algebraic
formulation, this has the effect of positioning the threshold
midway between the means of the two classes.
Triangle
This technique due to Zack [20] is illustrated in Figure 3. A
line is constructed between the maximum of the histogram at
brightness imax and the lowest value imin = (p=0)% in the
image. The distance d between the line and the histogram h[i]
is computed for all values of b from i = imin to i = imax. The
brightness value io where the distance between h[io] and the
line is maximal is the threshold value, that is, t = io. This
technique is particularly effective when the object pixels
produce a weak peak in the histogram.

d=

a.i − h(i ) + c
a2 + c2

(9)

The threshold t takes the value of i which maximized d.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate the methods previously presented we applied
them on 62 images lesions. The visual evaluation of these
methods is presented in figure 4 for four different images. For
each method we superpose the contour of the segmented
image (white edge) on the original image. The Table 1
gathers the threshold values t for the five methods tested on
the four images of lesions.
According to these results, we can classify the five methods
previously presented in two categories. To carry out a such
classification, we chose the two following criteria: the
produced threshold value, and the obtained quality of the
segmentation (psycho-visual criterion).
A first class gathers the two following methods: Intermeans
[19], and Intermeans Iterative [17,18]. Indeed they give a very
close threshold values which are lower than those produced
by the three other methods. The obtained thresholds allow a
good extraction of the lesion from its background.
For the second category in which we classify the three
methods Triangle [20], Entropy [16], and Moments [15], we
note similar results, and threshold values higher than those of
the preceding class. For this category, the shape extraction of
the melanoma in the produced binary images is less precise.
Thus, it is abvious that the methods of the first class are better
for the lesion-image-segmentation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we were interested in the histogram-basedthresholding techniques. Five methods were presented and
applied on sixty-two images of melanoma. Although these
methods are relatively simple and that we have not recourse
to complex techniques, we obtained very satisfying results
especially those which we gathered in the first class. We
estimate that we have contributed to the first links of a
medical help for diagnostic-data-processing tool dedicated to
the classification of the melanoma. It is thought that the use of
the color melanoma can give another dimension to this work.
Thus we will be able to define a color space which will be
better adapted to the segmentation.
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Table 1: Threshold values t for the five methods tested on the four images of lesions.
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148
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221
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Figures 4: Results of segmentation
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Abstract
Digital watermarking is the unique
solution that can be used for protecting all
the digital multimedia data from any
illegal use. In this work, we present a new
method as blind watermarking to embed
data into digital images, digital audio and
scanned text. The method is based on the
lower and the upper bit sequences. Each
pixel in the digital media keeping the
quality as it is. The new technique is very
simple for embedding and extractions of
the hidden data.
1. Introduction
Over the last view years, many
different watermarking algorithms schemes
have been developed for a large variety of
digital data types [1] [2]. New digital media
has improved, with existing new hardware
and software dealing with the multimedia
application have increased the demand not
just for producing new digital media (such
as images, audio, movies, et..) but also
increased the demand for protections of all
these new products from unknown
customers or illegal users[3][4]. Digital
watermarking comes to the front as new
application to give the protection needed in
the world of digital multimedia. Digital
watermarking is the process of embedding
particular
information
(watermark
message) into or onto the digital media and
retrieving it from other digital data. The
theory of the digital watermarking have
been investigated [5][6][7]. The reliability of
the digital watermarking information is
dependent on the texture of the original

digital image or audio [8]. In this paper, we
present a new method of embedding the
watermarking into the digital image based
on the lower and upper bit sequences of
each pixel. The proposed method is
presented in section 2. in section 3, we
explain the basic idea behind the structure
of the lower and upper bit sequences and
the reference database table for the
embedding method. In section 4, we
introduce the embedding and extraction
(detection) system and how it works. In
section 5, we give some examples
experimental results as test for the new
blind watermarking technique and show
how to deal with it. In section 6, we show
some results of using the new method of
the blind embedding and extraction of the
watermarks under some common attacks.
In the last section, we concluded our
presentation work.
2. Proposed Method
Digital watermarking uses one of
the following two methods to embed a
payload. One way involves special
algorithms that can change the intensity or
luminance of individual pixels of a digital
picture to encode a predetermined number
of bits of embedded, but imperceptible
data. The other method involves changing
the image in the frequency domain, by
slightly altering the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) coefficients (at the heart
of the compression algorithms used in
MPEG and JPEG). Our work based on the
special domain, the pixel of which is the 8bits length. Some work has been done

using the least significant bits [11], and
others used some other method such as
flappable and shuffling [9] [10]. In this
research work, we looked closely to the
sequences of all the bits that represented
each pixel in the digital image or the
digital media. By dividing (portions) the
bits sequence into two parts, the lower bit
sequence (part 0) which starts from bit
number 0 to bit number 3 and the upper bit
sequences (part 1) which starts from bit
number 4 to bit number 7 right to left
direction which is from the lower to the
higher bit order.
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Upper-bits Lower-bits
Figure 1: The bit sequences of the pixel.

Figure 1; illustrate the lower and the upper
bits sequences. By splitting the data pixels
into two parts, the lower and the upper
parts, in fact we divide the digital image
into two levels. The low level is the data
pixel of the digital image or media valued
from 0 to 8 in real data. The upper level is
the digital image or media valued from 16
to 255 in real data. By introducing these
two level, we construct a database (see
Figure 2) based on these levels or
sequences to build up the embedded for the
digital watermark.
3. Data base structure
To evaluate each data pixel of the digital
media, we have constructed a database table as
shown in Figure 2.
Range
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Upperbits data
15
31
47
63
79
95
111
127
143
159
175
191
207
223
239
255

Lowerbits Data
0
16
32
48
64
80
96
112
128
144
160
176
192
208
224
240

Value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Level
–No.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Figure 2: The Database (Table) structures

The database (table) divided into five parts
directed from left to right. Part one is the
level-no. That indicates the lower value
and the upper value in each level. Part two
is the replacing value for each data pixel to
calculate the watermarking message. Part
three is the lower bit sequences. Part four
is the upper bit sequences and part five is
the range between each level.
4. Embedding and Extraction Systems
This is a new method is known
blind digital watermarking method. This
method is different from others [2] [9] [10] [11]
such that it does not require the original
digital image or media to extract or detect
the hidden data (watermark message).
4.1 The Embedding Algorithm
Based on the database from Figure 2,
the embedding algorithm is described as
following:
1) For each data pixel from the
original image, extract and replace
with equivalent number from the table
that exists between its lower or upper
data value.
2) Add the all the equivalent numbers
and then take the average.
3) Extract the watermark number
(value) from the table that exists
between the lower and upper data
value of any level.
4) Add the watermark to the original
data pixel of the image.
Figure 3, shows the embedding system.
The
embedding
system
uses
a
straightforward process and uses a
segmented 8x8 data pixel of a digital
image (original image) as sample to
explain the procedure of the new
embedding system. Each data pixel in the
digital image, there is a cross-pounding
value number that can be computed from
the database-table (see Figure 2). After
completing the replacements of all the data
pixels, the embedded computes the digital
watermark by summing up all these value
numbers then taking the average value and

extracting again the cross-pounding value
from the table to get the watermark number

(value) that is to be added to the original
segmented digital image(marked image).

Data pixels

Data Base

Original
Image
8x8

Add the
replacing
value and
select the
best value.
(average)

Select the
replacing
value

encoderEmbed

Marked
Image
8x8

Figure 3: The Embedding System.

4.2 The Extraction-Detection Algorithm
After embedding the digital
watermark, which is a very small data

value, it is range from 0 to 15, such that it
does not affect the quality of the marked
image or media.

Data Pixels
Data Base

Test
Image

Add the
replacing
value and
(decoder)
select the best
Extract
value.
(average)
Figure 4: The Extraction (Detection) System.

Select the
replacing
value

Figure 4; illustrated the extraction
algorithm for the hidden watermark which
is very simple and the description of the
algorithm is as following:
1- For each data pixel of the marked
image, replace it with its crosspounding valued number from the
database or the table.
2- Sum up all the valued numbers and
then take the average.
3- Extract the equivalent valued number
from the database or the table and
i.e., the marked message (hiding
data) if exist.
4- Subtract the watermark from the
marked image to obtain the original
digital image (data value).

Subtraction
and
verification
result

In Figure 4, the extraction system also
employs a straightforward process for the
extraction of the watermark from the
marked image or media. Except that after
computing and getting the valued number
from the database or the table, the system
subtracts the valued number from the
marked image to get back the original
digital data.
5. Applying the New Method
As result of blind digital
watermarking technique, the embedded can
embed the watermark message to a
particular location or the entire image
itself. After applying the new method over
different types of digital images, we have
got a good quality marked images. Figure
5; Shows some results after applying the

new method using only one random 8x8
segmented block to be as watermark
(hidden) in the target image.

(a) Original Image

(b) marked Image

(c) Original Image

(d) Marked Image

6. Experiments
The blind watermarking based bit
sequences system was tested on 2000
images using reference mark image of size
8x8 pixels taking from the original image.
The message embedded was in range [0 –
15] that is obtained from the table
illustrated in Figure 2. The message
obtained was small compared to other
existing techniques. Since the message is

bounded the system had a measured of
over 99%.
7. The new method with common attackers
The new method has given good
results of recognizing the watermarks after
applying some attackers such as JPEG
compression where the compression ratio
was 20:1 and another attacker such as
adding noise (Gaussian). This is because
of the range capacity available from the
data base or the table (see Figure 2). For
each level has a range from 0 to 15 of
valued number; and that will help either for
the embedded or for the extractor to
recover from most (any) attacker. The
capacity level is one of the best advantage
exist in this blind digital watermarking
method.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new
blind digital watermarking scheme using
the lower and the upper bit sequences to
embed and extract the watermark message.
The new method has given good quality of
marked images or media after embedding
the watermark message. The new method
can allow embedding the watermark into a
segmented part (i.e. only 8x8 block size) or
into all images and it can extract the
marked message anywhere in the image
target. The new method has survived from
most common attackers such as standard
JPEF compression [20:1] and additive
noise.
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Summary:
Existing watermarking schemes try, in general, to maximize the robustness or to reduce the signature visibility. In this
paper, we present two new approaches in the embedding scheme that release both of these constraints. In one hand, we
assure a great robustness, on the other hand, we guarantied the imperceptibility of the embedded mark. Both of these
approaches represent the new steps added to the classic embedding scheme of image watermarking in the frequential
field. This will characterize the object of the present paper where we present these ameliorations with the obtained
results.
keywords: watermarking, Image, DCT, Robustness.
1. Introduction
With the recent growth of networked multimedia
systems, techniques are needed to prevent the illegal
copying, forgery and distribution of digital images. It is
also desireable to determine where and by how much
the multimedia file has been changed from the original.
One way to improve one's claim of ownership over an
image, is to place a low-level signal directly into the
image data. This signal, known as a digital watermark,
uniquely identifies the owner and can be easily
extracted from the image. Our goal has been to develop
a robust digital watermark scheme for images.
In this paper, we present a new approach of image
watermarking in the frequential field. It is based on
two steps that allocate to obtain both a great robustness
and a great imperceptibility of the embedded mark.
We have to precise in this step, that the embedded
mark will be different from the classic mode of
embedding signatures in the known watermarking
schemesIn fact, in our proposed method, we'll not
embed the mark itself. We'll embed the ratio between
the original image and the mark.
2. Method Principle
the proposed method of image watermarking is based
on the classic scheme of embedding a mark in the
frequential field using the additif scheme. The
extracting scheme is non blind one. The proposed
method will modify the embedding scheme.
At a first step, we'll try to carry out a sorting between
the elements of the original image and that of the
embedded mark in order to optimize their
correspondance. On the other hand, we'll try to embed
their ratio instead of embedding the mark in the image.
At this stage, we have to optimise by choosing which

ratio to embed (the ration between the mark and the
image or the inverse). We have so to choose between
embedding the ration image/mark or mark/image.
This last modification on the embedding scheme will
maximize the robustness of the watermarking action. In
fact, when retrieving the embedded "mark", the hacker
can't discover the real mark because the found "mark"
is the ration and not the real one.
The first modification that concern sorting the elements
of the image and that of the mark between the
embedding scheme is a pre-step in the embedding
scheme. Its objective is to minimize the mark
perceptibility. In fact, when proceeding with this
method we'll be sure that the elements of the mark
won't influence that of the original image. They will be
corresponded and have the same magnitude order.
2.1 Perceptibility Minimization: Arrangement
procedure and blocks rebuilding:
In this paragraph, we propose to arrange the mark
pixels and that of the original image in order to
minimize its imperceptibility when inserted on the
image. In fact, given the image to watermark and the
mark to embed, we decompose the original image and
the embedded mark into 8x8 blocks and we apply on
them the DCT operation. At this step, we obtain two
matrixes of N*N values, that designate respectively an
image block and a mark block. These matrixes will be
transformed on vectors of n*n columns. A sorting
operation of every block elements will be effected in
order to classify them in a increasing order for the
image elements and a decreasing order for the mark
ones. An indices table will be established in order to
assist the block rebuilding operation in the extracting
scheme.

homologue in the vector representing the mark to
embed by applyin,g the following formula:

2.2 Robustness Maximization: Optimizing the ratio
between the image and the embedded mark:
In this step, we propose to optimise the embedded ratio
by effecting a comparison between the PSNR when
inserting the ration image/mark and that when inserting
the ratio mark/image.

yi = xi(1+ α wi)
with :
yi DCT coefficient of the watermarked image.
xi DCT quantified coefficient TCD of the original
image
α : Visibility coefficient.
wi : The mark to embed.

2.2.1
1st method : Ratio: Signature / Image
The signature (Wi) will be on this method a vector of
elements that represent the ratio of the Image/signature.
This vector will be sorted and arranged.

When finishing from the association between the image
pixels and those of the mark, come the embedding step.
In this step, the embedding scheme will be modified
because we'll insert the the ration instead of inserting
the mark.
The resulting vector will have the same size of that of
the original image.

2.2.2
2nd method : Ratio: Image /Signature
The signature (Wi) will be in this method a vector
containing the ratio signature/image.
3. Watermarking Steps:
3.1 Embedding Step
In this step, we'll try to correspond to each element of
the vector representing the sorted original image, its

Mark
DCT

Ratio with
embedded mark

DCT

Classification and
generation of the
indices table

Embedding

Original

Watermarked
Figure 1: Proposed Embedding Scheme
3.2 Extracting Step :
This step is very important in the image watermarking
process. It allows extracting the introduced signature
and demonstrate the effectiveness of the used method.
This can be done by the quality of the obtained image
after mark extraction and by comparing the extracted
signature with the original one.
Detection Scheme: The developed scheme in the
detection process is based on a sequence of the inverse
of the operations adopted in the embedded process. In
fact, having the original image and the watermarking

one, we apply the DCT on each one of them. The next
step try to substrate the transformed coefficients of the
watermarked image from the original one.
The extracted mark will be the ratio between the mark
and the original image.
4. Results & Evaluation
The attacks
The essential objective of our method is to obtain a
procedure both robust and with imperceptible mark.

For this, we have developed a test procedure based on a
success of different attacks: JPEG compression,
Gaussian noise, Speckle noise, Cropping, Rotation,
histogram equalisation, …). For each attack, we

evaluate the quality of the watermarking process by
measuring the PSNR between the original image and
the watermarked attacked one.

Original Image and signature:
Original Signature

Original Images

¾

1st Stage: optimising the ratio between the Image and the Signature:
inserting image / signature

inserting signature / image

PSNR = 12.661

PSNR = 78.801

PSNR = 12.567

PSNR = 80.854

PSNR = 12.306

PSNR = 78.892

PSNR = 14.461

PSNR = 78.736

So that, it will be necessary to choose the
first ratio :signature/image. The PSNR
with this embedding type will increase
and exceed in all cases 78db.

Interpretations:
When trying to insert the ratio
signature/image and image/signature we
have conclude that the last method
decrease the PSNR and the image quality.
¾

2nd Stage: Robustness Test of the approach: Signature/ Image
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5. Conclusion
This paper present a new method of image
watermarking in the frequential field by adding some
modifications in its embedding scheme. These
modifications have allowed us to obtain a robust
watermarking algorithm in the frequential field having
both the advantages of the robustness and the
invisibility of the embedded mark. A robustness test
have been done and have demonstrate the efficacy of
the proposed method.

Robustness Evaluation after an histogram equalization
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel audio watermarking technique is
proposed. This technique uses wavelet transformation
to embed a watermark signal in wavelet domain. A
novel technique is used to generate audio signal
dependent watermark patterns. These patterns are
scaled and filtered to ensure high fidelity. Correlation
is used to detect the embedded watermark. Original
audio signal is not required in detection process.
INTRODUCTION
Digital watermarking is the process of embedding an
imperceptible message (watermark) into multimedia
work. This message should be recoverable in
detection stage to provide a proof for the ownership of
copyright. The watermarking algorithm has to satisfy
two conflicting conditions. First, the embedded
watermark must introduce as less as possible
distortion to the multimedia work. Second, the
embedded watermark must be robust against removal
process. A number of audio watermarking algorithms
have been proposed. These algorithms exploit
different techniques to realize these conditions.
Embedding process can be classified according to the
domain where the watermark is embedded. There are
four domains for watermark embedding (Alsalami
and Al-Akaidi 2003): time domain, frequency
domain, compressed domain and wavelet domain.
In time domain watermarking, the watermark is
embedded directly into digital audio signal (Bassia et
al. 2001). No domain transform is required.
Frequency domain watermarking techniques need to
transform the audio signal to frequency domain where
the watermark embedded (e.g. (Arnold 2000)). Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) or discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) can be used for this purpose. Other
audio watermarking techniques hide the watermark in
compressed audio (Neubauer and Herre 2000) to
avoid going through costly decompressed and
compress process to embed the watermark. Wavelet
Transform is also used in audio watermarking to add
the watermark in Wavelet domain.
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The discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a
technique for extracting information about nonstationary signals like audio. It was developed as an
alternative to the Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) to overcome problems related to its time and
frequency resolution properties. In Fourier Transform,
the signal is expressed as infinite sum of a series of
sine's and cosines. This sum is referred as A Fourier
expansion. The problem with Fourier Expansion is
that it has no time resolution. This means that
although we might be able to determine all the
frequencies present in a signal, we do not know when
they are present DWT provides time-frequency
resolution. In Wavelet Transform, signal is
decomposed to two parts, approximation and details.
Approximation part contains the low frequency
components while the details part contains the high
frequency components the approximation part can be
decomposed again to low and high frequencies. Data
obtained from these decompositions are called DWT
coefficients. The original signal can be reconstructed
by applying inverse DWT on the coefficients. More
information about wavelet transforms can be found in
(Daubechies 1992 and Burrus 1998).
Kim et al (Kim et al. 2002) proposed an audio
watermarking technique using wavelet transform.
Their technique uses patchwork algorithm to embed a
watermark in wavelet domain by changing some
statistical value related to the DWT coefficients. This
technique modifies audio signal regardless the
properties of audio signal being watermarked. By
other words, the watermark signal is audioindependent and depends only on the watermarking
key. Consequently, fidelity of watermarked audio
might be seriously affected.
In this paper, a new technique for wavelet based audio
watermarking is proposed. A novel technique is used
to generate signal dependent watermark patterns in
wavelet domain. Correlation is used to detect the
embedded watermark pattern. Unwatermarked audio
is not necessary in detection process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
proposed embedding technique is explained in next
section. Then the detection technique is shown. In
Robustness Test section, some of attacks results are
shown to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed

technique. We conclude with conclusion and future
work.
WATERMARK EMBEDDING
Audio signal is broken to blocks; each block is used
to embed one watermark bit. Watermark embedding
process consists of four stages. At the first stage,
audio signal is decomposed using wavelet transform.
The decomposed audio signal is used in second stage
to generate a signal dependent watermark patterns
using a novel technique used in this work. At the third
stage the watermark is added into audio signal. And
finally we reconstruct the decomposed audio signal to
get the watermarked signal.
Suppose we have a watermark W = {w1, w2,…,wn}
where wi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1,2,…,n. each bit in the
watermark W will be embedded in one audio block S.
the embedding process will be parameterised by a
watermarking key Kw. The four stages of
watermarking will be performed as follows:
1.

The signal S decomposed using
wavelet transform to level k, so we
have Ak, D0, D1,…,Dk. The
watermark will be embedded into
approximation Ak and details Dk.

2.

Two watermark patterns WA and
WD are generated. First we
compute the standard deviations of
Ak and Dk, S1 and S2, respectively.
Then two sets of indexes I = {i1,
i2,…,in1} and J = {j1, j2, …, jn2} are
generated using the watermarking
key
K w.
Then
after,
the
watermarking patterns WA and WD
can be computed as follows:
If watermark bit being embedded
wi = 1 then
WA (k1) = S1
WA (k2) = – S1
WD (k3) = S2
WD (k4) = –S2
Otherwise
WA (k1) = – S1
WA (k2) = S1
WD (k3) = – S2
WD (k4) = S2
Where k1and k3∈ I and k2 and k4∈ J.

3.

The watermark patterns are added to
Ak and Dk as follows:
A’k =Ak + WA
D’k = Dk + WD

4.

The components of audio signal
A’k, D1, D2, …, D’k are used to
produce the watermarked audio by
implementing
inverse
wavelet
transform to reconstruct the signal.

Watermark patterns are generated depending on
information extracted from audio signal being
watermarked. This helps the watermark to be
inaudible. Further shaping operations can be made.
Watermark patterns can be scaled using audio signal
itself (WA = WA * Ak and WD = WD * Dk). Filtering
the resulting watermark patterns shows very good
results in maintaining watermarked audio signal
fidelity. Simple smoothing filter can be useful for that
purpose. Figure 1 shows watermark generating,
scaling using audio signal and smoothing using third
order moving average filter.

a. Original Audio Signal

b. Original Watermark

c. The Watermark after Scaling

d. The Watermark after Filtering
Figure 1: Watermark Shaping
In order for the embedded watermark to be secure,
watermarking key is used. Watermarking key is
involved in generating two sets of indexes that are
used to specify where the watermark will be buried.
Parties those are interested in watermark removing
will not be able to do so, as they don’t know the
location of the embedded watermark (they don’t know
the watermarking key).

4.

WATERMARK DETECTION
Correlation is used in detection process. The
watermarked audio is used to regenerate the
watermark patterns and correlation is used to measure
the similarity. First, audio signal is decomposed by
wavelet transform, and then watermark patterns are
computed and correlated. The following steps
summarise detection process:
1.

The signal S decomposed using
wavelet transform to level k, so we
have Ak, D0, D1,…,Dk. The
watermark will be detected in
approximation Ak and details Dk.

2.

Four watermark patterns (W1, W2,
W3 and W4) will be computed.
Patterns W1 and W2 are for 1 and
W3 and W4 for 0. These patterns
will be computed as bellow:

W1 (k1) = S1 & W1 (k2) = – S1
W2 (k3) = S2 & W2 (k4) = – S2
W1 (k1) = – S1 & W1 (k2) = S1
W2 (k3) = – S2 & W2 (k4) = S2
Where k1 and k3 ∈ I and k2 and k4 ∈
J. J and I were generated using the
watermarking key.
Correlation is used to detect the
existence of the watermark.
Let
corr( W , X ) =

∑

w i .x i

i

∑

x

2
i

i

represents a correlation function.
Then we compute:
C1 = corr(W1, Ak)
C2 = corr(W2, Dk)
C3 = corr(W3, Ak)
C4 = corr(W4, Dk)
C1 and C2 are used to measure the
similarity
between
watermark
patterns of 1 and the decomposed
audio signal, and C3 and C4 are used
to measure the similarity between
watermark patterns of 0 and the
decomposed audio signal. Each two
values will be involved in
computing two values CW1 and
CW0 used in deciding the
watermark:
CW1 = C1 . 0.7 + C2 . 0.3
CW2 = C3 . 0.7 + C4 . 0.3

If CW1 – CW2 < T then
No watermark is embedded.
Else if CW1 > CW2 then
1 is embedded.
Else
0 is embedded.
Watermark patterns are regenerated from the
watermarked audio signal without significant error.
So, the unwatermarked audio is not necessary to be
presented in detection stage. The watermark patterns
must be shaped before correlation is made. The same
way of embedding process shaping is used. The
correlation result of approximation part is more
significant than that of details part. That is because
that the most significant components of audio signal
lie in approximation. So that, the correlation result of
approximation is weighted by 0.7, while 0.3 will
weight the correlation of details.

S1 = standard deviation of Ak
S2 = standard deviation of Dk

3.

The final decision can be made as
follows:

(1)

Further criteria can be added to enhance watermark
detection. In detection process four correlation values
are computed. Two of them for the watermark 1 in
approximation and details part and the other two for
watermark 0. If the embedded watermark was 1 then
both C1 and C2 must be greater than C3 and C4,
respectively. Regardless that C2 and C4 do not have a
significant difference. And the reverse must be
happened in case that 0 is embedded. If that logic
cannot be held, this leads us to conclude that no
watermark is embedded that was just false positive
detection. For example, if we have C1 greater than C3,
but C2 was less than C4. It is clear that C1 and C3
values indicate 1 is embedded in approximation but
C2 and C3 values indicate that 0 is embedded. While
the two comparisons indicate different watermark
patterns, this means that no watermark is presented.
For purpose of computing probability distribution
function for watermarked and unwatermarked audio,
detection values that do not satisfy the criteria above
will
be
decreased
by
an
amount
S.

Figure 2: Probability Distribution for Detection
Values of Watermarked and Unwatermarked Audio.

Figure 2 shows probability distribution function for
the detection values computed from 1000
watermarked audio blocks and 1000 unwatermarked.
Solid curve represents the probability distribution for
detection values of watermarked audio while the
dashed one represents the probability for detection
values of unwatermarked audio.

watermark in a very small number of audio
blocks.
More attacks are conducting to proof the robustness
of the proposed watermarking technique and very
encouraging results obtained.

The figure above gives us a clear idea about the
performance of the proposed watermarking technique.
The probability distribution of detection values of
watermarked audio is isolated from that of
unwatermarked. This enables the algorithm to detect
the embedded watermark without false positive
detection.
ROBUSTNESS TEST
The proposed watermarking algorithm has been
subjected to a number of attacks in order to test its
robustness. In this section we show some of the result
we obtained from applying lowpass filter, high pass,
filter, addition of random noise, and compression
attacks. These results were as follows:
1.

High pass filter attack: the cut-off
frequency was 9 KHz. The affect of the
attack can be demonstrated by showing
probability distribution of 1000 high pass
filtered watermarked audio as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Probability Distribution for Detection
Values of Watermarked after high pass filtering.

The high pass filter does not have a serious
affect on the watermarked audio, while it
targets the high frequency components of
the signal. That is because detection
process considers only 30% of the
correlation value of details part.
2.

Low pass filter attack: the cut-off
frequency was 200 Hz. The affect of the
attack is shown in the Figure 4.
As shown in Figure 4, the attack pushes
down the curve of watermarked audio
detection values distribution, but still we
have the two curves isolated.

3.

Addition of random noise attack: in this
attack a random noise ranged from 0.01 to
0.1 (normalized values) is added to the
watermarked audio. The affect is shown in
Figure 5. The addition of random noise
affects the fidelity of the watermarked
audio, so we cannot consider it as an
affective attack. On the other hand, adding
a small amount of noise does not affect the
watermark seriously.

4.

Compression attack: MPEG III model is
used to compress and decompress
watermarked audio samples. The result of
this attack is depicted in Figure 6. The
watermark detector fails to detect the

Figure 4: Probability Distribution for Detection
Values of Watermarked after low pass filtering.

Figure 5: Probability Distribution for Detection
Values of Watermarked after addition of random
noise.
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Figure 4: Probability Distribution for Detection
Values of Watermarked after Compression Attack.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a novel audio watermarking technique is
proposed. This technique uses wavelet transform to
embed a watermark in wavelet domain. We proposed
a novel technique to generate audio signal dependent
watermark patterns. These patterns are scaled using
the audio signal itself and filtered by moving average
filter to smooth the resulting watermark. Experiments
show that the process of watermark patterns
generation is able to produce a watermark signal that
does not affect the fidelity of watermarked audio
signal. Original audio signal is not required in
detection stage, while the watermark patterns can be
recomputed from the watermarked audio without
significant error. The generated watermark patterns
correlated to the audio signal to detect the existence of
the watermark.
To test the robustness of the proposed technique,
StirMark benchmark attacks (Steinebach, 2001) have
been applied to a watermarked audio. Encouraging
results are obtained and some of these results are
shown in this paper. Further work is required to
develop this technique to eliminate the need to the
watermarking key in detection stage (Public key
watermarking).

Steinebach M., F. A. P Peticolas, F. Raynal, amd J.
Dittmann. 2001. “ StirMark Benchmark: Audio
Watermarking attacks”. Proc. of Inter. Conf. on Information
Technology: Coding and Computing.
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Abstract
Hierarchical Cell Structure (HCS) or multi-tier has become
a major trend in the design of 3G systems networks in order
to support the high capacity demand required for
multimedia traffic in 3G systems. In this type of network an
efficient cell assignment scheme is required to improve the
Quality of Service (QoS) of the system in terms of dropping
probability, blocking probability, and channel utilisation.
In this paper we propose a new channel assignment scheme
which exploits the delay insensitive property of the non
real-time data service to admit users to the preferred cell
layer. We believe the new scheme is anticipated to improve
the QoS of the real-time voice users for both blocking
probability and channel utilisation parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
The 3G wireless network integrates different types of
multimedia traffic such as voice, data, and compressed
images and videos. The implementation of broadband
features on the wireless medium is one of the most difficult
encountered problems to handle, as a large bandwidth is
required to offer such services with QoS similar to these of
wired networks. Therefore a major trend in the design of
wireless networks is to use Hierarchical (multi-tier) Cellular
Structure (HCS). In HCS more than one cell's size type are
employed to provide high coverage and capacity.
Depending on the traffic density area, wireless cellular
systems are partitioned into two cellular categories: small
cells of a few hundred meters which is called microcells and
larger ones called macrocells covering few kilometres area.
Another category could be added to serve indoor users of an
area as large as an office which is called picocells.
Macrocells provide cost efficient coverage and are used in
low density areas. On the other hand microcells are used to
achieve high spot traffic in urban areas. There are two
principal benefits of a two-tier design. The first is, if a
macrocell covers an area, it is not necessary to cover the
same area with a microcell. In rural areas with low overall
demand and scattered high demand points, this means that
fewer resources need to be spent on providing adequate
service. Instead of covering the entire service area with
microcells, a macrocell can be used in combination with

microcells at high demand points. The second being if there
are mobile phone's users that are travelling at high speeds,
these users can be serviced by the macrocell and there by
Reduce the need for handoff of the calls. When a handoff is
avoided, the risk of call dropping due to channel shortage in
the handoff service area is eliminated.
Trend in cellular networks is to shrink cell size in order to
accommodate more mobile users in a given geographical
area. This results in more frequent handoffs, and makes
connection-level QoS more difficult to achieve. Some
important connection-level QoS parameters are the
probability of blocking newly-requested connections and
the probability of dropping handoffs due to the
unavailability of channels in the new cell, and channel
utilization. Dropping a call in progress is generally
considered to have more negative impact from users'
perception than rejecting (blocking) a newly requested call.
Therefore, one of the key design goals is to minimize the
call dropping probability by giving priority to handoff calls.
This, however, usually comes at the expense of high call
blocking probability and potentially poor channel utilization
by admitting less new calls; therefore there is a trade-off
between these two probabilities. Basically, there are two
ways to prioritise handoff calls for reducing dropping
probability: guard channel and queuing. Many variation or
combination of the above two schemes have been proposed
[1-3]. Reserving a number of channels exclusively for
handoff will improve dropping probability at the expense of
higher new call blocking probability. Handoff queuing is an
alternative scheme that employs a handoff queue for storing
temporarily unacceptable handoff attempts. However
dropping would not be totally eliminated due to the limited
size of the handoff queue.
In order to achieve high QoS performance in terms of the
aforementioned parameters within HCS environment good
admission control and channel assignment policies should
be utilised. These policies should be able to assign users to
the appropriate cell layer such that minimum number of
handoff occur and at the same time preserving good channel
utilisation. Much works have been done regarding this
issue. One method to do this is by classifying users
according to their speeds so that fast moving users will be
assigned to the macrocell layer while low speed and

stationary users will be assigned to the microcell layer. The
other method used in this respect is to transfer users
between cell tiers in case of no channels available at the
preferred tier, this is called overflow as shown in Figures 1,
and 2.

assigned to the macrocell layer otherwise it is considered as
slow user and assigned to the microcell layer. The threshold
can be adjusted dynamically by either the network or by the
mobile terminal.

Figure 1. Call overflow

Figure 2. Two-way overflow

We have proposed a cell assignment management policy for
HCS radio systems that aims to reduce dropping probability
and at the same time preserving good channel utilisation by
exploiting the time delay tolerance characteristic of the non
real time users. In our policy, real time user that cannot find
free channel at either cell layers can be admitted to the
preferred tier by delaying a non real-time user. This paper is
organised as follows: In section 2, the cell assignment
policies in HCS in the literature are reviewed. In section 3,
the new proposed scheme is presented, and the performance
of the scheme is evaluated in section 4. Section 5 presents
the conclusion.

Only single type of service was considered in the above
schemes that is real time voice service. We present our new
scheme in the next section, which differs from these
schemes by considering the non real-time service as well
and exploiting the delay insensitive characteristic of this
service to reduce dropping and blocking probability for the
real time services.

2. HCS ASSIGNMENT POLICIES
To provide higher capacity in 3G systems, cells in
hierarchical networks are being designed with smaller size.
However such a trend may result in increased number of
handoff requests and the corresponding increase in
signalling load. Among the other problems raised in HCS
that of how to assign a mobile to microcell or a macrocell
has attracted a lot of interest [7-10]. Mainly there are two
schemes for assigning calls to cell's layer in HCS these are:
the overflow scheme and the speed-sensitive assignment. In
the overflow scheme all types of traffic users will be
assigned to a default cell layer (normally the lower layer).
Calls that cannot find a channel at the default layer will be
handed up (overflow) to the higher layer (the overlaying
macrocell) as shown in Figure 1. The overflow could move
in both directions i.e. from microcell level to macrocell
level and vice versa.
On the other hand, in the speed-sensitive assignment
scheme calls are required to be classified according to their
speed. Moving fast or slow this decision will be made either
by the mobile terminal which is able to evaluate its own
speed, or by the base station which measures the dwell time
of a mobile and compares it with a threshold [11-12]. If the
dwell time of the mobile user lower than the microcell dwell
time threshold, this user will be considered fast user and

3. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
A. System description
An FDD-WCDMA [13] system employing two-tier
hierarchical cell structure is proposed in this paper.
Therefore the resources in this system are the codes which
in combination with the frequency band represent the user's
channels. We have decided to consider one macrocell
cluster overlaying N microcells and we consider a
homogeneous cellular network. That means, all cells of the
same hierarchical level are assumed statistically identical so
that we can focus on one particular cell in each layer. Each
macrocell can support Co users while a microcell can
support Ci users. Values of N, Co and Ci are selected to meet
the requirements of our system. Two types of users are
defined according to their mobility: slow users such as
pedestrian denoted as S, and fast users such as vehicles
denoted as F. Classifying new arriving users as fast or slow
is performed by the cellular system. We assume that new
slow users and new fast users arrive according to Poisson
process with mean arrival rate λs and λf respectively. The
call holding time is defined as the time that a call would last
if it could successfully complete without forced termination.
The two mobility types have an exponentially distributed
call holding time of l/µs and l/µf respectively. The call
sojourn time represent how long a call can be maintained in
a cell, it follows an exponential distribution with mean l/ηsi
in the microcells and mean 1/ηso in the macrocells. For the
fast users at the macrocell, sojourn time is also supposed to
be exponentially distributed with mean 1/ηfi and l/ηfo at the
microcell.

Two classes of services are considered here: real-time voice
service and non real-time data service. Data users are
assumed to have only slow mobility with a rate of arrival
according to Poisson process λd. Data traffic is buffered
upon arrival to the microcell layer and they are served in a
FIFO queuing discipline to fill their reserved capacity CD. A
data call can occupy an idle channel at the range (Ci-CD),
with pre-emption priority to the voice calls; the pre-empted
data call will join the head of the buffer. The difference in
the QoS requirements of the two classes will be exploited to
favour the real time service when admitting users to the
network as it will be shown next.
B. Scheme description
A new call that originated by a user will be assigned to
microcell or macrocell depending on its mobility. We
assume that knowledge of user mobility criterion is
provided at the time of new call request [14]. Hence when a
new connection arrives, it first declares its mobility
criterion, and its class of service, to inform the network of
the user class request. High bit rate data users require high
transmission power for reliable QoS performance.
Therefore we assume data service is only associated with
slow users.

served by the overlaying macrocell level. Again if there is
no channel available at the macrocell level the scheme will
try to find data user at the microcell level that could be
served at lower rate or even drop that user in order to
accommodate for the voice user. The selection of data user
for this purpose can be done based on different criteria such
as selecting the one with highest transmission power or the
one that is at the cell boundary or the one who is been
connected for long time, etc. Finally if no such a user can
be found the connection is blocked and cleared out. For
handoff request the algorithm process in the same manner
as for the new request. Slow data users type will arrive to a
buffer of length L according to Poisson process. Data calls
at the head of the buffer will be served at the microcell until
these calls fill the channels reserved for them (CD), after that
they will wait to be served if there is available channel in
the range of (Ci-CD), as shown in Figure 3 otherwise if no
idle channel available at this range the connection blocked
and cleared out after waiting time td..
When a fast user denoted as F type, request a call, it will
first served at the macrocell level if there is an idle channel.
Otherwise the F type user will be assigned to the microcell
level. If once more no channel available at the microcell the
connection is blocked and cleared out. If an F type user is
being served at the microcell level the scheme tries to move
it back to the macrocell as it crosses the microcell boundary
during handoff. If a channel is still not available at the
macrocell level the F type user will continue on the
microcell level if there is channel available. Otherwise it
will be dropped and cleared out. The scheme works in the
same way for the handoff request.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance evaluation of our policy is carried out in terms
of blocking probability for both voice and data compared
with two other schemes: the first is the same proposed
scheme but with only single type service, we denote this
scheme as scheme I. The other scheme is the fixed resource
allocation, denoted as scheme II In the fixed resource
allocation scheme a fast user is assigned to the macrocell
layer and it will be accepted if there is available channel,
otherwise the call is blocked. New connection request or
handoff request originates by slow moving user will be
served at the microcell level. If there are no channels
available the request will be either blocked or dropped
whichever is applicable.

Figure 3. System model
A new call request of slow voice user, denoted as S type, is
first served at the microcell level if there is idle channel. In
case there is no idle channel available this request will be

The simulation result for scheme I is shown in Figure 4.
Blocking probability at both layers for the fast and slow
voice calls is depicted.

Figure 4. Blocking probability of Scheme I
Figure 5, shows the simulation result for scheme II in terms
of blocking probability for voice calls at the macrocell and
microcell layers. The result shows higher blocking
probability than scheme I. this is expected result since
scheme II does not allow overflow between layers.

Figure 5. Blocking probability of Scheme II
Figure 6 shows lower blocking probability for the voice
traffic in the proposed scheme. This is due to the
introduction of data service introduced at the microcell
layer. By pre-empting the data calls at the micocell the
voice traffic experience a lower blocking probability at the
expense of a greater time delay for the data service.

Figure 6. Blocking probability of proposed scheme

5. CONCLUSIONS
A cell assignment scheme for integrated voice and data
services in which a pre-emption priority is given to voice
over data is proposed in this paper. The performance of the
proposed scheme in terms of blocking probability was
compared with two other traditional schemes. The results
show lower blocking probability of the voice traffic for the
proposed scheme. This is due to the introduction of the preemption policy given to the voice traffic over the data
traffic. Although not shown this improvement comes on the
expense of longer delay periods of data traffic when the preemption policy is used.
Therefore there is always a chance to exploit the time
insensitive delay of the non-real time data service to
improve the QoS of the real time service. In practice there
are many types of non real time service, such as interactive
and background, hence the degradation in the QoS of the
non-real time service cannot go on for long, and there
should be an upper limit for this degradation. Furthermore
some data services are considered as real time, such as
streaming and conversational services, thus priority over
these services are not allowed.
From the results and what have been said above we
conclude that, the problem of achieving good QoS for all
types of services supported in the 3G system simultaneously
is not easy to achieve, however an algorithm that can
achieve fair resource sharing to guarantee adequate QoS for
all types of service is not difficult to attain.
Further work will be conducted to extend the scheme to
include data service at the macrocell, and the ability of
voice users to pre-empt data users at both cell layers.
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ABSTRACT
In the forward link of synchronous DS-CDMA
systems using orthogonal spreading codes (like
TDMA/CDMA LEO satellite systems), the multipath
propagation channel destroys the orthogonality of the
spreading codes and therefore causes multi-user
interference (MUI).
MUI can be suppressed by orthogonality restoring
equalizers proposed in literature. However, many of
these receivers can only deal with slow fading multipath channels. To track fast fading multipath channels
with reasonable complexity, compatible with mobile
terminal design, the system may require a continuous
training sequence (pilot). In this paper, we evaluate a
pilot-aided adaptive fractionally-spaced chip equalizer
receiver, that is suited for fast fading multipath
channels. The continuous pilot signal that is provided
in forthcoming third generation cellular and LEO
satellite communication systems is exploited to
continuously update the equalizer, using the simple
NLMS adaptive scheme. Moreover, using the pilot
signal for training and updating the equalizer
coefficients at the symbol rate, enables a low
complexity design, independent of the number of
active users. This solution is therefore suitable for
mobile terminals. We provide extensive simulations
demonstrating that our equalizer leads to a significant
performance enhancement and outperforms the RAKE
receiver with prefect channel knowledge for a wide
range of vehicle speeds and realistic satellite channel
models.

adaptive algorithms with different
complexity have been proposed [1-6].

levels

of

A low-complexity equalizer suitable for the downlink
of a CDMA system was proposed in [7]. It is a pilotaided adaptive fractionally-spaced chip equalizer,
which exploits the presence of a continuous pilot
signal. Either a normalized LMS or RLS algorithm
can be used to train equalizer coefficients. Because
the coefficients are updated at the symbol rate rather
than the chip rate, the equalizer complexity is
independent of the number of active users, and this
solution is relevant for low power applications. The
proposed receiver out-performs the RAKE receiver
with prefect channel knowledge over a wide range of
normalized Doppler spreads [7].
In this paper, the performance of this equalizer is
further analyzed for the specific cases of a rural and
urban satellite communication channel. In section 2,
the equalizer structure is presented in detail. Section 3
describes the rural and urban channel models used in
the simulations. The simulation setup is described in
section 4, as well as the effects of multi-user
interference (MUI), pilot power level, and terminal
speed, which are considered independently. Finally,
optimal equalizer parameters are determined for
practical load scenarios in both rural and urban
environments. Based on these results, a complete
equalizer
algorithm
suitable
for
satellite
communications is recommended. Finally conclusions
are presented in section 5.
2-SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

1- INTRODUCTION
In the downlink of a code division multiple access
(CDMA) system, users are multiplexed by use of
orthogonal spreading codes. All user codes are
transmitted over the same multi-path channel, which
causes multiple user interference (MUI) by destroying
the code orthogonality. The code orthogonality can be
restored by equalization. For a mobile terminal, where
power consumption and size are crucial, the equalizer
must have a low computational complexity. Several

.

A schematic diagram of the fractionally spaced chip
(FSC) equalizer is shown in figure 1. The data model
for the equalizer is detailed in reference [7]. The
equalizer consists of two main parts: the adaptation
part, and the equalization part.
The adaptation part adaptively updates the equalizer
coefficients at the symbol rate instead of the chip rate
which otherwise would be difficult to be employed in
real implementations. Adapting the equalizer
coefficients at the symbol rate was made

Adaptation part

Pilot Symbols

NLMS

Input
Pilot
Despreader

Adaptive
FIR

+

Estimated Pilot
Symbols

Equalization part
Adaptive
FIR

User Data
Despreader

Estimated User
data

Figure 1: schematic diagram of the chip waveform equalizer
possible by reversing the order of the despreader and
the FIR filter, as both of them are linear operations.
The size of the equalizer (number of taps in the FIR
filter, see figure 1), was optimized for both the rural
and urban channel models, as will be shown in
section 3. Due to the channel, the outputs of the
despreader are correlated values. These values are
then passed through the FIR filter, which coherently
combines them to obtain an estimate of the
transmitted pilot symbol.
In the equalization part, the coefficients generated by
the NLMS algorithm are continuously and
simultaneously employed to update another FIR filter
in order to equalize the signal and restore
orthogonality of the user codes, before despreading.
The equalized chips are despread with the desired
user code and fed to the detection device, to detect the
transmitted symbols.
3-CHANNEL MODELS
We developed a tapped delay-line channel model
whose parameters are determined by measurements
reported in literature. The parameters are based on the
wideband measurements performed for the satellite
link of the third generation UMTS and IMT2000 at
frequency of 2 GHz, collected by the DLR institute
for communications in Germany [8,9] and adapted to
the 20 GHz case. This adaptation is an educated guess
based on newly reported measurements performed by
the same institute at higher frequencies (40 GHz) [9].
From these measurements, we estimate the delay
spread to be in the range of 100 nsec. In both rural
and urban environments, the line of sight (LOS) case
is modeled by Rice distribution, while the Non-line of
sight (NLOS) case is modeled by Rayleigh

.

distribution model. Typical channel parameters are
given in table 1.
4- PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of the proposed
receiver using the adaptive chip equalization is
examined. Subsection 4.1 describes the simulation
environment, and the subsequent subsections discuss
the simulation results. The overall goal of this study
is to investigate the performance of the adaptive
equalizer in different reception conditions; ranging
from a line of sight rural area, fixed mobile terminal,
and clear weather condition to a non-line of sight
urban area, rainy weather, and a mobile terminal at a
maximum speed of 200 km/h.
4.1 Simulation Setup
We consider a CDMA downlink using QPSK
modulation with K active users, each assigned a
Walsh-Hadamard code of length N. The combined
signal is then scrambled with long overlay PN Gold
code. The signal is sampled at 4 samples per chip and
filtered by a 30-tap square root raised cosine (SRRC)
filter with a rolloff factor of 0.33.
The receiver consists of a matched SRRC filter of 30
taps, the FSE equalizer, despreader and data detector.
The receiver performance was tested in a time-varying
statistical channel generated using the parameters
described in the previous section. In the upsampling
case, the maximum excess delay is divided into time
bins which equals to T-chip/sampling factor, and the
multipath components within each time bin are
unresolvable. We have assumed a stationary channel
during the transmission period of one symbol, which

means that the channel coefficients do not change
throughout that period. Perfect synchronization is
assumed.

Recall that the LOS uses Rice and the NLOS uses
Rayleigh distribution, which undergoes wider
amplitude variations. In both cases the chip equalizer
performs better than the RAKE receiver.

Chip rate of 20 Mchip/s, carrier frequency of 20
GHz, and different vehicle speed (0-200 km/hr) are
used in simulation. As explained in section 2, a
continuous pilot signal is used to train the equalizer
coefficients. In order to ensure convergence, the error
counting starts after reception of 500 symbols from
the beginning of the transmission process. For each
average probability of bit error (Pe), 50-100 channel
iterations were considered, and in each iteration
10000 symbols are transmitted with independent
channels for each symbol. SNR is given in terms of
Eb/N0, where Eb is the bit energy (i.e. half the symbol
energy Es) and N0 is the noise power spectral density.
In order to eliminate any source of degradation in the
equalizer BER performance, the adaptation parameter
∆ of the LMS algorithm as well as the length of the
equalizer have been optimized in advanced. The
optimization is done for two loading scenarios;
scenario 1(best case) and scenario 2 (the worst case),
see table 2. The optimal ∆ parameters ranged between
0.01-0.26 for the rural model, and 0.20-0.45 for the
urban model. A one-tap equalizer was found to give
the best results for the rural channel, while a 27-tap
equalizer is needed in the case of the urban channel.

Figure 3: Equalizer performance for different terminal
speeds for both channel models and using scenario 2.

Although the rural channel model is almost a perfect
one with one strong and one very weak path (see table
1), the terminal speed does have a significant influence
on the BER performance, as demonstrated by figure 3.
For both channels, the performance degrades with
higher terminal speed. The equalizer may lag behind
channel variations at higher speeds, which gives rise to
an enhancement of the residual error signal (MSE),
and consequently resulting in performance
degradation. The equalizer out-performs the rake
receiver even at speed of 300 km/h.
4.3-Performance Under Interference

Figure 2: Equalizer performance for the urban channel
using scenario 2 and terminal speed of 50 km/h.

4.2-Effect of Reception Environment
The equalizer performs sufficiently and equally well
for both rural and urban channels as long as a direct
line of sight is maintained. Better performance was
achieved with LOS than NLOS for both channels. This
is probably due to the fact that the received power
from the first tap is substantially higher for the LOS
with narrower amplitude distribution than the NLOS.

.

To examine the capability of the adaptive equalizer to
combat multi-user interference (MUI), both rural and
urban environments with a mobile receiver at a speed
of 50km/h and equal power users were simulated. The
equalizer uses the LMS adaptation scheme with the
optimal values of ∆ as has been found earlier.
The impact of multiple users depends highly on the
channel, (see figure 4). In the rural case, multiple has
a marginal negative effect on the BER performance
(figure 4a). In contrast, the number of interfering
users does substantially influence the BER
performance for the urban channel model, (figure 4).
At about 6x10-2 BER, there is a 4 dB SNR
degradation between a one user and a full load case.

when both signals are transmitted at different power
levels. In order to ensure the coefficients minimize the
MSE for both the user and pilot signals, the level of
their power signals have to be equal. Since these
power levels are almost never the same in the
downlink of a practical CDMA system, this might be a
drawback of this scheme. In such cases, channel
estimation based equalization may be more
appropriate.

Figure 4: Error performance of the adaptive equalizer
in the rural environments under MUI. Terminal
speed of 50 km/h is used
In the rural case, the transmitted signals experience
small amount of channel induced interference (ICI),
and the orthogonality of the different user codes are
maintained, therefore, de-spreading is sufficient to
effectively eliminate the other user’s signals. In
contrast, for the urban channel model, the more
interfering users, the more ICI and the harder it is for
the equalizer to restore the code orthogonality and
alleviate the MUI.
Compared to the rake receiver, the equalizer has
exhibited less sensitivity to the MUI
4.4-Effect of Pilot Power
The BER performance analysis has shown a strong
influence of the pilot power (with respect to the power
of the desired user). Figure 5 shows the bit error
performance for the urban channel at different pilot
power levels. For both of the above BER curves, only
two codes were transmitted: the desired user code and
the code containing the pilot. No additional MUI was
added to the signal. In the simulations, the pilot power
level was set to 16 dB, 12 dB, 8 dB, and 0 dB below
the desired user power level. The optimal performance
is achieved when the pilot power is set equal to the
desired user power.
This behavior can be explained by noting that in the
case of the urban channel which contains spectral dips,
equalizer coefficients will converge to different values
for different pilot signal to noise ratios, because the
effect of noise enhancement is more pronounced for
low SNR than for high SNR. Therefore, the equalizer
will minimize the mean squared error (MSE) for the
pilot signal, but may not minimize it for the user signal

.

Figure 5: BER for pilot powers less than the desired
user power (urban model)
Better performance is noticed for higher pilot power
levels in the case of the rural channel, (see figure 6).
This can be explained by noting that the rural channel
has a flat frequency response. Thus, there is no noise
enhancement and the equalizer coefficients converge
to the optimal value for the pilot and user signal.
Furthermore, the higher pilot power does not increase
MUI as the signal received in the second path is so
weak. Therefore, performance improves for higher
pilot power levels.

Figure 6: BER performance for increasing pilot powers
(rural channel)

Table 1 channel parameters for the rural and urban environments
Tap number
tap delay [nsec]
Rural channel model
1
0
2
100
Urban channel model
1
0
2
3

60
100

Tap distribution

Parameter of amplitude distribution

LOS: Rice
NLOS: Rayleigh
Rayleigh

10logc [dB]=
6.3
10log Pm [dB]= -9.5
10logPm [dB]= -24.

LOS: Rice
NLOS: Rayleigh
Rayleigh
Rayleigh

10logc [dB]=
5.2
10log Pm [dB]= -12.1
10logPm [dB]= -17.0
10logPm [dB]= -18.3

Table2: the best the worst scenario used in the simulations
Scenario

User Power (dB)

Pilot Power (dB)

1
2

-6.8
7.97

3.5
3.5

5- CONCLUSIONS
We have presented extensive results and analysis
demonstrating the performance of the fractionally
spaced chip waveform equalizer for CDMA downlink
satellite system in real world scenarios. The BER
results show the capabilities of this receiver in
restoring orthogonality among the user signals and
minimizing the effect of interference resulting from
multipath. The analysis has shown a strong correlation
between pilot power (with respect to the power of the
desired user) and the equalizer BER performance. The
best performance was achieved with the power of both
the pilot signal and that of the desired user set equal,
especially for a channel with nonlinear frequency
characteristics. The simulation shows clearly that the
rate of mobile channel changes is extremely important
in terms of the degree to which an adaptive equalizer
can improve system performance. The equalizer
outperforms the RAKE receiver and mitigates MUI.
The results presented are useful in predicting the
equalizer specifications (the adaptation scheme, the
size of the equalizer, the pilot power level) in different
reception environments.
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ABSTRACT
Optimizing beam patterns of adaptive antenna arrays at
the base station is essential for mitigating the interference
and increasing the capacity of wireless networks. This
paper presents a performance evaluation of the LMS
algorithm used as an adaptive beamforming technique in
smart antennas. This performance evaluation is carried
out with respect to the antenna array parameters such as
size of the array and its element spacing. The effect of
incident signals in terms of their number and angular
separation is also investigated.
The performance
evaluation study carried out in this paper helps in making
the right choice of parameters leading to an optimal array
design
INTRODUCTION
Beamforming is the process by which the information,
obtained from the signals incident on an antenna array, are
used to generate an optimum pattern which maximizes the
radiated power towards the intended users and minimizes
it, in the form of radiation nulls, towards the interferers.
Estimating the directions of the desired users is a prior
process to beamforming and is achieved by using highresolution direction finding techniques (Schmidt R. 1986)
and (Roy R. and Kailath T. 1989).
LMS ALGORITHM
By combining the signals incident on the linear antenna
array and by knowing their directions of arrival, a set of
weights can be adjusted to optimize the radiation pattern.
The application of the LMS algorithm to estimate the
optimum weights of an antenna array is widespread and
its study has been of considerable interest (Godara L.
1997). The emphasis of previous work has been on the
convergence behavior of such an algorithm rather than the

effect of various parameters used in the design of the
beamformer. Some of these parameters are related to the
array structure in terms of its size and element spacing.
Others are related to the incident signals including their
number and angular separation.
The LMS algorithm involves the adjustment of a set of
weights to minimize the difference between a reference
signal and the antenna array output. The reference signal
is used by the array to distinguish between the desired and
interfering signals at the receiver (Winter J. 1984). The
beamformer is visualized as an N-element linear array
used to receive M signals, incident at angles φ1d , ..., φMd
relative to the array axis, and m interfering signals
incident at angles φ1i , ..., φmi .
The total signal that is received by the linear array is
expressed, in vector form, as:
u(t ) = x d (t ) + x i (t )

(1)

where the signal vector x d (t ) , representing the desired
signals, is given by:
M

x d (t ) = ∑ A d (φkd ) s kd (t )

(2)

k =1

where s d (t ) is an M×1 vector of source waveforms
representing the reference or desired signals, and A d (φ) is
an N×M matrix formed by combining the array steering
vectors, each of which corresponds to one direction of the
incident signals. In a similar fashion, the vector x i (t ) ,
which represents the interfering signals, is expressed as:
m

x i (t ) = ∑ A i (φki ) s ki (t )

(3)

k =1

The output z(t) of the beamformer is then given by:
z (t ) = w T (t) u(t )

(4)

where w is a vector of the weights that need to be adjusted
to optimize the radiation pattern. This is achieved by

minimizing the difference between the beamformer output
z(t) and the reference signal s d (t ) . This difference is
given by:
ε 2 ( n) = z ( n) − s d ( n)

2

(5)

Since the mobile environment is time-variable, the
solution for the weight vectors must be updated
continuously. Also, since the data required to estimate the
optimal solution is noisy, it is desirable to use a technique
which uses previous solutions for the weight vector to
smooth the estimate of the optimal response and reduce
the effects of noise (Liberti J. and Rappaport T. 1999). In
the LMS algorithm, the weights are updated using the
equation:
w (n + 1) = w (n) + µ u(n) ε(n)

(6)

where w(n+1) denotes the weights to be computed at
iteration n+1. µ is a positive constant that controls how
fast and how close the estimated weights approach the
optimal solution that minimizes the error ε 2 (n) . The
value of µ that shows stability and convergence of the
algorithm should not exceed the following limit (Godara
L. 1997) and (Liberti J. and Rappaport T. 1999):
0 < µ < (1/Υ)

(7)

where Υ is the sum of the eigen-values of the correlation
matrix R of u(t) which is given by:
R = (u.u H ) / K

(8)

where K is the total number of iterations or samples taken
for the incident signals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It has been noticed from our numerical results that sharper
beams are directed towards the desired signals as more
elements are used in the antenna array. Figure 1 shows
that sharper beams are directed towards two desired
signals incident at angles φ d =60o and 120o if the number
of elements of the antenna array is increased from N=5 to
N=10.
Also, the spacing between the array elements d has an
effect on the beamformer performance such that a very
small or large spacing between the array elements can
degrade the beamformer performance. It was observed
from the extensive numerical experiments that an element
spacing of 0.5λ is a good value. Figure 2 demonstrates
the performance improvement of the beamformer if the
spacing between the array elements is increased from 0.2λ

to 0.5λ for three signals incident at angles φ d =30o, 60o
and 90o on a linear array of 8 elements.
By analyzing the effect of changing the number of
incident signals on the antenna array, it was found that the
performance of the beamformer degrades as more signals
are incident on the antenna array. Figure 3 shows the
performance degradation of a six-elements beamformer if
the number of incident signals is increased from M=2 to
M=5. Antenna arrays with more elements must be used to
improve the beamformer performance as the number of
incident signals increases.
Another parameter that affects the performance of the
beamformer is the angular separation of the incident
signals. Different numerical experiments showed that
better results are obtained when the angular separation
between the incident signals increases. Figure 4 shows
that the main beams of the beamformer become sharper as
the angular separation between two incident signals is
increased from 20o to 80o.
Figure 5 also illustrates that with the same number of
array elements (N=6 as an example), the beamformer
cannot form sharp beams towards signals with grazing
incidence, compared to signals that are closer to normal
incidence. The number of array elements should be
increased further to overcome this.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper studied the effect of the linear antenna array
parameters in terms of its size and element spacing. It
was found that the performance of the LMS beamformer
improves as more elements are used in the antenna array.
This improvement is seen in the form of sharper beams
directed towards the desired users. By studying the effect
of the spacing between the antenna elements, it was seen
that using small or large spacing values could degrade the
performance of the LMS beamformer. An element spacing
value of 0.5λ was found to be a good value that ensures
successful performance of the LMS beamformer. The
effect of the incident signals on the antenna array has been
studied too. It was concluded that the performance of the
beamformer degrades as more signals are incident on the
linear array. This can be alleviated by increasing the
number of elements of the antenna array. It was also
found that the performance improves as the angular
separation between the incident signals increases.
Moreover, it was noticed that increasing the number of
elements of the antenna array ensures better performance
towards signals with grazing incidence. Finally, it was
observed that performance of the LMS beamformer
improves as the SNR is made larger.
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Figure 1: Effect of Increasing the Number of Elements of the Antenna Array on the LMS Beamformer
(d=0.5λ, µ=0.001, SNR and SIR =20dB)
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Figure 2: Effect of the Spacing Between the Antenna Array Elements on the LMS Beamformer
(µ=0.001, SNR and SIR =20dB)
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Figure 3: Effect of Increasing the Number of Incident Signals on the LMS Beamformer (µ=0.001, n=1000,
SNR and SIR =20dB)
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determine the best value of the proposed algorithm cost
function’s power and its step size.
SYSTEM MODEL

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the performance of using the lower
order non-quadratic cost function adaptive algorithm (Lp)
in the adaptation of a non-linear receiver affected by
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). The non-linear
receiver comprises a feed-forward filter (FFF) with its taps
updated by using the Lp adaptive algorithm. The
investigation includes the performance of the bit-error-rate
(BER) using various cost functions and step-sizes.
Computer simulation results indicate that the proposed
receiver algorithm with the cost function of power 1.8 gives
the best performance. Furthermore results show that the
best value of the algorithm’s step-size is 0.0005. Finally it
is demonstrated that non-linear receivers adapted by the
proposed algorithm will have better BER performance, in
comparison with the NLMS adaptive receiver.
INTRODUCTION

In this work, asynchronous DS-CDMA system with K
active users has been considered. QPSK with symbol
duration Ts is assumed while the chips of the spreading
sequence have duration Tc. The unit-energy signature
waveform of the kth user is given by:
sk (t ) =

N

1
Ts

∑δ
j =1

k

[ j ]Ψ (t − ( j − 1)Tc )

(1)

where δk[n]∈{-1,+1} is the nth chip of the kth user and
N=Ts/Tc is the processing gain of the system. The chip
waveform Ψ(t) is zero for t∉(0,Tc). AWGN, resulting from
receiver thermal noise, is considered. The DS-CDMA
system model used in this paper is shown in Figure 1. The
received signal from K users is represented as
K

r (t ) = ∑ rk (t ) + n(t )

(2)

k =1

Various adaptive MMSE receivers have been proposed for
the detection of DS-CDMA systems. For AWGN channels,
adaptive MMSE receivers were developed based on the
standard MSE cost function [5], [7]. Demodulation of DSCDMA signals is conventionally achieved with a matchedfilter receiver, which exploits the low cross-correlation
between signatures of different users. In most of DSCDMA
systems,
transmitters
send
information
independently resulting in users arriving asynchronously at
the receiver. In such a system, signatures are unable to
maintain their orthogonality resulting in multiple-access
interference (MAI). Another major drawback associated
with DS-CDMA is the near-far problem whereby a weak
signal from distant user suffers from interference from a
strong signal from a nearby user. The linear and non-linear
MMSE detectors considered in [6] are single-user detectors
in the sense that they demodulate the bit stream of one user
at a time. So far, the Least-Mean-Square (LMS) algorithm,
based upon E[e2(t)] has proved popular for many
applications because of its simplicity and ease of
implementation. However, many alternatives based upon
non-mean-square-error cost functions can also be defined to
improve the adaptation performance in specific statistical
environments [1]- [3]. Hence the proposed receiver in this
paper is based on using the lower order cost function,
E[ep(t)], algorithm to update the tap coefficients of the
feedforward filter. Extensive tests have been carried out to

where rk(t) is represented as

r (t ) =

∞

∑d [i]ns [i]

i = −∞

k

k

(3)

where dk[i] is the ith QPSK symbol of the kth user, and
sk[i]is the spreading sequence of the ith QPSK symbol .
RECEIVER STRUCTURE
The proposed receiver model is shown in Figure 2.
Assuming perfect estimation of the transmission time of
each user, the signal to the input of the kth user chip-match
filter (CMF) is delayed by Ts-τk, and then sampled at
Δ=Tc. Without loss of generality, the user of interest is
assumed as user number 1. The N taps of the FFF are
arranged in a row vector αlT , and the input signal samples
currently stored in the FFF are given by:

r1 (n) = [r (nTs + Tc + τ 1 ),...., r (nTs + NTc + τ 1 )]T (4)
The coefficients of FFF are defined in the vector α1. The
soft-symbol estimate of the nth QPSK symbol of the 1st user

is d^1 [n] = α1’ x1 [n] which in turn will be fed to the hard
symbol decision to produce

[

]

~
^
d1[n] = sgn {d1 [n]}

(5)

The MSE of the receiver at instant time n is given by:
ε1= E{ε1[n]2} = E{d˜1[n]-d1^[n]2}

(6)

While the mean lower-order error (MLpE) of the receiver at
time n is given by:

the performances shown in Figures 3-5 are obtained using
the AWGN channel.
Firstly, it is demonstrated in Figure 3 the BER performance
of the proposed lower order receiver for different values of
p, where p is the power of the lower-order cost function.
Several values of p were tested (1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8). It
can be observed that the BER performance of the proposed
receiver adapted by the Lp algorithm with p=1.8 achieve
the best performance. In Figure 3 the value of µ Lp equals

(7)

to 0.0005. In Figure 4 the BER performance of the Lp
adaptive receiver for various step-sizes are examined. It is
clear that the Lp performance with µ=0.0005 performs
better.

where p=1.8. The equalizer must be designed to adaptively
compensate for the ISI introduced by the channel. While the
NLMS adaptive algorithm, used here for comparison, is
used to updates the equalizer as follows [4]:

To highlight the advantage of using the lower-order
algorithm, the BER plots in Figure 5 show that a 1 dB
improvement can be achieved by using the Lp algorithm
over AWGN channel compared to traditional NLMS.

ε1= E{ε1[n]p} = E{d˜1[n]-d1^[n]p}

α1[n + 1] = α1[n] +

µ NLMS
2

r1 [ n ] +γ

r1[n]ε1 [n]
*

(8)

The proposed Lp adaptive algorithm is used to update the
equalizer as follows [2]:

α1 [n + 1] = α1 [n] + pµ Lp r1 [n]ε 1*( p −1) [n]

(9)

where µNLMS is the NLMS step size, µLp is the Lp algorithm
step size, and γ is a small positive constant used to ensure
stability if the input signal power is low. It should be noted
that the structure shown in Figure 2 is applicable to all other
users.
Lp ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
The choice of a cost function is central to the design of
adaptive algorithms using the method of gradient descent.
Different cost functions lead to different algorithms [6]. Lp
algorithm is based on a cost function with the error to the
power p, where 1<p<2. The traditional quadratic cost
function used in the NLMS algorithm is defined in
Equation (6). A lower order algorithm Lp is derived from
the LMS by using p=1.8 giving rise to a non-quadratic cost
function. Justification of using this value of p will be given
in the results and discussion section. Such a lower order
cost function can be described as in Equation (7), and it is
applied to the method of gradient descent using the iterative
algorithm of Equation. (9).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed receiver is tested by means of simulations in
an asynchronous system where the arrival time of the first
ray of each user satisfies τk[1]~U(0,N). 31chip Gold
sequences are used and the modulation scheme is QPSK.
The channel considered here is AWGN channel. In this
research it is assumed that we have 5 equal power users. All

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the computer simulation results of using
the lower order algorithm as an alternative to NLMS over
AWGN channel in the DS-CDMA receiver. The results
show that improved BER performance could be achieved
by using the Lp algorithm. Extensive computer simulation
tests show that the best performance is obtained when the
power (p) of the cost function is 1.8 and the step size is
0.0005. The proposed receiver structure using Lp adaptive
algorithm provides a BER improvement of 1 dB compared
to the NLMS adaptive algorithm over AWGN channel,
albeit at similar computational complexity.
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Abstract:
This paper proposes call admission control (CAC) for wireless cellular mobile networks based on blocking mechanism.
It is also intended to provide some basic concepts and notations
for 3G mobile communication networks. These basics are the
background for the proposed solutions and performance studies. The cellular concept, which resolves the basic problems of
radio systems in terms of system capacity constraints, is also
analyzed.

1 Mobile communication Systems Principles
A wireless access network provides wireless terminal within
the service area with the possibility to reach information as well
as other terminals. Ideally, the access network is an interface to
global telephone and data communication networks. Communication can be initiated either from the wireless terminal or
from within the fixed network. A terminal can then forward or
retrieve information streams such as speech, sound, video, text,
programs, or combinations thereof.
Service everywhere within a large geographical area can be a
achieved by covering the area with many base stations. There
is a limited area within which it is possible for mobile terminals to communicate with a specific base station. The maximum geographical area served by a base station is denoted a
cell. Cells are usually designed to overlap so that an ongoing
connection can be transferred from one base station to the next
one (Thummler 2003). High level applications can use the information flow to provide, for example, a wide range of information and transaction based services. Since all applications
can have very different requirements for the Quality of Service
(QoS) and for the amount of bandwidth they use at any moment, it is crucial to have a mechanism that guarantees that all
multiplexed connections on a link get the performance they negotiated with the network. The Connection Admission Control
(CAC) is responsible for this task.

2 Call Admission Control CAC
The area of CAC is of vital importance, particularly for true
Quality of Service traffic guarantees. There are a number of

important issues that must be defined and addressed when developing a call admission algorithm for any network (J.R Moorman 2000). Many of these proposed CAC policies can be described as making admission decisions by comparing the resources required by an incoming connection request with the resources currently available in the network. In capacity-varying
networks, a reduction in network capacity may affect connections in progress at that time. Under a CAC policy which considers only currently available resources, connections may be
accepted prior to the known capacity change only to be dropped
once the capacity decreases. A more intelligent CAC policy,
aware of the upcoming capacity change, might block connections instead of accepting them and then dropping them. Dropping a connection is generally considered a less desirable result
than blocking a connection request, since dropping a connection involves breaching QOS guarantees made upon connection
acceptance, guarantees which were not made in blocking the
connection request. So the CAC put limitation on the number
coming from outside (new users) plus the number that can be
accepted in term of the handover. Basically CAC for a mobile
system will not allow more than a certain number of new users
and handover into the system.
Based on the CAC function a connection request is progressed
only when sufficient resources are available at each successive
network element to establish the connection through the whole
network based on its service category, traffic contract, and QoS
and in order to maintain the agreed QoS of existing connections. Blocking mechanism introduced in our model will function as a CAC for the system.

3 Henderson And Taylor
Henderson and Taylor (Henderson and Taylor. 1990) proposed
a way of finding a product form solution for a certain class of
queueing networks. In their model, customers are also allowed
to move simultaneously in batches. It is based upon the assumption that the state of the network behaves as an irreducible
Markov Chain. They derived the equilibrium distribution in
terms of the probability that a group of customers departing
from a station is transformed into a new group of arriving customers. Henderson and Taylor consider the late arrival system.
A similar method has also been published by Boucherie and
Van Dijk (R.J Boucherie 1991).
If We consider an Open network of queues with nodes numbered 1,2,...,M. Customers enter the network from outside
(which we usually consider as node 0), precede according to
some routing regime through the network and eventually leave
the system. The customers may be of different types which
they may randomly change when entering a new node. The set

T of customer types is assumed to be finite. Denote 
the probability that a batch of customers  depart just after the
beginning of a slot, when the system is in state  . These customers will join the nodes before the next time point with probability    . the quantities  ,and  are vectors defined as
follows:

!"#"$%&'()+*, is the number of

With these Assumptions Henderson and Taylor give the equilibrium distribution as

 b   [    b

(3)

where  is the normalising constant and [ YWZ is a function related to the service time of the network and   is a function
linked with the routing probabilities of the network.

customers at each node in each class at a time point.

.-/0-123-1456$%7898*: ; -; 32 : the
batch of customers that enters the network from outside ,
-1 : the batch of customers released from node  class
.
-=< indicates that all of the external arrivals are excluded.

4 Modified
Model

Henderson

and

Taylor

It is shown in (Woodward 1998) that the Henderson-Taylor
model can be modified so that batches of customers released
 a > ?@23?@BA3CDE(A/8$%&F8CEG* ; ?1 23 ;rep- from node  ,class  , denoted as  Ln , have capacities that
network
state.
This modification defines a
resent the batch of customers that leave the network and depend ont  the
t
t
?@BA3CD represent the customers that deposited at node A vector 3 t     23 3 .4AN$%.C{* ,
2= is the maximum number of customers that can
,class C .The vector  < is the restriction of  to the posi- where 3
t  
is the maximum number of
tions BA3CHI&JA'K$%LMC5N* which indicates that enter the network and  

 ,n given the state
customers
that
can
be
released
from
the departing customers from the network are not taken
t  

and the rest of the transfer vector . The form that  
into account.
can take depends on the application and is discussed in (2).
O )P5Q<SR!T< is created at Then any  that can be released from state  must satisfy
When  is deposited a new state E
t
t
the next time point. Also it is assumed that  and    -12=   2=I-1o   i1

are such that evolve as a discrete time Markov chain that is
irreducible and positive recurrent and has state space U .
The remainder of this paper is concerned with showing how
The essentials for the successful steady-state analysis are the this basic product form network can be modified to model the
following assumptions.
features of a CAC for a cellular mobile system as previous described.


W
, and
Assumption
1 There exist a non-negative functions V
X YWZ
and [ YWZ is a positive function.These functions are related
to the service and arrival distributions respectively. where ex- 5 Blocking
X
amples of how to choose V W ,and W to model a specific
situations are given by (9). So the release probability can take The behavior of various systems, including communication and
the form.
computer systems, as well as production and manufacturing
 ^P_Q<`a b
 ]\
c 
(1) systems, can be represented and analyzed through queueing
network models to evaluate their performance. System perAssumption 2 There exist a strict positive functions d and g formance analysis consists of the derivation of a set of figures
of merit. This usually includes the queue length distribution
such that d solves the
X following traffic Xequations for the batch
movement systems  d  bfeg  d Yhi Now, and some average performance indices such as mean response
define the routing chain on the finite set j of all transfer vec- time, throughput, and utilization (Balsamo 1998). Because
tors to be the Markov chain which has transition probabilities of the system’s resource constraints, realistic models should
h .
have finite capacity queues, i.e., the queue length cannot exceed a maximum threshold. When the queue length reaches
  ml d  onqp for some 
this threshold, the queue is said to be full. Then any individh Gk rst g
otherwise
ual job that attempts to enter a full queue is not accepted and
blocking arises (Balsamo 1998).
Any vector that can be released or deposited is called a transfer
]

v
Y

Z
W
I
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+
~
p
}
d
jMwyx{z|d
vector. X Next define the set u
,
where  f  , -> j , are an invariant measure for the 6 Blocking (Boucherie)
routing chain.
Networks of queues with blocking have proved useful in modelling
computer systems, distributed systems, telecommunicaif the function d  b which satisfies the above equation can tion systems, and flexible manufacturing systems. A queueing
be found, we will then proceed further to find a function network with blocking is a set of arbitrary linked finite capac  b which satisfies the equation
ity nodes. Blocking arises because of the limitations imposed
 

b

on
the size of these nodes. That is, the flow of units through
 d
(2) on node may be momentarily stopped if a destination node has
  ^P_ < R. <


;

d
reached its capacity. This type of blocking is not related to
as long as  IW   )n(p is satisfied within the commu- the notion of blocking in teletraffic, where an arriving unit is
blocked, i.e. lost, if the node is full (R.J Boucherie 1992).
nication class.

Queueing networks with blocking are, in general difficult to
treat. Some exact closed-form results have been reported in
the literature. However, closed-form solutions are not generally available. Most of the techniques, therefore, that are
employed to analyze such queueing networks are based on
analytic approximations, numerical analysis, and simulation.
(R.J Boucherie 1991) impose some constraints on customer
upon arrival to the station to show that the product form solution exists in their network even with blocking. It is simply a
question of how to remove the right terms out of the global balance equation in order to simulate their blocking. Customers
who upon arrival cannot enter a station will eventually return
back and the transfer to which these customers belong will be
taken as ”never happen”. As a consequence the state of the
network remains unchanged. Only transitions which do not violate the constraints upon arrival are allowable to take place.
It is based on the same idea for their minimal workload blocking in which a minimum number of customers must be retained
in some stations after the departures and the anticipative minimal workload blocking whereas upon arrival certain conditions
must be satisfied, otherwise the whole transition will not be
allowed to go ahead. Henderson and Taylor (Henderson and
Taylor. 1991) also adopted the same notion in showing that the
system with correlated routing has also a product form solution
(Pujolle 1995).
In ([Perros 1990) a survey of results was given for tow-node
queueing networks with blocking. This is the simplest configuration of queueing networks with blocking, and it consist of two
nodes linked in tandem, where the second node is always finite.
The first node may not be finite. This model has been studied
under a multiplicity of different assumptions regarding service
time distributions, feedbacks and blocking mechanisms. A systematic presentation of the literature related to closed queueing
network with blocking which consist of two or more nodes is
given in (Onvural 1990).

7 Blocking Mechanisms
Various blocking mechanisms have been considered in the literature so far, These mechanisms arose of different studies of
real-life systems. They are distinct types of models for blocking, a fact that may be easily missed by a reader unfamiliar with
the subject. The most commonly used blocking mechanisms
can be classified as follows.

7.1 Repetitive Service Blocking (RS)

7.2

Blocking Before Service (BBS)

a customer declares its destination node j before it starts receiving service at node i. If at that time node j is full, the service
at node i does not start and the server is blocked. If a destination node j becomes full during the service of a customer at
node i whose destination is j, node i service is interrupted and
the server is blocked. The service of node i will be resumed as
soon as a departure occurs from node j. The destination node
of a blocked customer does not change. Two different subcategories can be introduced (Onvural 1990) depending on whether
the server can be used as a service center buffer when the node
is blocked: 1. BBS-SO (server occupied) when the server of the
blocked node is used to hold a customer; 2. BBS-SNO (server
is not occupied) when the server of the blocked node cannot be
used to hold a customer.

7.3 Blocking After Service (BAS)
if a job attempts to enter a full capacity queue j upon completion
of a service at node i, it is forced to wait in node i server, until
the destination code j can be entered. the server of source node
i stops processing jobs(it is blocked) until destination node j
releases a job. Node i service will be resumed as soon as a departure occurs from node j. At that time the job waiting in node
i immediately moves to node j. if more than one node is blocked
by the same node j, then a scheduling discipline must be considered to define the unblocking order of the blocked nodes when
a departure occurs from node j. First blocked First Unblocked
is a possible discipline(Onvural 1990)which states that the first
node to be unblocked is the one which was first blocked.

8 Some basic concepts
We define a node to consist of a queue served by a single server.
(If a node consists of more than one server, then it will be
specifically mentioned.) We well mostly deal with finite capacity nodes. We indicate such a node by the familiar figure shown
below, where the circle indicates the server, And the rectangular with a finite number of positions indicates the finite capacity
queue. It is assumed that there is a position in front of the server
that is occupied by the unit currently in service. Thus, the maximum number of units that can be accommodated in this finite
capacity node is equal to the maximum number units that can be
accommodated in its queue plus the one in service. Whenever
possible, the service rate will be indicated within the circle.
µ

A customer upon completion of its service at queue i attempts
to enter destination queue j. If node j is full, the customer
is looped back into the sending queue i, where it receives a
λ
new independent service according to the service discipline.
Two different sub-categories have been introduced depending
Figure 1: Finite Capacity Que
on whether the customer after receiving a new service, chooses
a new destination node independently of the one that it had selected previously: 1. RS-RD (random destination) if a customer
destination is randomly chosen at the end of each new service, 9 The model
whatever the previous choices; 2. RS-FD (fixed destination) if
a customer destination is determined after the first service and We consider a cell as node with a finite buffer capacity. Three
cannot be modified.
types of calls are assumed, namely, originating (abbreviated by

letter O) calls, the hand-over (abbreviated by letter H) calls and
call in progress or existing connections(abbreviated by letter
E). Priority is given to E calls over H and O calls and the next
priority has been given to H call over O calls. We are able
to achieve the CAC algorithm within our frame work and still
retain a product form solution for the model simply by putting
restriction on the batch size. The model considers a finite set of
nodes. Each node of the system has got a finite capacity C. The
model proposed in this section concentrate on a single node or
a cell. A connection can admit to the cell as a new call or as
a handover or as an existing call.A priority check will run in
the system depending on the batch size or number of arrivals.
If there is enough capacity in the system and the new arrivals
will not cause a buffer overflow the batch will be allowed into
the cell other wise the batch will be blocked. The blocking will
be depending on the batch size, the node spare capacity and
the type of routing .We assume that different connection types
tolerate call blocking differently. Moreover, generally blocking
on-going handover calls is less tolerable than the blocking of
new calls.There fore we suppose that the cell preserve some
capacity for blocking sensitive connections and for handover
connection.
call in progress

users left the network

blocking. So it will depends on wether we are using entirely
correlated routing or wether we are using a mixture of correlated routing and independent routing.
r
11

r
12

d

a

will cause buffer overflow
2

1

Figure 3: Blocking with Correlated Routing

10 Prioritization
Priority should be given to on going calls over both, the handover calls and new users calls. Furthermore, the next priority
should be given to handover calls over new users calls.

10.1 The priority will be divided into three
categories:Where !P-= is what left behind after the vector received the
service and left the system. And P)P -= is the spare capacity
which will be available in the system to receive arrivals.

handover to adjacent cell

C−(n+a h ) =0

C−(n+a h )>0

C−(n+a h )<0

equal access

conditional
access

conditional

handover from adjacent cell
new users

access
allow h.o block
new users

allow new users and h.o

block h.o and new users

Figure 2: MCN Customers Routes
Figure 4: Priority Schedule

9.1 Independent routing
We consider a queueing network with arbitrary topology. Our
model follow a RS-RD blocking mechanism. Basically we are
stopping a batch of customers of being released from each que
in the network. Because if we release this vector or this batch
of customers it will cause a buffer overflow. If we release this
X
batch we will set the relevant - to zero. It means that this
batch of customers will be retain to the que and continue to
wait. In the next slot the service will be repeated and the batch
will be serviced.

9.2 Correlated Routing
In the case of correlated routing if the vector released will cause
a buffer overflow,it will be redirected to the same node, so that
is equivalent to RS-FD blocking.In this case we have the option of fixing the destination.Because we direct the vector, the
customers to any destination of our wish by making the routing probability equal to 1 as shown in figure 3. On the other
hand some of these vectors will not cause any problem. In this
case well assume that the system behaving as normal independent routing. Which means there is a probabilistically a chance
of going to one node or another. In this contest it is RS-RD
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As the spare capacity left is very limited.
Priority will be given only to the ongoing calls and block
the other the handover and the new users.
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. As the spare capacity is more
than the first stage. So handover calls are allowed and
block new users calls.
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There is enough spare capacity
to serve every user in the system. Handover calls and new
users call are both allowed into the system.
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Table 1: The Released and Arrived Vectors
Example 1 In this example we study Markovian queueing networks in which the routing characteristics have a particular
form which leads to a product form stationary distribution for
the number of customers in the various queues of the network.
We show that if certain transitions are prohibited due to blocking conditions, then the form of the stationary distribution is
preserved under a certain rerouting protocol. This example will
illustrate the wide applicability of the model. In the case of a
seven nodes cellular mobile communication network model. A
vector  will be released out of the central node. This vector
suppose to arrive as  to its destination. A correlated routing
will be adapted in this example. A general assumption will be
given to the value of  .
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As mentioned earlier handover calls and new users calls
have to be blocked at this stage. To achieve that vector
 will be forced to loop around it self by assigning the
  m
routing probability a value one h
.So non of the
arriving vectors shown in table 1 will arrive to their
destination.
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At this stage handover calls will be allowed and new users
calls will be blocked. This will be achieved by putting
X  ?1 23  2
In this case the first tow arriving vector
shown in table 1 will arrive to their destination without
any problems. The other tow vectors will arrive to their
destination as 01000110 and 01001100.







Pq P_-

Both the handover calls and the new users call will be allowed.There should be no problems at this stage and the
transfer vector d will be released and all the combinations
of vectors a shown in table 1 should arrive to their destination safely.
// It should be noted that all of these restrictions required to
model the CAC can be incorporated either by setting the apX
propriate  to zero or by correlated routing. Both of these
features can be incorporated in Henderson and Taylor’s model
without violating the product form result.

11 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed call admission control for wireless cellular mobile networks based on blocking mechanism.
Blocking was achieved in the case of state independent routing
as well as correlated routing. Prioritization of the calls in the
system was discussed and the most priority was given to existing calls then handover calls and the last priority was given to
the new users.
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access. For example WLAN standards such as
IEEE 802.11a and hiperlan/2 have the capability
to provide wireless access with data rates up to
54 Mbps (Doufexi A.; S. Armour; M. Butler; A.
Nix; D. Bull; J.McGeehan; and P. Karlsson.
2002)
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ABSTRACT
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
systems have evolved quickly to become one of
the hottest research areas in wireless
communication systems. By providing high
capacities compared to their conventional Single
Input Single Output (SISO) systems. In this
paper we have reviewed the fundamentals of
MIMO systems and explained why they became
the researchers current attraction. We have
simply explained the basic principles of MIMO
systems, current challenges and limitations
posed by developing them realistically.

Although much development have been made to
increase the capacity of the systems but still
multimedia based applications use several
services like voice, audio/video, graphics, data
and have e-mail services in parallel, which have
to be supported by the radio interface. These
high data rate requirements presents challenges
to communication system researchers to find out
new techniques that meet the current and future
demands. One such breakthrough was first
shown by J. Foschini in his papers (Foschini, G.
J; and M. J. Gans. 1998; Foschini, G. J. 1996),
where it was shown that data rates (i.e. capacity)
could be improved dramatically of the system
by changing conventional Single Input Single
Output systems (SISO) to multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) systems. At no extra
cost of power or spectral increase involved,
which are the physical and/or the regulatory
constraints.

INTRODUCTION
Basic purpose of the wireless communication
system is to provide anywhere, anytime access
to the user with the rest of the world. The
current voice and low data services provided by
the wireless devices is changing to advanced
services of computer-data with Internet access,
electronic mail, real-time image transfer,
multimedia
document
transfer,
mobile
computing: telecommunications with mobility,
video conferencing, video telephony: and
audio/video-content with video on demand,
infotainment, teleshopping, and value-added
Internet services. For all these services systems
supporting high data rate are essential.

In this paper research work done within the
MIMO field to date i.e. transmission schemes
for MIMO systems, space time codes and
channel models are overviewed briefly with
references to number of key papers and
literature for all those who intend to study the
area in depth. Finally paper concludes with
future challenges within the area.

Consequently many new mobile and Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) standards are
developed to provide high-speed access,
supporting broadband services such as fast
multimedia based applications, and Internet

Format of the paper is: first of all basic
principles of MIMO systems are discussed, then
Space Time Codes used to increase the

1

(Sheikh K; D. Gesbert; D. Gore; and A. Paulraj.
1999).

performance of MIMO systems are explained,
after this briefly the channel models for MIMOs
are overviewed, current challenges and
limitations are discussed next, and finally the
paper is concluded with future work and current
challenges within the area.

MIMO to gives greater Capacity
Channel capacity is defined as the maximum bit
rate that could be transmitted over a channel,
with arbitrarily low bit error rate. As a rule of
thumb reported in (http://www.telenor.no/fou/
publisering /Not01 / nr5_2001.PDF) the average
channel capacity of a MIMO system that uses n,
number of antennas at both ends of a link is
approximately n times higher than that of a
SISO system for a fixed bandwidth and a fixed
overall transmitted power. Good tutorial on the
MIMO capacity gains over a SISO could be
found in (Holter B. 2001). Here we will limit
ourselves to the basic working principles of
MIMO systems. Figure 2 shows one of the
transmission scheme known as spatial
multiplexing (SM) to achieve high data rates in
MIMO systems. As shown in the figure high
data rate is decomposed into three independent
bit sequences (b1, b2 and b3) which are then
transmitted simultaneously using multiple
antennas. Within the wireless channel
simultaneous signals mix together because they
all use same spectrum. Under rich multipath
conditions signals could be recovered by first
identifying the channel through training symbols
and then separating the individual data streams.
It is done in the same way as three unknowns
are solved for three independent linear
equations. Independency comes from a rich
multipath channel, and is vital in order to
separate the data bits. It is not the only way that
MIMO systems could be used more generally
transmission techniques of MIMO systems
could be classified as one to improve the
capacity (i.e. SM) and the other to improve
spatial diversity (SD). Obviously performance
of the system will be better if spatial diversity
transmission schemes are used.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF MIMO SYSTEMS
MIMO systems are simply defined as: given an
arbitrary wireless communication system, a link
that has its transmitting end (Tx) as well as the
receiving end (Rx) equipped with multiple
antenna elements (Gesbert D; and J. Akhtar.
2002), as depicted in Figure 1.

1

1

2

2
Channel

M

N

Figure 1: MIMO wireless system with M
transmit and N receive antennas
Conventional wireless systems are mostly SISO
systems, but some of them use multiple antennas
at one end of the wireless link to achieve spatial
diversity, and in the wireless terminology it is
known as smart antennas (Gesbert D; and J.
Akhtar. 2002). It was after the publication of
two papers (Foschini, G. J; and M. J. Gans.
1998; Foschini, G. J. 1996), it was first shown
that MIMO systems could provide higher
capacity to the system at no extra cost of
transmit power and spectrum. Actually MIMO
is the extension of smart antennas, but are used
in a different way. Smart antennas are used to
add space-diversity, while MIMO systems are
used to achieve greater capacity, and offer
benefits that go beyond the smart antennas

Performance of the multiplexing scheme
however could be increased by jointly encoding
the individual streams. If the level of joint
encoding is increased then multiplexing scheme
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with that of STC. It has been shown in (Berthet,
A. O; and R. Visoz. 2003) that concatenation of
codes gave better results.

will tend to SD and multiple antennas will only
be used to achieve SD (Gesbert D; M. Shafi; D.
Shiu; and P. Smith. 2003).
Best transmission technique would compromise
between the SM and SD. Schemes that allow to
adjust and optimize joint encoding of multiple
transmit antennas are called space time codes
(STC) discussed in next section. A part from the
SM and SD schemes there are hybrid techniques
developed that switches between SM and SD
over the time (Skjevling H; D. Gesbert; and N.
Christophersen. 2003) to provide optimum
results. For more details on SM and AD see
(Zheng L; and D. N. C. Tse. 2003).

MIMO Channel Modelling
To design a MIMO communication system and
to predict its performance requires an accurate
MIMO channel models. Channel models can be
classified into number of ways as wideband
models vs. narrowband models, field
measurements vs. scatterer models, and nonphysical models vs. physical models to name a
few. Further details related to these
classifications and different MIMO channel
models could be found in the PhD thesis (http://
www.s3.kth.se/~kaiyu/Licentiate.pdf),
and
standardised MIMO channel models for
broadband wireless access and 3GPP (Lucent;
Nokia; Siemens; and Ericsson. 2001) for mobile
applications
in
IEEE
802.16
(http://standards.ieee.org).

Space Time Codes
STC are the channel encoding techniques that
jointly encode the individual streams in MIMO
systems to achieve the compromise between the
SM and SD (Lucent; Nokia; Siemens; and
Ericsson. 2001). There exists quite a number of
STC that could be classified as Space Time
Trellis Codes (STTC), and Space Time Block
Codes (STBC). STTC were shown to provide a
diversity benefit equal to the number of transmit
antennas without any loss in bandwidth
efficiency. However STTC are complex and are
computationally hungry. Problem of complexity
was solved with the introduction of STBC,
which only require a decoder that is much
simpler and had linear operators at little loss of
performance. Two of the most famous STBC
codes to date are based on the work of Alamouti
(Alamouti, S. M. 1998), and V-BLAST
(Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time)
(Foschini, G. J. 1996). Alamouti based STBC
are biased towards maximizing the diversity, on
the other hand V-Blast achieves spatial
multiplexing. A good paper summerizing the
STBC could be found in (Naguib A; N.
Seshadri; and R. Calderbank. 2000), and details
on code construction in (Tarokh V; N. Seshadri;
and A. R. Calderbank. 1998; Damen1, M. O; A.
Tewfik;, and J. C Belfiore. 2002). Some work
has also been done in the concatenation of
conventional channel codes (e.g. RS, Hamming)

Current challenges and Limitations
Real achievements of MIMO depends on the
highly decorralated reception at the receiver
antennas. That will result in independent set of
linear equations at the receiver. Independent
equations are solved to separate the mixed data
due to simultaneous transmission using multiple
antennas.
In MIMO terminology rank of the MIMO
channel is define as the number of independent
equations that could be received. The number of
independent signals that one may safely transmit
through the MIMO system is at most equal to
the rank.
Therefore techniques are needed to achieve
maximum decorrelated reception.
One way to achieve it is by spatially separating
antennas at both ends of the link
(http://www.telenor.no/fou/publisering/ Not01/
nr5_2001.PDF). However, for small handheld
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Finally we have concluded that it can be said
that the MIMO systems will provide future
communication systems at dramatically higher
data capacities using the same bandwidth and
transmit power as used today by a SISO
systems. However, to date a lot of work needs to
be carried out in practically implementing these
systems to current as well as upcoming
standards.

devices (e.g. mobile phones) the amount of
antenna spacing that can be achieved is highly
constrained.
Another problem of size, cost and power
consumption of mobile terminal occurs while
increasing the MIMO performance using STC.
As good STC such as STBC providing
simplicity in decoding are shown to be limited
to the case of two transmit antennas, data rate or
decoding simplicity must then be sacrificed if
the number of antennas is increased. Hence new
STC needs to be developed that are low in
complexity and offer good performance.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a Petri net based approach for the
modeling and scheduling of a multipurpose batch plant
with the objective of maximizing profit.
The graphical and mathematical properties of Petri nets
make them very practical in modeling of many chemical
industries. The main aim of this paper is to present a Petri
net model as an applicable tool for modeling and
scheduling of multipurpose plants. This paper begins with
a general description of the issues discussed later in the
paper. It proceeds with giving some background to the
concept of Petri nets. Then, a novel approach for
achieving the best schedule of a multipurpose plant wile
maximizing profit is presented. Finally, a case study is
simulated in order to illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
The Petri net model was first introduced by Carl Adam
Petri in 1962 in his PhD thesis (Murata 1989). A Petri net
is populated by four types of objects: Places, Transitions,
Directed Arcs and Tokens. Each place represents a
resource, while a transition illustrates an event. The
availability of that condition is depicted by tokens.
Directed Arcs are used to connect places (transitions) to
transitions (places).
Petri nets as a graphical and
mathematical tool provides an applicable environment for
the modeling and design analysis in many systems. As a
graphical tool, it assists to visualize the complex systems
similar to a flow chart. As a mathematical tool, Petri nets
can be used to formulate and solve modeling, control and
scheduling problems. Characteristics of Petri nets make it
very practical for many industries.
The main benefit of Petri nets is that the same model can
be used for the analysis of behavioral properties and
performance evaluation, as well as for the systematic
construction of discrete event simulators and controllers
(Ghaeli et al. 2003).

Peter Lee
Division of Science,
Engineering and
Computing, Curtin
University, Bentley, WA,
Australia

Scheduling with the meaning of allocating jobs to
resources is a very important issue in many chemical
industries and has a direct effect on their efficiency. The
optimization criteria, based on which the schedule is being
defined, is different from one industry to the other and it
can range from minimizing a makespan (the latest
finishing time) to maximizing the facility utilization or
profit. Recently, Timed Place Petri Net (TPPN) has been
used for scheduling of multiproduct and multipurpose
plants with the objective of minimizing the makespan
(Ghaeli et al. 2003 ; Gu et al. 2001). This paper extends
the application of TPPN to the modeling and scheduling of
a multipurpose chemical plant with defined production
time and the objective of maximizing profit. A case study
is taken from Karimi (1991) in which the problem is to
find the best schedule with the maximum profit based on
the corresponding constraints. In order to solve this
problem, first the example is modeled through TPPN.
Then, an optimization algorithm is used to find the best
production time for each product that maximizes the
profit, given the specific total time. Finally, based on the
optimal production time achieved in the optimization
algorithm, the best schedule with the minimum total
makespan is derived through the associated TPPN model.
The results are represented to demonstrate the validity of
the proposed algorithm and the improvements made on
previous work in this regard.
WHAT IS A PETRI NET?
A Petri-net is a particular kind of bipartite directed
graph. Each Petri net is represented by Places, Transitions
and Tokens, which are respectively illustrated by circles,
bars and small dots. Places and transitions are connected
through arcs. If there is a directed arc, which connects a
place to a transition, then this place is an input for that
transition and if the transition is connected to a place
through a directed arc, this place becomes an output for
that transition. Each place may potentially hold zero or a
positive number of tokens, pictured by small dots. The
distribution of tokens in places is referred to as the
marking. The transition’s firing renders the tokens being
redistributed, resulting in a new marking. The places are
used to show the condition or the availability of the
resources when they contain one or more tokens. These

resources can be either a machine or raw material. The
transitions represent the start or completion of an activity
(operation) and they are depicted by empty rectangles or
solid bars. To demonstrate the dynamic behavior of the
system, tokens are introduced, in which they allow one to
visualize the flow of the materials through the firing of the
transitions in each state.
The model specifies which resources should be shared
and also defines the precedence relations between
activities (Zhou 1993). In order to create a Petri net model,
first the activities and required resources for each activity
should be identified. Second, for each activity (Oij), one
place one place should be assigned to show the status of
the associated activity, for example pij shows the
processing of product i in unit j. The start (tsij) and stop
(tfij) points of this activity are shown by two transitions at
the two sides of the place, as illustrated in Figure 1. Third,
by considering the precedence relationships between
activities, they should be connected together, in which the
final point of one activity will be the start of the other
activity, as shown in Figure 2. Fourth, the resources
(including the shared ones) should be connected to the
associated activity by using arcs. This is shown in greater
detail through case study.

tsij

pij

tfij

Figure 1: processing activity Oij
tsij

pij

tfij(tsik)

pik

tfik

Figure2: processing activity Oij and processing activity Oi
A Petri net is executed by firing the enabled transitions.
A transition is enabled when each of its input places is
marked with at least one token. When a transition fires, a
token of the input places associated to the transition is
removed and added to the output places of the following
transition.
In order to extend the application of the Petri net to the
complex systems, several types of Petri nets have been
developed. One example is the timed Petri nets
(Ramchadani 1974) , which has many applications in
chemical plants. Usually the evaluation of a plant is done
based on the production time. Time can be introduced into
the Petri nets by relating it to either the places or
transitions. If the time is associated with the transitions,
the Petri net is called Timed Transition Petri Net (TTPN)
and if the time is introduced to the places, it results in
Timed Place Petri Net (TPPN) (Ghaeli et al. 2003).

SCHEDULING OF A MULTIPURPOS BATCH
PLANTS
WITH
THE
OBJECTIVE
OF
MAXIMIZING THE PROFIT
Nowadays, scheduling is a very common issue in almost
all the industries. Moreover, finding the best way of
assigning different jobs to different processing units does
not only optimize the utilization of the resources but also
improves economy. This confirms the reason that finding
a good method for scheduling has become a very
significant concept in most industries. Usually, scheduling
of a plant is done for a specific period of time; this time
can be varied from one week to one year and it depends on
the planning of the plant.
Characteristics such as liveness, boundness, reversibility
and mutual exclusion make Petri nets a very useful model
for application in chemical industries. TPPN has been
recognized as a promising tool for modeling and
scheduling of these industries. One good feature of Petri
nets is that the same model can be used for modeling and
scheduling of the plant and the schedule can be observed
step by step as the products pass through the processing
units. Each time the sequence of firing transitions defines
the route of the schedule.
In this paper an endeavor has been made to extend the
application of Petri nets to a multipurpose batch plant with
the objective of maximizing profit. To solve this, the
problem is divided into two parts, which includes first,
applying an optimization algorithm and second, employing
a Petri net based scheduling algorithm to find the best
schedule with the minimum total makespan. The following
algorithm shows the sequence of these steps.
Step 1: Using the optimization algorithm to find the
best production time for a defined total time
Step 2: Modeling of the plant using TPPN
Step 3: Finding a schedule by firing of the transitions
in a Petri net model
Step 4: If the production time of any unit is bigger
than the available total time go to step7
Step 5: If the total time is bigger than the makespan go
to the step 7
Step 6: Update the makespan
Step 7: Check if assessing of all the schedules have
not been finished go to step 3
Step 8: End
The optimization algorithm, used in this paper, is
Newton Raphson and is implemented in the C language
(Lawrence et al. 1997). The best time for each product
within a defined total time is resulted from this algorithm.
These results are then assigned to the places in the Petri
net model to be used in the second part. In this part, each
schedule is derived based on the sequence of firing
transitions and the optimum time achieved from the
optimization algorithm. Branch and bound search methods
is used to find the optimal schedule. To reduce the number
of searches, heuristic method is used to eliminate the

unnecessary branches. As soon as the time of the unit
exceeds from the defined total time, or the total time/the
total remaining time becomes bigger than the current total
makespan, further search of that branch stops and the
assessment of another branch begins. Every time, the total
makespan is updated by the smaller one. This search is
repeated until the assessment of all branches is completed
and the optimal schedule with the minimum total
makespan is achieved.

problem with the proposed method, the time that each
product spends in a unit should be given.
Both
optimization and scheduling algorithms are implemented
in Visual C++ 6.0 on a PC/Pentium 4.

The optimal schedule is the one with the minimum total
makespan, which results in the maximum profit of the
corresponding industry in a defined total time. The smaller
the total makespan, the shorter the delay is between the
processing of the products, which results in a better usage
of resources over the long term.

Product1 with the first route
Product1 with the second route
Product2 with the first route
Product2 with the second route
Product3 with the first route
Product3 with the second route
Product3 with the third route

CASE STUDY
To show the capability of the proposed algorithm, the
method has been tested against a case study by Karimi
(1991), which is a multipurpose plant with 3 products and
2 processing units. There are two ways to produce the first
two products and three ways to produce the third product
and the total available time is 700 hours. All the
information about the batch sizes, profit and maximum
and minimum demand of each product has been written in
Table 1. The aim of this problem is to find the optimal
schedule with the maximum profit. In the original
example, the processing time for each product has been
given but not the processing time in each unit. In order to
solve this

Solution: The TPPN model of this example is shown in
Fig3. After formulating the optimization algorithm and the
related constraints, the following results have been
achieved for the optimal production time:
: 116.6
: 125.0
: 227.4
: 264.2
: 340.2
: 310.7
: 355.9

Then based on the above results, the optimal time that
each product should spend in each unit for the available
total time of 700 hours is calculated (Table 2) and
assigned to the places in the TPPN. These times are passed
to the scheduling algorithm to define the optimal schedule
with the minimum total makespan. The resulting Gantt
Chart is illustrated in Fig 4.

Table 1: The data for the case study
Product Routes
Product
Route
Name
No.
A
B

C

1
2
1
2
1
2
3

Units
Task
Task
1
2

Batch Size

Batch Data
Time of
Task 1(h)

Time of
Task 2(h)
2.0
2.4
1.8
2.0

3
2
3
2

5
4
5
4

2500
2000
1670
1330

4.2
3.0
3.0
2.0

1
2
3

-

500
1000
1500

3.2
4.9
6.4

-

Demands
Min
Max
(Mg)
(Mg)

Profit
$/kg

100

150

250

300

0.8

150

200

0.5

1.0

pA1
pB1

tsA1 3

pA13

tfA1 3(tsA1 5)

tsB1 3 pB13

tfB1 3(tsB1 5)

p3
pA2

tsA22

pB2

tsB2 2

pB15

tfA1 5

tfB1 5

pfA
PfB

p5
pA22

tfA2 2(tsA2 4)

pB22

pA2 4

tfB2 2(tsB2 4)

p2

tfA2 4

pB24

tfB24

p4

pC1

tsC1 3

pC13

tfC1

pC2

tsC2 2

pC22

tfC2 2

pC2

pA15

tsC2 2

pC31

pfC

3

tfC31

P1

Figure 3: The TPPN Model of the Case Study

Table 2: The Data for The Case Study
Product Routes
Product
Route
Name
No.
A

Units
Task
Task
1
2

1
2
1
2

B

1
2
3

C

Time
Time of
Task 1(h)

Time of
Task 2(h)
54.0
96.0
135.0
262.0

3
2
3
2

5
4
5
4

113.4
120.0
225.0
262.0

1
2
3

-

352.0
308.7
339.2

-

C3
Unit1
339.2
Unit2

A2

B2

C2

120.0
120.0
B1

C1

Unit3
113.4

Unit5

338.4

690.4
A2
120 0
A1

CONCLUSION
Finding a schedule, which satisfies all the constraints
related to the processing of the products in chemical
industries and leads to maximum profit, is one of the most
important considerations in these industries.
Petri nets as a modeling tool has become a new horizon for
easing the scheduling in many industries. The graphical
characteristic of Petri nets helps the designers to better
understand and formulate the scheduling problems.

382.0

690 7
A1

Unit4

Karimi(1991) has solved this problem by manually
dividing it into several campaigns in which the resources
have not
any relations to each other. Then the LP solver in GAMS
is used to find an optimal solution. The Petri net model is
eligible to recognize the units with no relations and there
is no need to determine the campaigns.

B2
216 0

113.4 167.4
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Contactless

Diameter

Measurement,

measurement but instead of measuring the resistivity of the
sample knowing its dimension, we are investigating the
possibility of measuring the dimension knowing the metal
resistivity.

ABSTRACT
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM’S SIMULATION
This paper discusses a prototype simulation of Contactless
Diameter Measurement System. The Contactless Diameter
Measurement is a technique used for measuring the diameter
of a conductive material with circular cross section area
(e.g., wires, bars, nails, tubes etc) without making any
physical contact with the material itself. This measuring
system could be useful as a Quality Control monitoring
system to detect fluctuations in the diameter of manufactured
wires, bars or nails without disrupting the manufacturing
process. The simulation has involved the design,
construction and testing of a prototype system to extract a
relation between the diameter of different metals, both solid
bars and hollow tubes, and its response to stimulating
signals. Results of simulation proved the feasibility of the
system in detecting any fluctuations in the diameters of
metal bars and tubes.
INTRODUCTION
In manufacturing, measuring the diameter of a metal
products with circular cross-section area is considered to be
one of the most important quality control activities. This
includes the manufacturing of wires, nails, metal tubes and
many more. Using manual measuring technique in such
situation is impractical because it is slow and time
consuming. Many attempts have been made to automate the
monitoring of the diameter of manufactured wires without
disrupting the manufacturing process but these systems are
either complicated to set-up or very expensive [Arque,
1972].
In the last three decades, a method was developed in solid
state physics research to measure the resistivity of material
knowing its dimension without making physical contact with
the material itself. It was mainly developed for solid state
physics research and manufacturing. The principle of this
technique is based on applying a pulsed magnetic field to the
sample. This will cause eddy currents to be generated on the
sample the amount of which depends on the resistivity of the
material and its dimension. By picking up the field that these
currents generate and analyse the signal, the resistivity of the
material can be extracted if the dimension of the sample is
known [Schippan, 1997, Bean, 1976].
This research is based on the idea of using the principle of
the contactless measurement of electrical resistivity for
developing contacless diameter measurement. We are
suggesting using the same principle of contactless resistivity

The prototype system operates by applying high current
pulses to the excitation (primary) coil. These pulses will
create a pulsating magnetic field, which in turn, causes eddy
currents to flow in the sample. The field of these currents is
picked by a pick-up coil placed too close but not in contact
with the sample. The signal from the pick-up coil is then
applied to a PC-controlled digital storage scope, which
sample the signal and pass it to the PC for storage and
further processing. Then the simulation will start and the
final results will be shown in different graphs.
Digital
Scope

Secondary Coil
(Pick-Up)

Sampl
Primary Coil

Data
Acquisition
Software

Data
Analysis
(MATLAB

)

PC
Function
Generator

Power
Amplifier

Figure 1: Prototype Simulation System for Contactless
Diameter Measurement

Figure 2: Photograph of the prototype System.
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the prototype
simulation of contactless diameter measurement system and

figure 2 shows a photograph of the system. The prototype
system consists of the following main parts:
• Signal Generator to supply a square wave.
• A power amplifier to amplify the square wave signal.
• An excitation coil (primary coil) to provide the pulsed
magnetic field (Figure 2a).
• A secured sample holder to hold the sample securely in its
place while the experiment is carried out (Figure 3b).
• A pick up coil to pick the signal generated by the eddy
currents flowing in the sample (Figure 2b);
• A PC-controlled data capture system.
The simulation is carried out firstly with no sample in the
sample holder. The signal obtained from this test (figure 4)
is used as a reference for the further processing when a
sample is inserted in the sample holder.

referring these peaks to their corresponding no sample peaks
using the following equation:

1  P
C i =   ln  i k
 t   Pi

0






(1)

Where,
C i Is the Calculated constant for each peak or dip,

t Is time (ms),
0

Pi Is Peak or dips value when there is no sample,
k

Pi Is Peak or dips value when there is a sample,
k Is sample number from 1 to 5 and
i Is Peak or dip Number from 1 to 8
2. Convolve the No-sample Signal with Sample Signal
In this method we convolved the signal with no sample with
the signal when a sample is inserted in the sample holder.
The typical result of convolution is shown below.

Figure 3a: Excitation Coil (Primary)

Figure 3b: Sample Holder and Pick-up Coil

Figure 5: Result of Convolution.
We then search for the maximum value of this result and
relates it to the diameter of the sample.
SIMULATION
The two methods described above have been simulated
using Matlab. The following samples were used:
Table 1: Diameters of the Selected Samples
Sample type Diameter (mm)

Figure 4: the results of the pick up coil with No Sample
Two processing methods were simulated to extract a relation
between the picked-up signal and the diameter of the
samples. These are:
1. Direct Processing of Time Domaim Signal
The peak voltages and their corresponding times are
recorded for each sample. A constant is then calculated by

Brass
samples
Aluminium
samples
Aluminium
tube
Brass tube

3.60

4.00

4.70

5.28

6.28

3.65

4.00

4.78

5.66

6.28

2.75

3.17

3.91

4.73

5.52

2.45

3.20

4.00

4.77

6.40

SIMULATION RESULTS
The relationship between the diameter and the calculated
average constants is shown in Figures below. It is clear from

the figures that there is a strong direct relationship between
the diameter and the processed signal parameters.
Aluminium Bar Samples (Method 1)
Figure 6a below shows the simulated relation between the
diameter of brass bars and the calculated constant using
method 1. The relation is approximately a straight line
(R2=97%).

Figure 6b: Relationship between the Aluminum diameter
and the maximum amplitude of convolution (Method 2)

( )

ViAL = −0.094* DiAL + 1.4
Figure 6a: Calculated Constant Vs Diameter for Aluminium
Bars (Method 1).

ViAL is Amplitude, from the convolution of data Aliminium
sample

The equation of the model is:

( )

Ciav = 0.22 * DiAL − 0.39
Where,

DiAL Is the Diameter of the Aluminium sample

Ciav Is the Average constant calculated, from equation 1
The Sum of Squares Error of the model is,

SSE = 0.001346
The standard error of the estimate in the linear model fitting
the five given give data points is,
SEE =

DiAL Is Diameter of the Aluminium sample

SSE =0.016
5

The Sum of Squares Error of the model is,
SSE = 0.0002787
The standard error of the estimate is: in the linear model
fitting 5 give data points is,
SEE =

SSE
=0.0075
5

The calculating correlation coefficient is

R 2 = 0.9944
Aluminium Tube Samples (Method 2)
Figure 6c shows the simulated relation between the diameter
of aluminium tubes and the maximum amplitude of the
convolution function (Method 2).

The calculating correlation coefficient

R 2 = 0.97
Aluminium Bar Samples (Method 2)
Figure 6b shows the simulated relation between the diameter
of brass bars and the maximum amplitude of the convolution
function (Method 2). This result relation is approximately a
straight line (R2=99%).

Figure 6c: Diameter Vs. Max. Amplitude for Aluminium
tube Samples

Brass Bars Samples (Method 1)
Figure 7a shows the relation between the diameters of brass
samples and the average calculated constant from the pickup signals. Again a clear and measurable relation is
demonstrated.

( )

ViBr = −0.09 * DiBr + 1.2
The standard error of the estimate in the linear model fitting
the five given give data points is,
SEE = 0.005
The calculating correlation coefficient

R 2 = 0.996
Brass Bars Samples (Method 2)
Figure 7c shows the simulated relation between the diameter
of brass tubess and the maximum amplitude of the
convolution function (Method 2).

Figure 7a: Calculated Constant Vs Diameter for Brass Bars
(Method 1).
The equation of the model is:

( )

Ciav = 0.24* DiBr − 0.56
The standard error of the estimate in the linear model fitting
the five given give data points is,
SEE =0.023

Figure 7c: Diameter Vs. Max. Amplitude for Brass tube
Samples

The calculating correlation coefficient

R 2 = 0.97
Brass Bars Samples (Method 2)
Figure 7b shows the relation between the diameters of brass
samples and the maximum amplitude of the convolution
function.

Brass Bars with Different Diameters (Method 2)
Another simulation was carried out to test the resolution of
the system by modeling diameter changes of brass bars as
shown in figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Brass Bars with diameter changes.
Figure 7b: Maximum Convolution Vs Diameter for Brass
Bars (Method 2).
The equation of the model is:

The results of this simulation using Method 2 is shown in
figure 9. It is clear that the system was able to detect the
diameter changes very accurately.

Figure 9: Results of simulating diameter changes of brass
bars.
CONCLUSION
The prototype system for studying the feasibility of
measuring the diameter of metallic materials with circular
cross sectional area has been designed and built. The
simulation of the output from the prototype systems has been
developed and analysed. The prototype is based on the welldeveloped principles of contactless resistivity measurement
commonly used in solid-state physics. The results obtained
proved the feasibility of measuring the diameter of the
sample without making physical contact with it.
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order approximation modelling, followed by animated
time scaled VR simulations, followed by re-adjustments
of the geometry, helps to drastically reduce the cost and
time for MEMS design.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the modelling of the flowrate
of a rectangular microchannel using an electrical
network. The aim of this study is to produce a fast first
approximation of the flowrates of microchannels to be
incorporated into microfluidic devices. It contributes
to the physical component of our Virtual Realityprototyping CAD tool for MEMS, with emphasis on
fast calculations for VR representations.
In our
model, the flow is segmented into layers. The velocity
of each layer is determined by solving numerically the
Navier-Stokes equation and applying the no-slip
boundary condition. The resistances of the layers are
obtained from the velocity profile of the flow. The
electrical network model is implemented in Matlab
Simulink. The results are compared with finite element
model software (ANSYS) and experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
The microchannel is an essential constituent of
microfluidic devices such as chemical analysis systems,
liquid dosing systems, biochips etc. Due to its
manufacturing process, which employ IC technology,
rectangular and square channels are relatively easier to
produce than circular ones. The flowrate delivered by a
microchannel is an important parameter.
MEMS design is costly because it is a lengthy and
tedious process, especially the fine-tuning of the
geometric sizes, which are critical for the correct
functioning of the device and its manufacturability. For
a micropump, this involves lengthy hours of finite
element analysis (FEA) calculations just to get the
approximate geometric dimensions of the structures. In
our work, we try to shorten this time drastically, by
producing fast first order approximations that lead to
the approximate design of the device. From then on,
fine-tuning is not only faster but cheaper, because less
prototypes need to be built. For a more efficient
prototyping phase, a cyclic sequence of steps of first

In ( TBendib et al. 2001) an approximation is made for
rectangular microchannel of aspect ratio close to 1 by
replacing the diameter of a circular channel by an
equivalent hydraulic diameter. This technique however
is subject to errors of order 10 to 20% ( Sharp et al.
2002).
Electrical equivalent circuit has been used in the
modeling and simulation of microchannels in
micropumps as in (Morris and Forster 2000) and
(Voigt and Wachutka 1998). In ( Morris and Forster
2000), the concept of electrical equivalent circuit is
applied to the whole microchannel. In ( Voigt et al
1998) the channel is divided into small slices of equal
length and each is described by an RLC circuit.
In our paper, the electrical circuit concept is applied to
layers of fluid within the channel, so that the different
flowrates can be visualized and the transient flow at the
entrance of the channel can be demonstrated. The error
for the flowrate is less than 10%.
Our aim is to apply a fast approximation technique in
order to obtain the microchannel dimensions for a
specific flow characteristics and to visualize this flow.
We solve the Navier-Stokes equation numerically to
obtain the velocity profile. From here we determine the
equivalent resistances and inductances. We also use
the velocity profile obtained from the numerical
solution to calculate the flowrate directly without the
use of the electrical model.
LAYERED FLOW MODEL
Fluid flow in MEMS is laminar and characterized by
low Reynolds number (Re). The flowrate is an
important parameter for fluid flow in a microchannel.
The concept of hydraulic diameter is traditionally used
to characterise ducts with a single length scale. The
hydraulic diameter DH is defined as in ( White 1994):

DH =

4 * w* h
2(w + h)

The average velocity u is Q/area, where Q is the
volumetric flowrate. Using equation (4):

(1)

where w is the width and h is the height of the crosssection of the channel. With the hydraulic diameter,
the flowrate for a rectangular channel can be
approximated using:

Q=

1 wh
∆PDH2
32 µl

dP 1
Q=
dx µ

B A

∫ ∫ u dydz
*

(6)

0 0

(2)

where ∆P is the pressure difference, l the length of the
channel and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
For circular microchannel the velocity is derived from
the Navier-Stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates,
which is easily solved analytically ( Aumeerally and
Sitte 2003). In what follows we present the numerical
calculation for the derivation of the equivalent
resistance for a rectangular channel.
To determine the equivalent resistance for laminar
viscous flow in a rectangular microchannel, a
numerical approach is required. The Navier-Stokes in
cartesian coordinates reduces to ( Panton 1984):
∂ 2u
∂y 2

+

∂ 2u
∂z 2

=

1 ∂P
µ ∂x

(3)

By substituting the following variable into equation (3):
⎡
⎢
⎢
*
u =⎢
⎛ 2
⎢⎜ A
⎢ ⎜⎝ 4
⎣

µ
⎞⎛
⎟⎜ −
⎟⎝
⎠

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥u
dP ⎞ ⎥
⎟
dx ⎠ ⎥⎦

(4)

For the lumped-element model of the mechanical effect
of Poiseuille flow, using e→V convention, the
resistance is given by ( Senturia 2001):
R=

across
through

=

∆P
Q

(7)

Substituting equation (7) into equation (6), the
resistance is given by:

R=

µl
B A

(8)

∫ ∫ u dydz
*

0 0

where µ is the viscosity of the fluid and l is the length
of the microchannel.

we obtain the poisson’s equation:
∂ 2u* ∂ 2u*
= −1
+
∂z 2
∂y 2

Figure 1 Velocity Profile for the Microchannel

( 5)

where A is the length of the cross-section and B is the
width of the cross-section of the channel.
Equation (5) is discretized using finite differences and
the Dirichlet boundary condition is used. It is assumed
that the no-slip boundary condition applies at the walls,
where the velocity of the fluid is equal to zero. The
program is written in MATLAB 6.5 and iterated 250
times with step-size 0.7 and error tolerance 0.001. The
velocity profile is shown in Figure 1.

To determine the resistances of each layer, the crosssectional area is divided into 3 equal parts. The
denominator in equation (8) is calculated using
trapezoidal rule. The limits of integration depend on
the cross-sectional area of each layer. The code is
implemented in MATLAB 6.5.
ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT MODEL
To represent the flow of the different layers in the
channel, we use parallel circuit components. The idea
is to incorporate the whole as a Simulink model into
our MEMS CAD prototyping tool, where Simulink
provides a convenient design interface.

In our model, the current represents the volume flow,
the voltage is the pressure difference, the resistance
represents the viscous forces, and the inductance
depends on the mass of the fluid.

(10) is implemented in Simulink (©Matlab) as shown
in Figure 4.

The resistance is given by equation (8) and the
inductance (L) is given by (Morris and Forster 2000):

L=

ρl
S

(9)

where ρ is the density of the fluid, l is the length of the
microchannel and S is the cross-sectional area.
A branch consisting of a resistor and inductor in series
represents each layer of the fluid. For the 3 layers of
fluid, the model is given by Figure 2.

resistor
inductor

Figure 2 Three Layer Fluid Model
SIMULATION OF FLOW
Fluid entering a channel undergoes a period in which
the velocity profile changes in the streamwise
direction. For pressure-driven flow in a slot (Poiseuille
flow), the profile is initially flat with the center slightly
lower as shown in Figure 3. Further in the slot, the
profile eventually reaches a parabolic shape and is fully
developed. (Panton 1984)

Figure 4 Simulink Model for the Total Response of the
Flow to the Increase in Pressure
In Figure 5, the topmost curve is the response for the
microchannel as a whole, the second curve from the
top is the response for the innermost fluid layer, the
third curve shows the response of the middle fluid layer
and the lowest curve shows the response of the
outermost fluid layer. The innermost fluid layer has
the fastest flowrate while the outermost layer, which is
closest to the walls of the channel has the slowest
flowrate. From the results of the calculations the total
flowrate is 5.13e8 (µm)3/s, the innermost layer is
2.72e8 (µm)3/s, the middle layer is 1.79e8 (µm)3/s and
the outermost layer is 0.64e8 (µm)3/s.

Figure 3 Velocity Profile for Poiseuille Flow
A step-function input represents the pressure increase
at the microchannel inlet. For each branch of the RL
circuit in Figure 2 the current is given by the equation
( Ong 1998):
t

i(t) =

1
(V − iR )dt
L ∫0

(10)

where V is the voltage increase, i is the current, L the
inductance and R the resistance. The integral equation

Figure 5 Total Response to Increase in Pressure

The transient part of the response is a very small
portion of the total time. For the total flow, the
transient time is 8.5 ms, the inner layer is 9.3 ms, the
middle layer is 6.1 ms and the outer layer is 2.4 ms.
The outermost layer, nearest to the walls, achieves its
steady state much faster than the innermost layer.
Initially the viscous shear stress affects mainly the
particles of the fluid near the wall. Further into the
channel, more particles away from the walls are
affected as the pressure decreases and the velocity
increase is slowed down. The innermost layer reaches
its steady state at a longer time than the outermost
layer. The response shown in Figure 5 reflects the
transient behavior of the flow at the entrance region
and the steady state flow in the fully developed region .
VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION
We use the experimental data from (Park et al 2003 ) to
validate the total volumetric flowrate obtained from
Simulink. The rectangular microchannel has a length
of 48050 µm, height 57 µm and width 200 µm. A
pressure difference of 6250 Pa is applied across the
channel. The working fluid is deionized water at
25.5°C at which the density is 996 kg/m3 and viscosity
is 0.0009 Pa.s. The mass flowrate is 0.5 mg/s.
The experimental volumetric flowrate is compared
with the total flowrate obtained from our Simulink
model and an error of 2.19% is obtained. (See Table 1)
The total flowrate is also calculated by using the
hydraulic diameter concept as given in equations (1)
and (2) above. This gives an error of 19.32%.
Table 1 Comparison of Total Flowrates between
Simulink Model, Hagen-Poiseuille Approximation and
Experimental Data for Rectangular Microchannel
Rectangular microchannel

Figure 6 Velocity Across the Outlet for a Rectangular
Microchannel (α=0.285) using 2D Analysis in ANSYS
From Table 2 and Table 3 it can be seen that, as
expected, the flowrates for the innermost layer is the
fastest. The flowrate is dependent on the crosssectional area and the average velocity of the fluid. In
this analysis the areas of the layers are made equal so
the flowrates are dependent on the velocity only.
When we compare our numerical calculation using
Matlab, with our Simulink-electrical, the error is
between from 0.18% to 0.79%. When we compare our
numerical calculation with the ANSYS finite element
model, an error range of 24.7% to 44.7% is obtained. It
should be noted that ANSYS simulations may have an
error of up to 20%. A chart comparing the values
obtained using the 3 techniques is shown in Figure 7.
The total flowrate obtained using our Simulink model
gives much lower error.
Table 2 Comparison between Simulink Model and
Numerical Calculation using Matlab
Flowrates

Total
flowrate

Total
flowrate

Simulink
Model
5.13e8

Experimental
5.02e8

Experimental
HagenPoiseuille DH
approximation
4.05e8
5.02e8

%
difference
2.19

19.32

To validate the flowrates of the layers of fluid, a finite
element model of the microchannel is created using
ANSYS. Meshing is done using Fluid element 141 and
the axial velocities for the laminar flow of water in the
channel is obtained. This is shown in Figure 6.

Outermost
layer
Middle
layer
Innermost
layer

Rectangular microchannel
Numerical
Model

Simulink
Model

%
difference

0.634e8

0.639e8

0.79

1.782e8

1.795e8

0.73

2.718e8

2.723e8

0.18

Table 3 Comparison between Simulink-Electrical
Model and ANSYS of Flow Rates for Rectangular
Microchannel
Flowrates

Outermost
layer
Middle
layer
Innermost
layer

Rectangular Microchannel
Simulink
Model

ANSYS

%
difference

0.64e8

0.85e8

24.7

1.79e8

1.22e8

46.7

2.72e8

1.88e8

44.7

Comparison of Layered Flow for
Rectangular Microchannel

FLOWRATES

3.00E+08
2.50E+08
2.00E+08
1.50E+08
1.00E+08
5.00E+07
0.00E+00
Outermost
layer

Middle layer
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LAYERS
Matlab

Simulink Model
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Figure 7 Comparison of Layered Flow Rates using the
Simulink Model, Matlab and ANSYS Calculations
CONCLUSION
In this paper we calculated the layered flowrates of
fluid in a rectangular microchannel using the velocity
profile obtained through numerical methods using
Matlab. We also presented an electrical model for the
flowrates of the different layers of fluid, with the
purpose to be built in our MEMS CAD prototyping
system for fast calculations in virtual reality
visualizations.
Our electrical equivalent model
incorporates the entrance effect of the microchannel
and it demonstrates the transient flow when the
velocity is changing as well as the steady flow when
the velocity reaches a steady state. The simulations
were implemented in Simulink and the results, i.e. the
errors, were compared with the numerical calculations

using Matlab as well as with finite element model
using ANSYS.
The electrical model provides a fast first approximation
of the flowrate. There are no physical modeling or
meshing to be done. Despite this, the errors obtained
are below 10%. The electrical network concept of
parallel branches of resistances and inductances
provides a suitable model for the flow rate of a liquid
in laminar flow in a rectangular microchannel. Future
work in validation with other experimental data needs
to be carried out.
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ABSTRACT
Locally weighted regression (LWR) is a memory-based
learning method that performs regression around a point of
interest which is useful for learning the rule of complex
phenomena and system. This paper surveys the possibility of
using locally weighted regression for modeling the
desulphurization intelligent decision system in metallurgical
process and proposes a hybrid algorithm by combining LWR
with the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to determine the
bandwidth of LWR adaptively. The proposed algorithm
proves to be effective and practicable in its application.
INTRODUCTION
Locally Weighted Learning is a kind of lazy learning. This
type of learning forms a local model around a point of
interest whereby only training data that are “local” to that
point would be used in handling any query, instead of a
global model. After answering the query, the local model is
discarded. A new local model is hence created to answer
each query. This has an advantage in avoiding the difficulty
of finding an appropriate structure for a global model,
especially for some complex nonlinear system. Different
models for different queries could also be constructed in
enabling the improvement of performance. This method
provides an approach to learning models of complex
phenomena, dealing with large amounts of data, training
quickly, and avoiding interference between multiple tasks
during control of complex systems. It is therefore an
effective way for intelligent decision system modeling in
complex industrial production processes.
The desulphurization in steel-making process is a very
complex and severe nonlinear system. It is extremely
difficult to find a globally optimal model for the system.
Artificial Neural network, which is robust to errors in the
training data, has traditionally been applied to construct the
prediction control model. Such technique focuses on
selecting the right structure to overcome the local optima or
over fitting problems which is in fact rather difficult to

achieve. In addition, even the well defined neural net lacks
the generality for its application.
The Locally Weighted Learning method seems a promising
solution to the afore-mentioned engineering project, where
the nonlinear global model could be transferred to various
relatively linear local models. It is true that the
computational cost of Locally Weighted Learning is a little
higher; however, the linear parametric estimation process
during lookup is still fast enough for the production
prediction in certain desulphurization process.
There are several types of Locally Weighted Learning
methods, such as K-Nearest Neighbor, Weighted Average
and Locally Weighted Regression. Nevertheless, extensive
research on the Locally Weighted Regression was conducted
for deriving the desulfuration model. Although this method
has been proved to be effective and widely used in robot
control, limited work was done to improve it for the
intelligent decision system modeling with satisfactory
results.
The object of this paper is to find an optimal Locally
Weighted Regression method for the desulfurizer prediction
control model. Some basic concepts of Locally Weighted
Regression were briefly reviewed followed by the
introduction of the Genetic Algorithm to optimize the
bandwidth. In the last section, the improved algorithm is
tested by comparing it with the BP neural network for
predicting the weight of desulfurizer .

LOCALLY WEIGHTED REGRESSION
Locally Weighted Regression is derived from standard linear
regression. This algorithm fits a surface to “local” points
using distance-weighted regression. In nonlinear system, it is
extremely difficult to provide the global model accurately.
Therefore, the simple linear model to local patches instead of
the whole region of interest was used.
The locally weighted regression can be regarded as a type of
function approximation method. Considering the following
functions:

F ( x) = w0 + w1 a1 ( x ) + L + wn a n ( x )
ai (x ) is the ith attribute of pattern x.

(1)

A local model was being used in trying to find the best
approximation for the function output F(x). By redefining
the error criterion of traditional linear regression, the local
model was used to fit nearby points well, with less concern
for distant points:

E(xq ) =

d (xq , x)
1
( f (x) − F(x))2 K(
)
∑
2 x∈D
σ

Typically, there are two ways to determine this important
parameter:
(2)

D is the k nearby patterns set of query point xq, and f(x) is the
output value of each training pattern in the training cycle.
K (⋅) is a kernel function, which is used to calculate a weight
for the data point from the distance. Typically, we use
Gaussian function:

K (d ) = e

−d 2

(3)
σ is the bandwidth that is very important for the performance
of LWR and will be optimized in the latter part of this paper.
d(x, y) is the distance function to calculate the distance
between the query point xq and each data point x. A typical
distance function is the Euclidean distance function, to be
used in this paper:

d ( x q , x) = ( x q − x) T ( x q − x)

tends to become the global average. This is a very important
parameter for the performance of the local model. If the
bandwidth is too large, the training accuracy is
unsatisfactory. On the other hand, if it is too small, the
problem of over fitting occurs.

(4)

In order to speed up the training cycles, the clustering
analysis was introduced to decrease the size of training set
nearby the query point. A kind of K-Means algorithm is
applied before the Locally Weighted Regression to find the
nearby pattern set D of the query point. When constructing
the model, only the training data in the set D is used instead
of the whole data in the instance space. Because these
patterns belong to the nearest clusters to the query point, the
influence of other data on the local model could hence be
omitted.
The best estimate E(xq) in Equation (2) will minimize the
cost E(xq) by the gradient descent method

1. Fixed Bandwidth Selection: since σ is a constant, the
training process deals with constant data shape. It is the
easiest and most convenient way to adjust the radius of the
kernel function. Its performance is however unsatisfactory
for nonlinear system.
2. Nearest Neighbor Bandwidth Selection: σ is calculated
to be the distance between the query point and the kth nearest
data point. The radius expands or decreases according to the
density of “local” data. This method has proved to be very
effective in many applications; however, the constant k
appears to be difficult to be optimized for each query model,
as compared to the Fix Bandwidth Selection, especially for
the severe nonlinear system with much noisy data.
The above-mentioned techniques are not desirable for the
current mission in the model of desulphurization, because
the process is severely nonlinear. It is hence proposed to
adopt Genetic Algorithm (GA) to optimize the bandwidth σ
in the current research work.
GA is a global optimal algorithm based on the evolution
theory and uses a process of variation and selection to search
for the whole parameter space. It can hence be used to
optimize many traditional algorithms to improve their
performance. To this end, the possibility of combining the
GA with Locally Weighted Regression was explored.
Coding Method

(5)

To initialize the bandwidth σ population, a set of
chromosomes (bandwidth) σ 1 , σ 2 , … , σ 30 are generated

According to the least mean square (LMS), the following
training criterion could easily be obtained:

randomly and then encoded to binary strings. The length of
chromosome was set to 10 and the population size is set to
30.

∂E
=0
∂w

∆wi = η ∑ K (d ( x q , x))( f ( x) − F ( x))ai ( x) (6)
x∈D

D is the pattern set near the query point xq and η is the
learning rate.
After obtaining the weight wi, the function output could be
estimated accordingly:

f ( x q ) = w0 + w1 a1 ( x q ) + L + wn a n ( x q )
ai ( xq )

(7)

is the ith attribute of query point xq.

GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMIZING THE
BANDWIDTH
The bandwidth parameter σ defines the range over which
generalization is performed. Increasing the bandwidth σ
means further away data points get an opportunity to
influence the query. As the σ goes to infinity, the prediction

Fitness Computation
The fitness function can be defined as:

Fitness=

1
( f (x) − F(x))2

(8)

f(x) is the calculated output of the model and F(x) is the
expected output of the model
The proposed GA algorithm would maximize the fitness
function by genetic operations, i.e. minimizing the error
between f(x) and F(x), until the fitness reaches the threshold
or the genetic operations are executed for the maximum
number (N) of iterations. In our experiment, N is set to 100.
Genetic Operations
The genetic operation process consists of the following
steps:

1. Based on the notion of survival of the fitness, a new
population was formed with the roulette wheel selection
method used. Such a technique is based on fitness
proportionate selection. The fitness of each chromosome was
calculated by using the equation (8). According to its value,
the selection proportion was determined for the current
candidate chromosome in the population. The survival was
selected depending on the selection proportion.

DESULFURIZATION MODEL WITH LOCALLY
WEIGHTED REGRESSION
The following factors are selected as the input features of the
model:

2. The offspring was created by applying genetic operators
as crossover and mutation.

The output of the model was the weight of desulprizer (WD).

In crossover operation, substrings from pairs of individuals
were wrapped to form new pairs of individuals. It was a
probabilistic process that had exchanged information
between two parent chromosomes for generating two child
chromosomes. The crossover is the most important operator
to obtain the better individual from the current generation,
which means to explore the new searching space to find the
better solutions. There are normally three crossover
operators: single-point crossover, two-point crossover and
uniform crossover, in which the third crossover operator has
stronger searching ability and can keep the diversity of the
population for overcoming the premature problem effective.
Therefore, in the proposed algorithm, we adopt the uniform
crossover with fixed crossover probability: pc = 0.68.

1.
2.
3.

The weight of hot iron water (WI)
The content of sulphur in the iron water(SI)
The target of the desulphurization process (TI)

The structure of the model is shown in Figure 2

Figures 1: Crossover Operation
The crossover mask is generated randomly in every
crossover operation.
In mutation, randomly selected bits in an individual string
were inverted (0 to 1 or 1 to 0). The mutation can preserve
the diversity of the population. In the algorithm, each
chromosome adopts a fixed mutation probability: pm=0.065
The last generation of the GA provides the solution of the
bandwidth. Because the fitness function minimizes the error,
elitism at each generation is implemented by preserving the
best chromosomes. The last solution would hence be the
optimized bandwidth for the query.
Since the GA had consulted the whole feature space for the
optimized σ in each query, and different query combined
with different σ, the result is therefore better than those
obtained from the fixed method and nearest neighbor
method. Although it appears that the GA is relatively
time-consuming; however, bandwidth σ can also be
calculated in advance of the queries and store with the data
points, if the computation time are strictly concerned, and of
course the expense is the a little of fall of the prediction
accuracy. Taking into the fact of the corresponding long
duration in the desulfurization process, it is considered to be
suitable for the decision support in the production, even if
the GA is applied in each query.

Figures 2: The Structure of the Model
Data Normalization
In the desulphurization model, the range of each input and
output attribute varies greatly. For example, the WI attribute
ranges from 70 ton to 150 ton, with the SI ranges from 0.020
to 0.2. Therefore, it is necessary to normalize each attribute
to prevent those with initial large range from out weighing
attributes with initial smaller range
The z-score normalization was adopted. The values for an
attribute were normalized basing on the mean and standard
deviation of such attribute. A value v of attribute X is
normalized to v’ by computing

v′ =

v− X

σx

(9)

where X and σ X are the mean and standard deviation of
the attribute X respectively
This method of normalization is especially useful when the
outliers dominate the traditional Min-Max normalization. So,
it is very suitable for the desulphurization in which there is
much industrial noisy data.

Cluster Analysis
To decrease the computational cost of locally weighted
regression, the feature space, to the data, nearby the query
point was confined by using K-Means algorithm.
1. Randomly select k of the objects in the formation of xi
(WI, SI, TI). Each of the selected objects initially represents
a cluster center (c0, …, ck). In this model, after analyzing the
data set and experiment, k = 50 was chosen.

layer: 3 neurons, the hidden layer: 35 neurons, the output
layer: 1 neuron, learning rate: η = 0.008.
The above table shows that the LWR with GA method
outperforms BP neural network in the prediction results. Its
prediction error and accuracy are both much better than BP
neural network.

2. Each of the remaining objects was assigned to a similar
cluster basing on the distance between the object and the
cluster center. Here, the Euclidean distance was used.
3. The mean of each cluster was computed to find the new
center ci for each cluster.

ci =

1
Mi

∑x

(10)

i

Figures 3: The Prediction Results of BP Neural Network

M is the size of cluster i and xi is the object in the cluster
The three steps cycle, until the cluster center ci converged.
The cluster analysis only needs to be done once before the
LWR modeling. After the clusters are created, the centers
and the cluster information would be stored for the later
modeling. Such a technique could determine the points for
regression by only simply comparing the distance between
the centers and input data, and then load the points in
selected clusters to the memory, which can save enormous
computation time and memory.
Experimental and Model Prediction Results
The locally weighted regression combined with GA as
mentioned above was applied to the desulphurization model.
The dataset was retrieved from the metallurgical industrial
database of a large national steel corporation of China
located in Siechuen, from May to October, 2002. After the
data cleaning, more than 8000 items of data were divided
into two sets: two third of the original dataset was used for
training with the remaining for testing.
The experiment was based on two modeling method: LWR
with GA method and BP neural network. The experiment
results are shown and compared in Table 1.
Table 1 the Comparison between BP Neural Network and LWR

Modeling
Algorithm
BP Neural
Network
LWR with
GA method

MAX
ERROR(kg)

Mean
ERROR(kg)

Prediction
Accuracy

692

212

48.1%

221

71

81.5%

The LWR with GA method: cluster number K=50,
bandwidth population size of σ is 30, chromosome length
l=10, crossover probability pc = 0.68, mutation probability pm
= 0.065, maximum iteration N = 100, learning rate η =
0.0014. BP neural network: 3 layer neural network, the input

Figures 4: The Prediction Results of LWR with GA Method
Figure 3 and Figure 4 indicate that the proposed algorithm
produces the more accurate prediction to the
desulphurization process than the traditional BP neural
network. The BP neural network performs well in the
situation in which there are abundant clean training data, but
will fail in dealing with some edge data that do not appear
frequently, i.e. scarce data, in particular, with some noise
data, such as index 12 in Figure 3. This is also a big
challenge to many current modeling and data mining
algorithm. On the contrary, the LWR with GA method
performs very well for almost the whole range of data.
The optimized bandwidth in each new query will find the
suitable data points dynamically for each regression and
obtain the best prediction result. From the machine learning
point of view, the locally weighted regression which belongs
to lazy learning can choose a new hypothesis based on the
training data near the query points each time, i.e. utilizes
many different local linear functions to form its implicit
global approximation to the sever nonlinear target function.
In contrast, BP neural network which is a kind of eager
learning method must commit to a single hypothesis
covering the entire data space. So, the former can effectively
uses a richer hypothesis space than latter and achieve better
result.
Besides the experiment of model prediction accuracy, the
computation time is also tested and compared for evaluating
the proposed hybrid algorithm.
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Table2: The Comparison of Computation Time between BP
Neural Network and LWR
Modeling
Algorithm
BP Neural
Network
LWR with
GA method

Training
Time (sec.)

Prediction
Time (sec.)

35

<1
190

Overall
Time(sec.)
<36
190

The BP neural network known as the eager learning clearly
defines the training stage and prediction stage. It commits to
the network structure and weights at the training time. This
period would be much longer than the prediction stage and
would be even longer if there is more training data, however,
once the network is set up, the prediction is very fast, and
can be an approximately real time prediction.
On the contrary, the LWR is a lazy learning algorithm which
defers the training process until prediction happens, i.e.
when each new query is encountered. So, this proposed
hybrid algorithm deem the training process and prediction
process as an integrated one. Consequently, the computation
time is much longer than the BP neural net in prediction
under the current situation. However, because the
desulphurization process and many other metallurgical
industrial processes require long time (>900s) and the
prediction accuracy is more important for such processes, the
proposed hybrid algorithm can be applied successfully to
such areas or decision support.
Judging from the above analysis, the LWR with GA method
outperforms the traditional neural network. The prediction
results are satisfactory and in accordance with the actual
metallurgical industrial process.
CONCLUSION
This paper has studied an improved Locally Weighted
Regression method combining the Genetic Algorithm to
learn intelligent decision support models for control. By
means of GA, the bandwidth σ is optimized globally and
the performance of locally weighted regression is improved.
This method is useful and applicable for modeling some
rigorous nonlinear system in global area but linear in local
area, which is very common in the steel-manufacturing
industrial production process. The implementation of the
improved method proves to be effective and superior to the
traditional neural network.
One of the drawbacks of the proposed algorithm is its
relatively high computational cost in each query. It still
needs a more efficient way to speed up the data search
process and GA process to fit the real-time control for very
large dataset.
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Abstract: Fault injection has become an important method for experimentally validating the dependability of computer systems.
Several efforts have been made to develop techniques for injecting faults into a system prototype or model. Most of the techniques
fall into three essentials categories: hardware-based fault injection, software-based fault injection and simulation-based fault
injection. More recently, several authors proposed to apply fault injection early in the design process. The main approach consists
in injecting the faults in high-level models (most often, VHDL models) of the circuit or system Also, at the present time, it is
generally accepted that the occurrence of transient faults in memory elements, commonly knowing as Single event Upset or Bit
Flip, are the potential threat of the reliability of integrated circuits operating in radiation environment. Then this paper presents a
new simulation-based fault injection technique for injecting bit flip errors in VHDL models.
Keywords: Fault tolerance, fault injection, fault simulation, VLSI circuits, fault injector, VHDL fault models.

1. Introduction on Simulation-based Fault
Injection
Simulation-based fault injection [1,7] involves the
construction of a simulation model of the system under
analysis, including a detailed simulation model of the
processor in use. It means that the errors or failures of
the simulated system occur according to predetermined
distribution. The simulation models are developed using
a hardware description language such as the Very high
speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language
(VHDL). Faults are injected into VHDL models of the
design and excited by a set of input patterns. It is
important to note that VHDL constitutes a privileged
language to comply with the goals of fault injection for
the following reasons:
•

Its widespread use in detailed design.

•

Its inherent hierarchical abstraction description
capabilities.

•

Its ability to describe both the structure and behavior
of a system in a unique syntactical framework.

•

Its recognition as a viable framework for developing
high-level models of digital systems.

•

Its recognition as a viable framework for driving test
activities.

An elementary fault injection experiment corresponds to
one simulation run of the target system during which any
number of faults can be injected on single or multiple

locations of the model and at one or several points in
time during the simulation. A series of experiments
consists of a sequence of elementary fault injection
experiments.
Several techniques have been proposed in the past to
efficiently implement simulation-based fault-injection.
Two main categories can be identified: those that require
modification of VHDL code and those that use the builtin commands of the simulator.
A first approach, based on VHDL code modification,
modifying the system description by the addition of a
dedicated fault injection components called saboteurs or
the mutation of existing component descriptions in the
VHDL model which generates modified component
descriptions called mutants. So that faults can be injected
where and when desired, and their effects observed, both
inside and on the outputs of the system.
A saboteur is a component added the VHDL model for
the sole purpose of fault injection. It is inactive during
normal system operation, while altering the value or
timing characteristics of one or more signals when
active, i.e when a fault is being injected. Saboteurs are
inserted, in series or in parallel, either interactively at the
schematic editor level or manually/automatically directly
into the VHDL source code. Serial insertion, in its
simplest form, consists of braking up the signal path
between a driver (output) and its corresponding receiver
(input) and placing a saboteur in between. In its more
complex form, it is possible to break up the signal paths
between a set of drivers and its corresponding set of

receivers and insert a saboteur. For parallel insertion, a
saboteur is simply added as an additional driver for a
resolved signal (signal that have many drivers - signal
sources – provided that a resolution function is supplied
to resolve the values generated by the multiple sources
into a single value). Saboteurs can be used to model most
faults and to simulate environmental conditions such as
noise or ESD. However, because they have no input
pattern discrimination, saboteurs cannot model faults
below the gate level of abstraction.
A mutant is a model which contains dormant code blocks
within the normal gate description. These blocks of code
are activated by injecting faults, altering the operation of
the logic device itself. Because the fault response is
generated internally within the model, any level of
abstraction for fault injection is possible. However, the
use of mutants requires that the original gate models be
replaced by the new mutant models.
This method main advantage is its complete
independence on the adopted simulator, but it normally
provides very low performance, due to the high cost for
modification and possibly recompilation for every fault.
A second approach uses modified simulation tools (builtin commands of the VHDL simulators), which support
the injection and observation features. This approach
normally provides the best performance (does not require
the modification of the VHDL code), but it can only be
followed when the code of the simulation tools is
available and easily modifiable, e.g., when fault injection
is performed on zero-delay gate-level models. Its
adoption when higher-level descriptions (e.g., RT-level
VHDL descriptions) are used is much more complex.
The applicability of these techniques depends strongly
on the existing (commercial) simulators and on the
functionality of their commands. Two techniques based
on the use of simulator commands have been identified:
VHDL signal manipulation (faults are injected by
altering the value of the signals that are used to link the
components that made up the VHDL model, this is done
by disconnecting a signal from its driver(s) and forcing it
to a new value) and VHDL variable manipulation (faults
are injected into behavioral models by altering values of
variables defined in VHDL processes).
A third approach relies on the simulation command
language and interface provided by some specific
simulator. The main advantage of this approach lies in
the relatively low cost for its implementation, while the
obtained performance is normally intermediate between
those of the first and second approaches. It must be noted
that it is now increasingly common for the new releases
of most commercial simulation environments to support

some procedural interface, thus allowing an efficient and
portable interaction with the simulation engine and with
its data structures. Several approaches have been
presented for speeding up the simulation process.
Fault injection techniques are compared in terms of fault
modeling capacity, effort required for setting up an
experiment and simulation time overhead.
Mutants offer the highest fault modeling capacity of the
fault injection techniques presented, Saboteurs are
generally less powerful, signal manipulation is suited for
implementing simple fault models and variable
manipulation offers a simple way for injecting
behavioral faults.
The effort for setting up an experiment is small using
signal and variable manipulation, as modification of the
VHDL model is not required. More effort is needed for
mutants and saboteurs (creation/generation, inclusion in
the model, recompilation of the VHDL model).
The simulation time overhead imposed by signal and
variable manipulation is only due to fault injection
control, as the simulation must be stopped and started
again for each fault injected. It is important to note that
the simulation time overhead imposed by saboteurs and
mutants depends on: amount of additional generated
events, amount of code to execute per event and the
complexity of the fault injection control.
When considering a series of fault injection experiments,
two ways can be distinguished: one way is to generate a
new configuration for each fault location (this requires
recompilation of the VHDL model for each fault location
and may also require manual intervention to start up a
simulation using the new model), another way is to
generate only one configuration in which all required
fault are included and then activate these one at a time
(this may increase the simulation time). Thus, there is a
trade-off between the overhead in simulation time and
the overhead in compilation time.
This technique supposes that the model is an accurate
representation of the actual system under analysis. Its
benefits are:
1) Simulated fault injection can support all system
abstraction levels - electrical, logical, functional, and
architectural. It provides the maximum flexibility in
terms of supported fault models.
2) Not intrusive.
3) Full control of both fault models and injection
mechanisms.

4) Low cost computer automation; Does not require any
special-purpose hardware.
5) It provides timely feedback to system design
engineers.
6) Fault injection experiments are performed using the
same software that will run in the field. Simulated fault
injection can normally be rather easily integrated into
already existing design flows.
7) Maximum amount of observability and controllability.
Essentially, given sufficient detail in the model, any
signal value can be corrupted in any desired way, with
the results of the corruption easily observable regardless
of the location of the corrupted signal within the model.
This flexibility allows any potential failure mode to be
accurately modeled.
8) Allows performing reliability assessment at different
stages in the design process, well before than a prototype
is available.
9) Able to model both transient and permanent faults.
10) Allows modeling of timing-related faults since the
amount of simulation time required to inject the fault is
effectively zero.
Their drawbacks are:
1) Large development efforts
2) Time consuming (experiment length) : being based on
the simulation of the system in its fault-free version as
well as in the presence of the enormous number of the
possible faults.
3) Model are not readily available; rely on model
accuracy
4) Accuracy of the results depends on the goodness of
the model used.
5) No real time faults injection possible in a prototype.
6) Model may not include any of the design faults that
may be present in the real hardware.
Examples of these tools are:
•

VERIFY, VHDL-based Evaluation of Reliability
by Injection Faults Efficiently developed at
University of Erlangen-Nurnberg, Germany [2].

•

MEFISTO-C, A VHDL-based Fault Injection
Tool developed at Chalmers University of
Technology, Sweden [3].

•

HEARTLESS, Hierarchical Register-TransferLevel fault-Simulator for permanent and
tranSient faults [4].

•

GSTF, A VHDL-based Fault Injection Tool [5]
developed by Fault Tolerance Systems Group at
the Polytechnic University of Valencia, Spain.

•

FTI, A Fault Tolerance Injection tool [6],
developed at universidad Carlos III de Madrid in
Spain.

2. Our proposed approach
We propose the use of VHDL simulators to perform fault
injection campaigns of SEU faults. A characteristic of
SEUs is that they are random events and thus they may
occur at unpredictable times. For example, they may
corrupt the content of a processor register during the
execution of an instruction. In this paper we focused on
the fault model called upset or bit-flip, which results in
the modification of the content of a storage cell during
program execution. Possible fault locations are thus flipflops, general purpose registers, control registers and
every registers not accessible through the processor
instruction set, and embedded memories such as register
file and caches. Despite its relative simplicity, the bit-flip
is widely used in the Fault Tolerance community to
model real faults since it closely matches real faulty
behavior. We adopt the classification of fault effects
presented in [8]:
• Silent: the output of the faulty system matches
that produced by the fault-free system;
moreover, the state of the faulty system matches
that of the fault-free one.
• Latent: the output of the faulty system
corresponds to the fault-free one, but the faulty
and fault-free system states at the end of the
experiment do not match. The fault is still active
in the system and may produce wrong outputs in
the following clock cycles.
• Failure: the output of the faulty system does not
match that of the fault-free one.
• Detected: the fault is detected by some error
detection mechanism existing in the system.
Our approach relies on the simulation command
language and interface provided by some specific
simulator. The main advantage of this approach lies in
the relatively low cost for its implementation. It must be
noted that it is now increasingly common for the new
releases of most commercial simulation environments to
support some procedural interface, thus allowing an
efficient and portable interaction with the simulation
engine and with its data structures.

3. Conclusions and future work
Simulation-based fault injection allows early evaluating
the system dependability when only a model of the
system is available. Moreover, it is very flexible in terms
of fault model since any fault model can potentially be
supported and faults can be injected in any module of the
system. Also, this technique allows a high degree of
versatility by injecting multiple bit-flips errors in the
circuit memory elements. The major drawback of this
approach is the high CPU time required for fault
injection campaigns. Reducing this time is the principal
problem of this technique. For this kind and for
speeding-up the process,, the approach proposed in this
paper show a very interesting alternative based on
randomly injection technique
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1. Introduction
All systems alternate and change constantly to improve
their performance and enhance their compatibility. As a
result of this, amongest these systems are the systems of
synchronous rotation which are known as the systems
depending on their work on the equality of the speeds of
all motors taking part. The performance of these systems
is very much related to synchronic capability, which is
the ability of system motors to function synchronically
regardless the load on the working shaft of each motor.
The more the difference amongest loads, the more the
synchronization power of the system. Having what was
mentioned above in mind, any change or improvement of
the system should take into consideration the
synchronization ability in addition to performance
factors.
The systems of synchronous rotation are most used in
cranes, cutting tool machines and lifting machines as well
as dryers in cement and potash factories. The
synchronized ability differs according to the connection
which links up the motors in the system. If the
connection is direct mechanical one, then, the
synchronized ability is finite, if, however, the connection
is non mechanical, the synchronized ability depends on
the connection kind. Later, is a discussion of the
synchronized systems, which are mechanically
misconnected. The most popular synchronized systems
are the synchronous drive system set up with
synchronous auxiliary machines and the synchronous
slip-ring drive system with two motors having a common
rheostat in the circuit with electrical shaft ( Carlo,2000 ).
Given in figure (1), a drive scheme set up with two
auxiliary synchronous machines SM1 and SM2, each
being directly coupled to the respective main drive
motor, namely, M1 and M2. The system serves to
maintain shafts I and II running in synchronism.
When the drive motor M1 carries a greater load than
drive motor M2, the rotor of the first auxiliary machine
begins to lag behind the rotor of the second auxiliary
machine by a displacement angle equal to θ. Due to the
angular displacement θ, which arises between the rotor

electric motive force E.M.F of both machines, an
equalizing current will flow between the rotor windings
and, thus, will produce a generator torque in auxiliary
synchronous machine SM2 and a motor torque in
machine SM1.

Fig.1. The system of synchronous rotation with
synchronous auxiliary machines.
The torque developed by the auxiliary machines is found
from the following equation:
Tsm = k Es sinθ
(1)
Where : k-coefficient and Es-the synchronizing E.M.F.
The synchronizing E.M.F in this equation is a function of
the speed and at ω = 0 it will equal zero. At low speeds,
the auxiliary synchronous machines will produce a low
E.M.F and, hence, only a small synchronizing torque.
This is a serious drawback, which limits the cases where
such a system may be applied.
A system of synchronous drive with slip-ring motors
connected to a common rheostat may consist of two or
more motors as shown in figure (2) which, illustrates a
system with two slip ring motors, both of which have
their stator windings connected to the same AC supply
circuit, while their rotor windings are connected in
parallel to the same rheostat. These two motors have no
mechanical coupling. For stable operations this system
requires both motors to have identical performance
characteristics.

be easy to choose the suitable value of Ro, which can
ensure a high synchronized ability which eventually
enables the system to stay within the range of high
synchronized ability with acceptable energy factors.
2. The system of synchronous
Electromagnetic Working Shaft.

Fig. 2. The system of synchronous rotation with electrical
shaft.
As long as the displacement angle θ, remains equal to
zero, the currents flowing in both rotor windings will
remain equal.

rotation

with

The above mentioned systems of synchronous rotation
are characterized with simplicity in structure and
performance as well as their ability to work with high
synchronized potentials, while the dark side of these
systems is that firstly they have a working motor
constantly regardless the need of the system to the
synchronous rotation. Secondly, the fact that the full
dependence on the common resistance reduces the
efficiency of the system. In addition to the mentioned
points the phases of rotors of main motors must be at the
same angle position to protect the system from the
vibrations that might occur.

The total current, which is the sum of the two working
currents, will flow through the rheostat. If the loads on
the motor shafts are unequal, a part form the working
currents flowing from the rotor circuit into the rheostat,
an equalizing current will be setup, passing only through
the rotor circuit and passing the rheostat. Accordingly,
one may consider the torque developed by each motor as
the sum of the working and equalizing torques.
As shown in figure (2), we can represent the E.M.F in the
rotor circuit as following:
E’2(1) = I’21 [ Z21 + Ro ] + I’22 Ro
E’2(2) = I’22 [ Z22 + Ro ] + I’21 Ro
∆E = E’2(2) – E’2(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Where:
E’2(1), E’2(2): The rotor E.M.F in the first and second
motors.
Z21, Z22: The total rotor resistance in the first and second
motors.
I’21, I’22: The rotor current in the first and second motors.
Ro: The common resistance of the common rheostat.
∆E: The resultant E.M.F in the rotor circuit.
Going over these equations, it’s clearly shown that the
synchronized ability depends mostly on the value of Ro,
since having this resistance to vanish means the
vanishing of the mutual influence amongst the main
motors coils, and on the other hand its increase means the
increase of the resultant E.M.F, ∆E.
The equality of the loads on the main motors abolish this
resistance whatever its value is and makes it a useless
element of the system. Having this piece of information
in mind, before the Ro value is determined the difference
amongst motors loads should be known so that it would

Fig. 3. The system of synchronous rotation with
electromagnetic working shaft.
We suggest a new type of connection of synchronous
rotation, which presents the synchronous drive system
with electromagnetic working shaft E.M.W.S. this
system is shown in figure (3). This type works on the
principle of electromagnetic transformation of energy. In
this type each motor of the system has a wounded rotor
coil in steel cylinder which is very similar to the
transformer connections, where the primary coils are
connected to one motor and the secondary to the other.
This type of connection will make a common inductive
resistance and this system will change its own resistance
in accordance with the change of the current flowing in
its coils.

The elements of this shaft, coils and steel structure
dimensions must be chosen depending on the
characteristics and the demands of the synchronization of
working equipment.
When the electric currents flow inside the inductive
resistance from both sides, and electromagnetic
connection is generated between them, the main motors’
coils falls under a correspondent and continuous
influence of the power where a change in one current of
any of the motors leads to a change of the current motor
in the other.
In case of equality of loads, the electric currents moving
inside the inductive resistance are also equal in quantity
and opposite in direction. The electromagnetic fields
generated in those rotors are equal in quantity and
opposite in direction, and that’s how the electromagnetic
connection is absent amongest the coils while the motors
work independently. If the loads are different, then the
electric currents and the electromagnetic fields will also
change which will lead to an electromagnetic connection
amongest the inductive resistances of rotors coils. The
electromagnetic field generated from the motor coils with
the greatest load will be greater than the electromagnetic
field generated of the motor coils with less load. As a
result of this, back E.M.F will be generated in the motor
which carries the least load which will lead to reduce the
speed of this motor, until it leads to equality of speeds in
both motors.
3. Mathematical derivation of equations of the system
with E.M.W.S.
To derive equations of this type of systems it’s possible
to use the simplified equivalent circuit given in fig 4.

Where U1ejα1, U2 ejα2- Stator phase voltage in the first and
second motors.
I11, I12: stator phase current in the first and second
motors.
I’21, I’22: referred rotor current in the first and second
motors.
R11, R12: stator resistance in the first and second motors.
X11, X12: stator inductive reactance in the first and second
motors.
R’21, R’22: rotor resistance in the first and second motors.
X’21, X’22: rotor inductive reactance in the first and
second motors.
Rµ1, Rµ2: Resistance of the magnetizing branch in the first
and second motors.
Xµ1, Xµ2: Inductive reactance of the magnetizing branch
in the first and second motors.
R’M, X’M: Resistance and inductive reactance of the
magnetizing branch of the inductive rheostat.
R’01, R’02: Inductive rheostat resistance in the first and
second motors.
X’01, X’02: Inductive rheostat reactance in the first and
second motors.
S – Slip
Using superposition principle we can write the equations
of voltages as following:
U1 = I11[(R11 + Rµ1) + j(X11 + Xµ1)] – I’21[Rµ1 + jXµ1]
U2 = I12[(R12 + Rµ2) + j(X12 + Xµ2)] – I’22[Rµ2 + jXµ2] (5)
and

 R'21 + R'o1 
  jα
 + j (X µ1 + X '21 + X 'o1 ) e 1 =
 I11 (Rµ1 + jX µ1 ) − I '21 
s




R'M + jX 'M n
jα i
I '2 i e
∑
s
i =1

 R'22 +R'o2 
 jα
 + j X µ 2 + X '22 + X 'o2 e 2 =
I12 Rµ 2 + jX µ 2 − I '22 
s





(

)

R'M + jX 'M
s

(

n

∑I'
i =1

2i

)

e jα i

(6)

Where: n – the amount of AC motors contributed in the
system.
If we give the stator, rotor and magnetic branch
impedances the symbols Z1, Z2, and ZM and taking into
consideration that the Rµ value is very small relative to
the Xµ we can neglect Rµ value in equation number (5),
then equation number (5) will be.

Fig. 4. The simplified equivalent circuit of the
system with electromagnetic shaft.

U1 = I11Z1 – I’21Xµ1
U2 = I12Z2 – I’22Xµ2

[I ( jX ) − I '
11

µ1

21

(7)

]

n

Z 2 .e jα1 = Z M ∑ I ' 2i e jα i
i =1

[I ( jX ) − I '
µ2

12

22

]

n

Z 2 .e jα 2 = Z M ∑ I ' 2i e jα i

(8)

Where:
Z1 = R1 + j(X1 + Xµ); Z2 = [(R’2 + R’o)/s]+ j(Xµ + X’2 +
X’o); ZM = (R’M + jX’M)/√s
In this system the rotors of both AC motors traveling at
the same speed and in the direction of stator field
rotation. Consequently when the rotor of the first motor
is lagging from the rotor of the second motor in the angle
equals α then, the E.M.F of the first motor will lead the
E.M.F of the second motor at the same angle.
If we put the displacement angle α in the place of stator
voltage, then the stator voltage to the first AC motor will
lead the stator voltage to the second AC motor at the
same angle α as its seen in equation (8).
After some simplifications, we can come up with stator
and rotor currents.
The rotor current of the first motor will be:

I ' 21 =

n



jX µ  X µ2 + Z1  Z 2 + Z M (2 − ∑e − j (αi −α1 ) ) 
i =1




[X

2

µ

And

i =1

(

+ Z1 (Z 2 + 2Z M ) + X µ2 + Z1Z 2
2

)]

2

(9)

To simplify the rotor current calculation we can neglect
the stator resistance R1, then the rotor current of the first
AC motor will be
n
n


j (α i −α1 )
e
e j (α i −α1 ) 
2
−
∑
∑

U
i =1

I ' 21 = 1 
+ i =1
Z
Z + 2Z M 
2 





(10)

 R' + R' o 

Z& =  2
 − j ( X 1 + X ' 2 + X ' o )
s



Z’M = (R’M - jX’M)/√s
Substitute the values of I’21 and I’21 in the equation
number (11) and taking into consideration that

e jα + e− jα
e jα + e− jα
= cosα and
=sinα
2
2j
We find that
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From formula (13), we can see that, the rotor current and
torque of second AC motor can be determined similar to
the first AC motor, having only one difference, which is
the displacement angle of each rotor.
If we know that Tm = (mU2ph) / (2ωoXk), Sm = R’2/Xk, and
represent all parameters of system through Xk, after some
transformations and simplification we can come up with
new equation of speed – torque characteristics of two
motors coupled with electromagnetic working shaft in
relative units as following.
Where:
K1 = R’o/Xk, K2 = R’M/Xk , B1 = X’o/Xk , B2 = X’M/Xk ,
Xk = X1 + X’2 ; ∆α =α2-α1

Where:
Z = [(R’2 + R’o)/s]+ j(X1 + X’2 + X’o)
In this system the main relationship to analyze the work
can be considered as torque characteristics. According to
[Dimentberg et.al 2001 ], the rotational torque of the first
motor will have the form:
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Where,
n
n
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(14)

The speed – torque characteristics of this type of
synchronous systems will be built, taking into
consideration that we use two AC motors Ak – 51/4 type
with the following parameters:

Pn = 2.8 KW
; R1 = 1.92 Ω; no = 1500 RPM; R’2 =
3.12 Ω; τn = 0.78 ; X1 = 3.49 Ω;cos φn = 0.82; X’2 = 3.43
Ω; X µ = 71.3 Ω ; Rµ = 2.42 Ω
The curves are built according to the different K2 Value
as shown in figure (5), which depends on inductive
rheostat parameters. With increasing K2 values the
starting torque of the system will be less, which will help
the system in soft starting with working
equipment(Sagetov et.al 1986 ).

Conclusions:
The most important advantage of the system with
E.M.W.S. is that, there is no need to position each rotor
winding axis with respect to the axis of the stator field at
the same position in both machines. That is because the
main role in synchronization in the system with
E.M.W.S. plays the mutual magnetic flux between the
rotors windings of both machines, and not the resultant
E.M.F. as in the systems with E.M.W.S. Consequently,
the system with E.M.W.S. can reverse without the need
to stop the motors rotation.
Another important advantage of the system with
E.M.W.S. is that, the system needs not insert additive
resistance to start the system, because the inductive
reactance can change it’s value according to the current
flow through it.
The use of systems of synchronous rotation with
E.M.W.S. makes synchronous systems work with better
indications of synchronization and with wide range of
different loads, where ∆α can reach 90°. In the other
side, the most important disadvantage of the systems of
synchronous rotation with E.M.W.S. is the low power
factor as the result of the high value of the resistance of
common rheostat.

Fig. 5. Slip-torque characteristics of the system
with E.M.W.S.
Construction of the angle-torque characteristic of the
system is shown in figure (6), where T*1 – the torque of
the first AC motor and T*2 the torque of the second
motor.

Fig. 6. The angle-torque characteristics of
the system with E.M.W.S.
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steam energy and rotational part that accumulate kinetic
energy.
Steady state for the first part can be derived:

ABSTRACT

GT -Gm = 0
Turbine
steam flow rate, [kg/s]
GT

Simulation Modelling, together with System Dynamics and
intensive use of modern digital computer, which mean
massive application, today very inexpensive and in the
same time very powerful personal computer (PC-a), is one
of the most suitable and effective scientific way for
investigation of the dynamics behaviour of non-linear and
complex: natural, technical and organization systems.
The methodology of System Dynamics (Prof dr. J. Forrester
– MIT), e.g. relatively new scientific discipline, in former
educational and designer practice showed its efficiency in
practice as very suitable means for solving the problems of
management, of behaviour, of sensibility, of flexibility and
sensibility of behaviour dynamics of different systems and
processes.
System Dynamics computer simulation methodology have
been used from 1991 to 2003 for modelling of dynamics
behaviour of the large number of non-linear ship electrical,
thermo-dynamical,
hydraulically,
mechanical
and
pneumatically systems. This methodology is used by
students as a material for graduate these at Maritime faculty
Split. Investigation of behaviour dynamics of the ship
propulsion system, as one of the complex, dynamics, nonlinear and technical system, requires application of the most
effective modelling methods.
The aim of this paper is to show the efficiency of the
application of the System Dynamics Simulation Modelling
in investigation of behaviour dynamics, one of the complex
marine system and process i.e. “steam – turbine”. Steam
turbine shall be presented with mental-verbal, structural and
mathematical-computing models, and will simulate
working process of turbine.
SYSTEM DYNAMICS SIMULATING MODELLING
OF THE STEAM TURBINE
The steam turbine working process is the conversion of
water steam energy to mechanical energy converted to trust
on the propeller. Therefore, turbine is subjected to various
loads transmitted from the propeller. The steam turbine
working system can be derived into two parts: regulating
valve and nozzle ring steam space that can accumulate

(1)

G m - Regulating valve steam flow rate, [kg/s]

Dynamical state for the first part is defined by this
equation:
(2)
(G - G )dt = dG
m

T

1

G1 - Steam quantity accumulated in steam space [kg/s]

Opening or closing regulating valve can change quantity of
steam accumulated in the steam space part.
Concerning G , G , G , and functional dependencies of
m

T

1

each parameters and stated variables, each function
increment can be calculated.
If those functions are derived in Taylor series and
literalized using relative values, then the first differential
equation for the first part is defined according to [4]:
dψ1
T2
+ ψ1 = K 0 ψ 0 + K 4 µ
(3)
dt

Where are:
T2 - Time constant of the steam space [s]
ψ1 - Relative value of the steam pressure increment in the

steam space;
ψ 0 - Relative value of the steam pressure increment
before regulating valve;
µ - Relative value of regulating valve opening change;
K , K - Gain coefficients;
0

4

Steady state for turbine and propeller shaft revolution can
be defined:
(4)
M - Mr = 0
Transient state for the other part of the turbine system can
be represented by this equation:
J

dω
= M - Mr
dt

M - shaft torque transmitted by steam turbine [Nm]

(5)

M r - Resistance propeller shaft torque which is defined as

load moment [Nm]
J - Moment of inertia of the rotating parts [kgm2]

T2

Using the same procedure as for deriving equation (3)
differential equation is defined which represents part of the
turbine system, which accumulates kinetic energy:
dϕ
T1
+ ϕ = K 1ψ 1 + K 2 ψ 2 − K 3 α
(6)
dt

φ - Relative increment of turbine shaft angular velocity
φ 2- Relative pressure increment in main condenser
α - Relative turbine load change
K 1 , K 2 , K 3 - Gain coefficients

K4

PSI1
dPSI1dt
K5

PSI0
MI1

K6

Where are:
T 1 - Time constant of rotating parts [s]

K0

MI

MI3

DISC

K7

FIN
MI2
K1

T1

FI
dFIdt

System dynamics structural model of the steam turbine:
K3
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Figure 2. System Dynamics Structural FlowDiagram
of the Steam Turbine and PID Regulator
in the PowerSim Symbols
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About simulation scenario:
The mixed scenario has been implemented in the computer
simulation models of the steam turbine and PID regulator:
Steam turbine with PID regulator starts in TIME = 0 and
FIN = .05; TIME = 20 and FIN = .05+.45 = .50; and TIME
= 40 and FIN = .05+.45+.5 = 1 (100%).
relative turbine load change ALPHA starts in TIME = 60
and ALPHA = .05; TIME = 100 and ALPHA = .05+.45 =
.50; and TIME = 140 and ALPHA = .05+.45+.50 = 1
(100%)

1,0

Figure 1. System Dynamics Structural Model
of the Steam turbine
In the structural model (Figure 1.) are determined three
self-regulating (-) dominated Feed Back Loops (FBL1,
FBL2 and FBL3.), with a lot of cause-consequences links
(CCL). We could present them on the this “short” symbolic
version:
-FBL1(-): dFI/dt(+)=>FI(-)=>dFI/dt
-FBL2(-): dPSI1/dt(+)=>PSI1(-)=dPSI1/dt
-FBL3(-): FI(-)=>DISC(+)=>MI(+)=>
dPSI1/dt(+)=>PSI1(+)=>dFI/dt(+)=>FI
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Figure 3. Relative increment of turbine shaft angular
velocity and Relative turbine load change

of students. This method is, therefore, expected to be
economical in organising the educational process.
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CONCLUSION

BIOGRAPHY

Quality and economical steam turbine functioning depend
on many parameters such as steam pressure before and after
the regulating valve, condenser pressure, etc. Since
successful turbine functioning depends on a large sequence
of various parameters this problem should be solved
systematically. Using system dynamics, in this paper the
complexity of steam turbine dynamics system behaviour
has been partially presented. The system dynamics
mathematical model, dynamics continued computer
simulation model and structural dynamic model of the
steam turbine and automatic PID-regulator are presented.
Therefore interaction links between each parameter and
variables can be analysed. A simulation model is used to
enable optimisation of all parameters of the steam turbine
system and transient and steady state simulation according
to the stated scenario. The most difficult operation
conditions here can be investigated even in reality are not
physically possible.
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The authors suggest the use of this modelling approach in
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well, which will allow an active and creative participation
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Wk
Mkom = G⋅ω

KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT
System dynamic simulating modelling is one of the most
appropriate and successful scientific dynamics modelling
methods of the complex, non-linear, natural, technical and
organisational systems. Investigation of behaviour
dynamics of the ship/s propulsion system as one of the
complex, dynamic, non-linear technical systems requires
application of the most efficient modelling methods.
Marine Diesel engine start up system, which it is consisted
of ship/s piston compressor and its driving electric motor,
i.e. in this case asynchronous motor, shall be presented in
the System Dynamics modelling approach in POWERSIM
simulation symbolic and language. System dynamic models
are essentially continuous models since the realities have
been demonstrated by a set of non-linear differential
equation, i.e. “equations of conditions”, however they are at
the same time discrete ones because their principle time
interval calculation i.e. (discretisation) sampling “DT” is
determined in full compliance with (Sampling Theorem) by
Shannon and Koteljnikov.
SYSTEM DYNAMICS MODELLING OF THE
DIESEL ENGINE START UP SYSTEM
The system is made up of several complex sub systems
which as a whole forms complete start up system. In this
short paper it is impossible to present complete system.
System is consisting of compressor with propulsion and air
reservoir, the parts that will be presented in our model.
Complete model (27 equations) of the asynchronous motor
has been presented in IASTED 1998, Pittsburgh, USA [9]
and M. Jadric and B. Francic, Dinamika elektricnih
strojeva, (Manualia Universitatis Studiorum Spalatiensis
Graphics, Zagreb, Croatia, 1996) [3].
Basic equations of the piston compressor condition are:
dω = Mem−Mkom
Mt
dt

(1)

(2)

n −1 
n ⋅ R ⋅ T1 
1 − ε n 
(3)
Wk =

(n − 1) ⋅ η 


dG
= G kom − G zup
(4)
dt
V ⋅ P2
(5)
G kom =
R ⋅ T2
d2 ⋅ π
V = 0,42 ⋅
⋅ s ⋅ 6 ⋅ c ⋅ 1,3
(6)
4
Mt- system inertia moment (kgm2)
Mem- electric motor moment (Nm)
Mkom- compressor moment (Nm)
ω - compressor shaft speed of rotation (1/s).
G – suction air mass flow (kg/s)
Wk – compression work (J/kg).
V – cylinder volume (m3)
v – specific air volume (m3/kg).
n – polytropic compression coefficient
R – gas constant for air
Ti – initial air temperature
ε − compression stage
η − compressor efficiency ratio.
Vkom – compressor air volume delivery (m3/s),
Gkom – compressor capacity (kg/s),
Gzup – air mass for starting (kg(s),
P2 – pressure at the end of compression (N/m2),
T2 – temperature at the end of compression (K).
d - engine cylinder diameter (m),
s – piston stroke (m),
c – number of cylinders,
6 – number of startings,
1,3 – 30% is taken exceeding calculated value.
Air receiver capacity depends on whether the engine is
reversing or non-reversing and thus the air receiver capacity
for reversing engines shall be calculated for 12 starting and
for non-reversing ones the capacity shall be calculated for 6
starting only.
At one starting air shall be supplied to the cylinder at 1/3
to1/2 piston stroke, therefore the air receiver volume is
approximately to equation 3.
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Fig.1. Global system dynamic model of driving system for piston compressor driven by asynchronous motor in POWERSIM symbols
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Fig.2. Angle speed, asynchronous motor slip and air mass condition in air receiver, air quantity speed variation and air consumption speed

Mental-verbal model, structural and flow diagram has been
presented in IASTED MS 2003 [11].
COMPUTING SIMULATING MODEL OF THE
MARINE DIESEL ENGINE START UP SYSTEM IN
POWESIM SIMULATION SYMBOLICS
Complete continuity diagram of the dynamic shown in
Fig.1.
Scenario of driving dynamics of the piston compressor
driven by asynchronous motor includes I charging, I
discharging, II charging and II discharging of the air
receiver.
Graphical figure of the simulation results are presented on
figure 2, 3.
Simulation Comment:
Diagrams point at the validity of dynamical behaviour of
the present driving system and therefore it may be
concluded that the piston compressor may be appropriately
driven by a heavy asynchronous motor, complying with its
specific requirements.
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Fig.3. Stator and rotor linkage fluxes of asynchronous
motor and load torque.
CONCLISION
The application of System Dynamics Simulation
Modelling Approach of the complex marine dynamic

processes, which the authors, together with their graduate
students, carried out at the Maritime Faculty University of
Split - Croatia eleven years ago, revealed the following
facts:
l. The System Dynamics Modelling Approach is a very
suitable software education tool for marine students and
engineers.
2. System Dynamics Computer Simulation Models of
marine systems or processes are very effective and
successfully implemented in simulation and training
courses as part of the marine education process.
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ABSTRACT
A robust data hiding technique for embedding images in
images has been proposed. A key component of this
scheme is the use of channel codes for encoding the
signature image coefficients before inserting them into the
host image wavelet coefficients. The hidden data can be
recovered without the original host image. Experimental
results show that this method is robust to lossy image
compression.

INTRODUCTION
Much of the prior work in signature authentication and
in data hiding assumes that the host source is available.
The host signal serves as a major noise source in the
detection of the watermark. Hence, the knowledge of host
signal characteristics will definitely enhance detection
performance. In this paper we propose an approach to
signature recovery that does not require knowledge of the
original host by using the discrete wavelet transform. This
kind of watermarking is referred to in the literature as
blind watermark detection. In this case, the interference
from host image exists even when there is no noise from
processing and other attacks. The most difficult problem
associated with blind watermark detection in the frequency
domain is to identify the coefficients that have been
modified and the embedded watermark values. Since the
non-marked (original) image is no longer available at the
decoder, it is impossible to determine the position of the
coefficients that has been marked. To get around the
problem, the mark is always inserted in a predefined set of
coefficients. In this paper, we develop a blind watermark
detection algorithm by selecting specific coefficients and
replacing them with the channel coded indices of the
watermark. The choice of the subbands for embedding
hidden data is of important significant and this will be

explained in the next Section. Examples of methods that
do not require the original host data for signature recovery
include [Marvel et al. 1998], [Piva et al. 1998], and
[Pereira et al. 1999]. The main contribution here is a
technique that has the potential for embedding a
significant amount of data, which can then be recovered
without any additional knowledge of the host.
The proposed embedding and extracting methods utilize
the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. The DWT
has good energy compaction properties and it is playing an
important role in compression standards such as
JPEG2000 and MPEG-4. For this reason it has been used
in our data embedding research.
The next section explains the embedding approach for
the wavelet coefficients. Sections 2 and 3 discuss
embedding and extraction techniques. Experimental results
are given in section 4 and conclusions in section 5.

EMBEDDING TECHNIQUE
We now focus on the issue of choice of subbands for
embedding hidden data. In general, hiding data in the
lower subbands has several advantages. The nature of
current compression algorithms favors better preservation
of the lower frequency data than high frequency data.
Insertion of information in the lower bands, therefore, does
not lead to easy destruction of the hidden information or to
any significant change in the coding efficiency. On the
other hand, insertion of data in the higher bands has the
advantage that it does not degrade the host image quality
significantly. Examples of such operations include low
pass filtering for image enhancement and JPEG lossy
compression. A disadvantage, on the other hand, is that
distortion to the host image introduced by embedding in
the lower bands may be perceptually more severe than
other bands.

LL2

LH2

HL2

HH2

HL1

LH1

Subband chosen
for zeroing and
data embedding

HH1

Figure 1: Subband chosen for zeroing and data
embedding.
Moreover, as has been pointed earlier, the host image in
data hiding serves as a major noise source in blind
watermark detection, and the interference from host image
exists even when there is no noise from processing and
other attacks. In such a case marking only mid-band
coefficients will reduce the interference from host image.
This results from the observation that low-band
coefficients generally have much higher power than the
mid-band coefficients [Abdulaziz and Pang 2000].
Therefore, in order to obtain a tradeoff between perceptual
invisibility and robustness to image processing techniques,
the lowest subband coefficients are skipped and the
watermark is inserted into the intermediary frequency
coefficients.
Similar proposals for blind watermarking have been found,
in [Barni, et al. 1998], [Herrigel, et al. 1998], and [Wu, et
al. 1999] for embedding in the discrete cosine transform
(DCT) domain using spread spectrum watermarking, and
in [Chae and Manjunath 1999], for embedding in the
wavelet domain. Like in [Barni, et al. 1998], our algorithm
chooses the medium frequency range of the spectrum of
the transform coefficients but unlike [Barni, et al. 1998],
our algorithm has the ability to hide large number of data
bits and casts the watermark in the DWT domain. This is
due to the use of different techniques in the embedding
process. For example, vector quantizer is used to compress
the signature image, and channel codes to eliminate the
errors introduced due to compression and noise attacks.
Further, noting that natural images typically have very
low energy in the higher bands, we find that for most
images, zeroing out some or all of the coefficients in one
or more of the high subbands introduces a very low mean
square error, and affects detail only hardly noticeable in
the perceptual sense. Therefore, if the hidden data is
embedded on the zeroed coefficients, the extraction
process only needs to use the zero-vector as its estimated
base for decoding the noisy vectors it receives. In practice,
the exact coefficients that are zeroed out and subsequently
used for embedding, are either predetermined, or selected
in a pseudo-random manner using a key, or selected
image-adaptively based on stable features of the host
frame.
The scheme implements a two-stage wavelet transform
decomposition of each image is made, and the hidden data
is embedded in the coefficients of the middle subband,
after zeroing. The DWT decomposition scheme used is

shown in Figure 1. A two-stage Haar wavelet transform
decomposition of host image is made, and the hidden data
is embedded in the coefficients of the shaded HH2
subband, after zeroing. Figures 2 and 3 show a schematic
diagram for the embedding and extraction mechanism
outlined above. The steps in embedding are:
1 The signature coefficients are vector quantized. The
quantized coefficients are encoded using channel
codes [Abdulaziz and Pang 2001].
2 The signature codes are then appropriately scaled by
the factor α .
3 The selected host coefficients are then replaced by the
scaled signature codes and combined with the original
(unaltered) DWT coefficients.
4 The merged coefficients are then inverse transformed
to give an embedded image.
The choice of the vector quantizer affects the quantity
and quality of embedded data. Choice of the scale factor
α depends on the application. A large value of α results
in a more robust embedding at the cost of quality of the
embedded image, i.e., there could be perceivable
distortions in the embedded image. A smaller α may
result in poor quality recovered signature when there is a
significant compression of the embedded image.
To increase the security of the embedding, an encryption
key could be used to pseudo-randomly shuffle the
coefficients in the subband chosen for embedding before
grouping them into n-dimensional vectors. The encryption
key base shuffling introduces an additional layer of
security apart from the security enforced by the already
immeasurable variability in the source and channel
codebooks chosen. It is practically impossible for
unauthorized persons who know the algorithm, to pirate
the hidden information, without knowledge of the source
codebook, the channel codebook, or the encryption key. In
our experiments shown in section 4 however, we didn’t
implement the encryption key for simplicity reasons.

EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the decoder without
the host image. Signature extraction follows an inverse
sequence of operations. The received embedded image is
first DWT and the modified coefficients are identified. By
appropriately scaling the coefficients corresponding to the
signature data, the codes representing the signature data
are recovered. To recover the original data a soft-decision
decoding using Viterbi algorithm is implemented. Finally,
the signature image is obtained from the source codebook
of the vector quantizer.

IMPLEMENTATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section provides simulation results to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed technique. We
specifically make use of the Haar wavelet transform for all
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Figure 2: Schematic block diagram of the encoder.
simulation. We took the gray image of Elaine of size 512 x
512 and watermarked it with watermark image of Bird of
size 128 x 128. The watermark is inserted into the DWT of
the host image as explained in Section 1. A fixed scale
factor α of 10 was used throughout the experiments.
The resulting watermarked signal is distorted using
JPEG compression and noise addition. The watermark was
then extracted without knowledge of the host image and
compared with the original watermark to measure
robustness and detection capability of the technique.
The embedding was implemented using vector quantizer to
compress the signature images of Bird to one fourth of its
original size. The indices obtained are then channel coded
using convolutional code of rate 2/3 before embedding
into the host DWT coefficients. The host image of Elaine
was transformed to the wavelet domain using 2 levels of
Haar wavelet transform and the coefficients of the subband
HH2 are zeroed to allow the insertion of the channel coded
signature symbols.
Figure 4 shows the host image of Elaine and the
watermarked image of Elaine with a signature gray image
of Bird. This embedding results in one-sixteenth-size
signature image. The PSNR of the watermarked Elaine
image is 36.81 dB. Figure 5 shows the PSNR of the
recovered Bird image for different JPEG compression.
Here the PSNR of the extracted Bird image is compared to
the original watermark image of Bird, higher values would
be obtained if it has been compared to the compressed one.

them into the host image wavelet coefficients. The hidden
data can be recovered without the original host image.
Experimental results show that this method is robust to
lossy image compression. Similar results can be obtained
for concatenated and turbo codes. However, only
convolutional codes is shown in this paper.
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Figure 4: Original and watermarked images of Elaine, (a) original image of size 512 x 512, (b)
watermarked image with Bird image as watermark.
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1.

If ω1aω2→ ω4 ∈ P then if
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•

ω1=ω1’gω1’’ for some ω1’, ω1’’ ∈(Σ∪{g})*, then
ω1’∈{g}*.

•

ω3=ω3’gω3’’ for some ω3’, ω3’’ ∈(Σ∪{g})*, then
ω3’’∈{g}*.

ABSTRACT
The authors of this paper have formally tackled the
simulations of Lindenmayer systems by cellular automata
and vice versa, that is, designing Lindenmayer systems that
simulate a given cellular automaton and designing cellular
automata that simulate a given Lindenmayer system. While
the first direction has been totally covered, we have only
simulated D0L systems before now. This paper describes an
algorithm to build one-dimensional cellular automata that
simulate any (k, l) DIL system, i.e. context sensitive
deterministic Lindenmayer systems.

2.

∀ω1aω3→ω4 | ω1aω3 ∈(Σ∪{g})k×Σ×(Σ∪{g})k ∧ ω1
and ω3 satisfy the two conditions in point 1, ∃!ω4∈Σ* |
ω1aω3→ω4 ∈P.

In deterministic L-systems each word has a single possible
derivation. This characteristic allows defining an
homomorphism of languages (h) to formalize the derivation
process. hi(ω) is the word obtained after i derivations and
h0(ω)=ω is the axiom.
CELLULAR AUTOMATA

INTRODUCTION
DIL SYSTEMS
L-Systems (Lindenmayer 1968) are parallel derivation
systems. A (k, l) DIL system is a context sensitive
Lindenmayer system, with an alphabet (a finite non empty
set of symbols) a set of production rules and an initial string
or axiom. The rules determine the only way that each
symbol of the alphabet can be replaced by a word,
depending on the sub strings of k and l symbols currently
extant to its left and to its right. The size of the context is
the same for every rule. To complete the context of symbols
too close to the beginning or the end of the string, a symbol
that does not belong to the alphabet is used as a filler (g in
this paper). The following is the formal definition for (k, l)
DIL systems we will be using:
A (k, l) DIL system is a four-fold (Σ,P,g,ω) where Σ is the
alphabet, g ∉Σ is the filler symbol, ω∈Σ+ is the axiom and
P is a set of production rules P∈Σk×Σ×Σl→Σ*such that:

A cellular automaton (Neumann 1966) (CA) is a set of
finite deterministic automata distributed along a regular
grid. The inputs of the automata are the sets of states of
their neighbors; the neighborhood is the same along the
grid.
A one-dimensional CA is a linear chain of automata. Onedimensional CA can be formalized as follows (Ortega
2000):
Given a set E, a one-dimensional grid on E is a function
G:Z→E where G[i] or Gi is the element of E at the ith
position in the grid. A one-dimensional neighborhood V is
a pair (k, N) where
•

k∈N is the number of neighbors of every automaton in
the grid.

•

N∈Zk is a vector of k integer offsets. Given the index
of a position in the grid, each offset points to a
different neighbor of the automaton in this position.

A one-dimensional deterministic cellular automaton is the
six-fold (G,G0,V,Q,f ,T) where
•

G is a one-dimensional grid of automata.

•

Q is the finite and non-empty set of possible states of
the automaton in the grid.

•

G0 is the initial configuration.

•

V=(k,N) is a one-dimensional neighborhood.

THEOREM
Given a (i, j) DIL system S, there is a one-dimensional
cellular automaton AS,n that simulates the n first derivations
of S, for all n.
INFORMAL PROOF

•

k

f:Q×Q →Q is the transition function that assigns the
next state to each automaton in the grid, depending on
its actual state and the states of its k neighbors.

SIMULATIONS BETWEEN L SYSTEMS AND CA
Different aspects of the relationship between L Systems and
Cellular Automata have been explored: (Koza 1993) the
structural similarities between both formalisms have been
underlined. In (Stauffer and Sipper 1998a-b) CA equivalent
to the turtle graphic interpretation of some self-replicating
L systems were built.
The authors have previously studied the possibility of
simulating CA’s by means of L Systems (Alfonseca et. al.
2003). In the opposite direction, an algorithm is proposed to
build cellular automata to simulate D0L systems (Abu
Dalhoum et al. 2003). In this paper we extend this
algorithm to DIL systems.
Other authors have previously tackled the design of cellular
automata equivalent to L systems. In (Terrier 1991) it is
shown that there exist interactive one-dimensional cellular
automata able to generate signals with frequencies equal to
the growth functions of D0L systems. These cellular
automata are designed by means of sets of signals able to
solve the problem. Signals in one-cellular cellular automata
are widely studied in (Mazoyer and Terrier 1999).
In a similar way, we design linear cellular automata
equivalent to given L systems, but our approach differs in
several main features: first, our cellular automata are not
interactive, no input is needed apart from the initial
configuration; second, we are not interested in the growth
functions but in the generation of the same languages, that
is, our cellular automata generate the same words and in the
same order as the L systems; third, although a description
of the behavior of our cellular automata in terms of signals
is also possible, we are mostly interested in the explicit
definition of the whole cellular automata and finally, we
simulate L systems more general than D0L.

Our proof is constructive, so we propose an algorithm to
build the one-dimensional cellular automaton. A formal
proof is available but, for clarity and space reasons, the
algorithm will be described by means of examples.
In the previous work mentioned before, the authors have
shown that, for every D0L system Sd, there exists a onecellular automaton Ad that simulates its first n derivations.
Each cell in Ad grid is associated to a symbol of the words
derived by Sd (symbols < and > mark the word’s ends) and
several signals (<, >) are used to insert new symbols (if
needed) in a given position after applying a derivation rule,
and (←, >←, <←) to shorten the words (if needed) when λ
rules are used. Each Ad state had two components: one for
the current cell symbol and other for signals and sub strings
that are being displaced in the derivation process.
To handle the context, a new component is added to AS,n
states: initially each symbol in the axiom equals its own
context information and the filler (g) is used as marker
context. Provided that the automaton simulates sequentially
(from left to right) the parallel derivation process, the
context must be maintained during the whole derivation, to
correctly apply context sensitive rules. Thus, some
mechanism must be supplied to keep the context
information while symbols are displaced to the left when λ
rules are applied, and to set the right context information
after finishing the whole derivation. It will be shown in the
following examples that a new symbol (◊’) and a new
signal (◊’←) suffice for the latter situation.
Let us consider the following (1,1)DIL system
S={{A,B}, {AAA→AA,AAB→BA, BAA→BA,
BAB→AB, gAA→B, gAB→A, AAg→B, BAg→A,
xBy→λ ∀x,y∈Σ }, AAA }
The axiom (and every word in the language of S) is
represented as follows

g
>
>

A
A
◊

A
A
◊

A
A
◊

g
<
<

That is: every marker cell has the filler (g) as context
information; cells associated to symbols have an empty
displacing substring (◊) and the symbol itself as context
information.
The first step is sending the signal < from the right end until
it reaches the first symbol, which is then replaced by its
production rule (1) gAA→B (the rule context is
highlighted). The displacing substring >B indicates this
situation
g
>
>

A
A
◊

g
>
>
g
>
>

A (1)
A
<
A
A
>B

A
A
◊
···
A
A
<
A
A
<

A
A
<

g
<
<

A
A
<
A
A
<

g
<
<
g
<
<

The first symbol in the displacing substring is in its final
position, so it can be removed. However, a new symbol is
needed to show that the context (A) is not the right one (B).
Symbol ◊’ is used rather than ◊ to distinguish between these
circumstances. At the same time (2) the next cell can apply
its own rule, AAA→AA, whose right hand side is added to
the remainder of the displacing substring (λ, in this case).
This process is repeated until the right marker is reached (in
(3)
the rule AAg→B is applied). The filler remains
unchanged. So the displacement to the right finishes and the
signal ◊←’ is sent to the left to make each cell writing the
correct context and replacing symbol ◊’ by ◊ to finish the
derivation.
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A
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◊

B
B
◊
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···

This configuration is associated with h(ω), that is, the first
word derived from the axiom. The second derivation starts
immediately in the same way. Rule xBy→λ means that
symbol B must be erased from the string. When this rule is
applied (4), all the symbols to its right must be displaced one
position to the left, because the displacing substring of B’s
left neighbor has no symbol. Signal ← is sent to the right
end while each symbol is displaced. Each cell traversed by
the signal is marked with symbol <←. Context information
must be handled carefully because it must be kept
unchanged until the whole derivation finishes. If the context
information were simply displaced to the left towards the
cell that contained the deleted B, the context would become
“gAABg” rather than “gBAABg,” which is the correct one.
To avoid this mistake, the context of B’s left neighbor is
“added” to B’s context as shown in the example (5). When
signal ← reaches the right end, it rebounds (turned to <→)
until the cell that contained the deleted symbol, and in its
way changes all symbols <← to the marker < (7).
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Notice that the context is correctly kept (gBAABg) during
the deletion of symbol B and hence (8), the rule BAA→BA
can be correctly applied. Notice also that, when a cell has a
string as its context information, the symbol itself (the

current content associated to the cell) is located at the
rightmost position of the context. Derivation process
continues (AAB→BA (9)) as explained before, until the
application of the rule xBy→λ (10). In this case, no symbol
must be displaced to the left, because there are symbols
enough to compensate for B’s deletion.
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At this moment, signal ◊←’ is sent to the left to update the
context information and the word h2(ω) is obtained. The
CA automaton is ready for a new derivation.
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Other examples show different cases that must be also
taken into account.
In the next example, string gBBABBg is used as axiom
with the same set of production rules as in the previous
system. After applying rule xBy→λ, the leftmost symbol B*
is deleted in a similar way as in the first example. Notice
that the correct context (gBBABBg) is kept unchanged. The
rule xBy→λ is applied again (11) to delete the second
symbol B. Notice that the context remains unchanged and
rules BAB→AB (12) and xBy→λ (13) can be applied
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At this point a new situation appears: xBy→λ must be
applied at the fourth cell (14) and no symbol is propagated
from its right (◊’ is the third cell’s displacing sub string),
the derived string is shorter, and the fourth cell’s context
must accumulate the fifth cell’s context. So the whole
context (gBBABBg) remains correct until the derivation
finishes. Notice that the right marker is displaced to the
fourth cell with a displacing substring (<→) that indicates
that the shortening has ended. The only possible context for
a cell that contains a marker is the filler g. So g must be
copied (16)even if no ◊←’ displacing substring is present.
After several steps, the CA shows h(ω)=AB, the first word
derived from the axiom.
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The CA is now ready for a new derivation.
In the next example, string gBBBg is used as the (1,1)DIL’s
axiom. The reader can verify that, after several steps, the
first symbol B is deleted by accumulating its right context
information
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The second B symbol is also deleted in a similar way.
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And, finally, when the last B is deleted, the empty word is
obtained.
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with the whole definition is omitted for space and
comprehensibility.
The two following conditions on the components of QS,n are
essential for the correctness of our proof, because they
ensure that the set of states is finite, and hence, the cellular
automaton AS,n is well defined
•

|αγ| ≤ maxi∈{0,…,n}{| hi(ω) |} for the context, because the
maximum context that can be collected in a cell is the
largest word derivable in n steps.

•

|α| ≤ maxA∈Σ{ | ρ(A) | } × maxi∈{0,…,n}{| hi(ω) |} for the
displacing substring, because each cell can be
displaced to the right at most | ρ(A) |-1 symbols (one of
them is deleted from the displaced substring, because it
is in its final position) and maxi∈{0,…,n}{| hi(ω) |} is the
length of the largest word derivable in n steps.

The authors plan to extend this result to an infinite number
of derivations and more complex types of L system (L
systems with extensions and Lsystems with tables) in order
to get a general result.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper we present the following formal description of
the CA (AS,n) that simulates the first n derivations of the
given (k,l)DIL system S={Σ,P,ω}.
AS,n=(GS,n,G0S,n,VS,n, QS,n, fS,n, TS,n,)
Where
•

GS,n is an infinite one-dimensional grid of automata.

•

=
{
(cntxt,
symbol,
dsplcmnt)
|
QS,n
cntxt∈{g}∪{αγ|α∈Σ*,γ∈{g}*∧ |αγ|≤ maxi∈{0,…,n}{|hi(ω)|}},
dsplcmnt∈{<, ←, <←, <→, ◊, ◊’, ◊←’ } ∪ {>α|α∈Σ* ∧
|α| ≤ maxA∈Σ{|ρ(A)|} × maxi∈{0,…,n}{|hi(ω)|} }
symbol∈Σ∪{<,>}}

•

G0S,n is defined as follows:

G0S,n[i]=

(g, >, >)
(s, s, ◊)
(g, <, <)

if i<0
∀i∈[1, |ω|],, s=ω[i]
otherwise

•

VS,n=(l+k+1,{-1, -(l-1),…,-1,0,1,2,…,k-1,k}) .

•

fS,n:QS,n×QS,nl+k+1→QS,n is the transition function
informally described in the previous section. The table
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this paper is to compare and study the
performance of some of the major integer multiplication
algorithms.
This is achieved through a simulation
environment that at this stage implements five major
multipliers in C++ programming language. The
environment is a flexible one and has a well-designed user
interface that makes it suitable for educational use. The
multipliers are Hennessy multiplier, scaling accumulator
multiplier, carry save multiplier, ripple carry array
multiplier and Wallace tree multiplier. The environment
enables the user to emulate the multipliers for various data
inputs.

INTRODUCTION
The integer multiplication process is an important operation
that is heavily used in various computation fields such as
image processing and digital signal processing.
Multiplication algorithms fall into two broad are categories:
signed and unsigned. In the signed category the binary
numbers to be multiplied are assumed to be signed. An
example of this type is the Booth multiplier. The second
category uses unsigned numbers and encompasses two sub
categories: array multipliers (Pezaris 1971, Pekmestzi 1999,
Hoffman 1968) and tree multipliers (Bickerstaff et al. 1995,
Song et al. 1991, Wallace 1964). The array multipliers
include scaling accumulator multiplier and carry save array
multiplier. The tree ones include computed partial product
multiplier and Wallace tree multiplier.

operand word length (O(log n)) (Koren 1998). The area
complexity of both types of multipliers, when physically
implemented, is proportional to the square of the operand
word length (O(n2)) (Schulte et al. 2000).

INTEGER MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHMS
The algorithms of the simulated multipliers are outlined in
the subsections below.

Hennessy Multiplier
As shown in Figure 1, the Hennessy multiplier has regular
structure (Patterson and Hennessy 1998). If the multiplier
has length of n-bit, it will needs n-step to accomplish the
multiplication process, where each step consists of add and
shift operations or just an add operation depending on the
content of the multiplicand (Patterson and Hennessy 1998).
n-bit Hennessy multiplier requires n-bit adder. In 4-bit
Hennessy multiplier, we need register called A, which is 4bit and initialized to 0. The multiplicand is loaded to a
register called M (4-bit). The multiplier is loaded to a
register called Q (4-bit). A flip-flop C is also initialized to
0. The algorithm consists of steps where the number of
steps needed equals to the multiplier length (4) in this
example. In each step, the first bit in Q is checked. If it
equals 0, combination CAQ is shifted to the right. If it
equals 1 M is added to A, put the result is put in A and then
the combination CAQ is shifted to the right. The previous
process is repeated n times (4 in this example).

In this paper multiplication algorithms are compared in
terms of performance or time complexity. Performance
refers to the total number of clock cycles needed during the
execution process of the multiplier. This in turns depends
on the number of add and shift operation the algorithm
consists of. This is also normally a function of the number
of bits needed to represent the operands (i.e. n).
The time complexity of array multipliers is proportional to
the operand word length (O(n)), but the time complexity of
tree multipliers is proportional to the logarithm of the

Figure 1: Architecture of Hennessy Multiplier

Scaling Accumulator Multiplier
The architecture of the Scaling Accumulator multiplier,
with its regular structure, is shown in Figure 2. An n-bit
scaling accumulator multiplier requires n steps to
accomplish a single multiplication process, where each step
consists of add and shift operation except the last step
which just consists of an add operation [10]. It consists of
2*n-bit adder. 4-bit scaling accumulator multiplier takes the
multiplier (4-bit) as parallel load and loads it to a register
called M (4-bit).

Figure 3: Architecture of Ripple Carry Array Multiplier

Figure 2: Architecture of Scaling Accumulator Multiplier

Ripple Carry Array Multiplier
The Ripple Carry Array multiplier, with its regular
architecture, is shown in Figure 3. The number of steps that
is required by n-bit multiplier is (3*n-4). The equation that
represents the number of steps was inferred during the
designing process of the multiplier by using the block
diagram of 4-bit multiplier and extending it to multipliers of
larger lengths then counting the number of steps for each
multiplier. Each step consists of one or more full-add
operations. All full-add operations that run at the same step
must be executed in parallel. The number of full adders that
are required by n-bit multiplier is (n*(n-1)).

Carry Save Array Multiplier
The architecture of carry save array multiplier is shown in
Figure 4. It has a regular structure and the number of steps
that are required by n-bit multiplier is (2n-2). This was
inferred during the analysis process of the multiplier by
using the block diagram of 4-bit multiplier and extending it
to multipliers of larger lengths then counting the number of
steps for each multiplier. Each step consists of one or more
full-add operations. All full-add operations that run at the
same step must be executed in parallel. The number of full
adders that are required by n-bit multiplier is (n*(n-1)).

Figure 4: Architecture of Carry Save Array Multiplier

Wallace Tree Multiplier
A Wallace Tree multiplier has an irregular structure
(Wallace 1964), see Figure 5, so for each multiplier of a
specific length we need to have a specific design for its
hardware circuit. The number of carry save adders needed
by n-bit Wallace tree multiplier is proportional to the length
of the multiplier (it equals n-1 if the multiplier has a length
of 3*k where k=1,2,3,4,….). Wallace tree multiplier has an
optimal speed as discussed in (Papadomanolakis 2001). For
n-bit Wallace tree multiplier, the number of steps needed is
(log3/2(n/2)+1) (Papadomanolakis 2001). Each step except
the last step consists of one or more carry save add–
operation. All carry save adders, which execute at the same
step must be performed in parallel. The last step requires a
parallel add operation.

A second window, which is called the emulation window as
shown in Figure 7, appears in the screen directly after the
user finishes from entering the requested data requested in
the main window. The emulation window emulates the
multiplier selected by the user and provides the result of the
multiplication process and the complexity (number of
operations required by the multiplier with a specification of
their types) of the multiplier. The emulation of the
multiplier reflects the actual execution of the multiplier
based on its architecture. Once the emulation of the
multiplier is complete, the user returns to the main window.

Figure 5: Architecture of Wallace Tree Multiplier

MULTIPLIERS SIMULATION
ENVIRONMENT
A software environment that enables the simulation of the
multiplication algorithms outlined in the previous section
was implemented using C++ programming language. The
system mainly has two interface windows. In the first
window, which is the main one as shown in Figure 6, the
user selects one of the five multipliers that have been
implemented. Then the user is requested to enter the length
of the multiplier. This must be an integer number between
1 and 128 for Hennessy, scaling accumulator, ripple carry
array and carry save array multipliers. For Wallace tree
multiplier, the user needs to enter the number 4 or the
number 8. Finally the user is requested to enter the two
operands of the multiplier in a binary form within the
specified length.

Figure 6: Main Simulation Environment Window

Figure 7: Emulation Window of the Multipliers
Environment
Figure 7 shows the output of the software when Hennessy
multiplier was selected with length of 4, the first number
was 9 (10012) and the second number was 9(10012). The
multiplier needs 4 steps (equals to the length of the
multiplier), the first and the last steps each needs an add
operation and a shift operation. The second and the third
steps each needs just a shift operation. Figure 8 and Figure
9 show the emulation results of the 4-bit ripple carry array
multiplier and 4-bit Wallace tree multiplier respectively.

Figure 8: The Output of a 4-bit Ripple Carry Array
Multiplier

Papadomanolakis K.S., Kakarountas A.P., Kokkinos V.,
Sklavos N., and Goutis C.E. 2001. “The Effect of Fault
Secureness in Low Power Multiplier Designs.” Proceedings
of IEEE International Workshop on Power And Timing
Modeling, Optimization and Simulation, 10.3, pp. 1-12.
Patterson D.A. and Hennessy J.L. 1998. Computer
Organization & Design: The Hardware/Software
Interface, Morgan Kaufman, USA, second edition.
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Figure 9: The Output of a 4-bit Wallace Tree Multiplier

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The paper discussed the architecture and operation of five
major integer multipliers. Namely Hennessy, scaling
accumulator, ripple carry array, carry save array and
Wallace tree. The paper showed the complexity of each
multiplier and the implication on its performance. Wallace
tree is the best in terms of the time complexity. Ripple
Carry Array multiplier was faster than Hennessy multiplier
when both of them were of length less than 4. Carry save
array multiplier was faster than Hennessy multiplier. Ripple
carry array multiplier is slower than carry save array
multiplier.
The simulation environment described in the paper gives
the user the ability to understand the multiplication process
and assess the various algorithms. It also allows the user to
emulate the multiplication of particular numbers and trace
the execution process.
Some further enhancements will be introduced to the
simulation environment as part of the future work. This
will include real time measurements, graphical visualization
of the multiplication process and introduction of additional
multiplication algorithms.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an environment for the design and
performance prediction of portable parallel software. The
environment consists mainly of a graphical design tool for
building parallel algorithms, a commercial simulation
engine, a CPU characterisation tool, a distributed
debugging tool and a visualisation/replay tool. The
environment is used to model a virtual machine composed
of a cluster of heterogeneous workstations interconnected
by a local area network. The simulation model used is
modular and its components are interchangeable which
allows easy reconfiguration of the platform. The model is
validated using experiments on two parallel Givens linear
solver algorithms with average errors of less than 10%.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid technological advances in high-speed networks
and high-performance processors are making networks of
computers an appealing vehicle for cost-effective parallel
computing. However, the lack of parallel programming
design tools and environment is delaying the widespread
adoption of the use of networks in parallel computing
(kacsuck et al. 1997, Pancake et al. 1995). In particular,
there is a need for performance prediction tools, especially
for clusters of heterogeneous workstations, to enable
software designers to choose between design alternatives
such as different parallelisation strategies or paradigms. A
portable message-passing environment such as Parallel
Virtual Machine (PVM) (Geist et al. 1994) permits a
heterogeneous collection of networked computers to be
viewed by an application as a single distributed-memory
parallel machine.
Rapid prototyping is a useful approach to the design of
(high-performance) parallel software in that complete
algorithms, outline designs, or even rough schemes can be
evaluated at a relatively early stage in the program
development life-cycle, with respect to possible platform
configurations, and mapping strategies. Modifying the
platform configurations and mappings will permit the
prototype design to be refined, and this process may
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continue in an evolutionary fashion throughout the
life-cycle before any parallel coding takes place. The
environment discussed in this paper is based on a rapid
prototyping philosophy and comprises five main tools:
• PVMGraph (Justo 1996): A graphical design tool for
designing of parallel PVM applications.
• SES/Workbench (SES Inc. 1996): A commercial
simulation tool based on discrete-event simulation.
• PVMVis: A visualisation tool for animation of
program execution using traces generated by the
simulator and visualisation of platform and network
performance measures and statistics.
• Chronos (Bourgeoi et al. 2000): A CPU characteriser
tool for computational code based on basic operations
in C to allow the simulator to predict the execution
time of each block depending on the type of machine
where the code is executed.
• PVMDebug (Audo 1998): A debugging tool based on
the distributed debugging tool DDBG (Kacsuk et al.
1997) which provides debugging functionalities for
distributed C/PVM programs.
Other tools used in the environment for integration
purposes are:
• Tape/PVM (Maillet 1995): A trace instrumentation
utility.
• SimPVM (Delaitre et al. 1997): A translator from
C/PVM code to queueing network graphical
representation.
• C2Graph (Schinkmann 1997): A translator from
existing C/PVM parallel applications into PVMGraph
graphical representation based on the SAGE++ toolkit
(Bodin et al. 1994).
This paper describes the various tools within the
environment and presents a case study for validation of the
models used.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
The design process using the environment starts with the
graphical design tool (PVMGraph) by building a graph
representing a parallel program design based on the PVM
programming model. The graph is composed of
computational tasks and communications. The tool
provides graphical representation for PVM calls, which the
user can select to build the required design.

The software designer can then generate (by the click of a
button) C/PVM code (.c files) for both simulation and real
execution. The environment also provides a tool to
translate existing parallel C/PVM code into graphical
representation suitable for PVMGraph.
In the simulation path each C/PVM source code file
obtained from the PVMGraph is instrumented using the
Tape/PVM trace pre-processor (Maillet 1995). The output
is then parsed using Chronos (Bourgeoi et al. 2000) to
characterise the code and insert special CPU execution
time prediction call (cputime) calls at the end of each
computational block. The instrumented C source files are
translated using the SimPVM Translator (Delaitre et al.
1997) into a queueing network representation suitable for
Workbench graph (.grf file). SES/Workbench translates the
graph file into the Workbench object oriented simulation
language called SES/sim (SES inc. 1996) using an SES
utility (sestran). The sim file is then used to generate an
executable model using some SES/Workbench utilities,
libraries, declarations and the PVM platform model. The
simulation executable code is run using three input files
containing parameters concerning the target virtual
environment (e.g. number of hosts, host names,
architecture, the UDP communication characteristics and
the timing costs for the set of instructions used by
Chronos). The UDP model and the instruction costs are
obtained by benchmarking (benchmarks are provided
off-line) the host machines in the network.
The simulation outputs a Tape/PVM trace file and a
statistics file about the virtual machine. These files are
then used by the visualisation tool (PVMVis) to animate
the program execution and visualise the performance of
the system. The design can be modified and the same cycle
can be repeated until a satisfactory performance is
achieved.
In the real execution path the Tape/PVM pre-processor is
used to instrument the C source files and these are then
compiled and executed to produce the Tape/PVM trace file
required for the visualisation/animation process. This step
can be used for validation of simulation results but only
when the target machine is accessible.
In the debugging mode, the user will be able to debug the
loaded C/PVM application. The distributed debugging of
the application is handled by controlling the execution of
all the tasks using a textual window representing the code
for each task. The textual window here is slightly different
from that of the design and offers the user basic features of
a debugging tool. PVMGraph, PVMVis and PVMDebug
are incorporated within the same Graphical User Interface
where the designer can switch between these possible
modes. The following sub-sections describe in more detail
the main tools within the environment.

programmer to develop PVM applications using a
combination of graphical objects and text. Graphical
objects are composed of boxes which represent tasks
(which may include computation) and arrows which
represent communications. The communication actions are
divided into two groups: input and output. The PVM
actions (calls) are numbered to represent the link between
the graph and text in the parallel program. Also, different
types and shapes of arrows are used to represent different
types of PVM communication calls. Parallel programs
(PVM/C) can be automatically generated after the
completion of the design. Additionally, the designer may
enter PVM/C code directly into the objects. The graphical
objects and textual files are stored separately to enable the
designer to re-use parts of existing applications (Justo
1996).

PVMGraph

This tool is based on a Distributed Debugging tool DDBG
(Kacsuk et al. 1997) which provides a set of debugging
functionalities for distributed programs written in C/PVM.
In order to debug a distributed application and to control
the execution of the distributed tasks, the debugger needs
to know all PVM task identifiers (tids). During the
execution, the graphical task objects in PVMGraph do not
have their tids because their values change at each run.

PVMGraph is a graphical programming environment to
support the design and implementation of parallel
applications. PVMGraph offers a simple yet expressive
graphical representation and manipulation for the
components of a parallel application. The main function of
PVMGraph is to allow the parallel software designer or

PVMVis
The main objective of this tool is to offer the designer
graphical views and animation representing the execution
and performance of the designed parallel application. The
animation is an event-based process and is used to locate
an undesirable behaviour such as deadlocks or bottlenecks.
The animation view in PVMVis (see Figure 1) is similar to
the design view in PVMGraph except that the pallet is not
shown and two extra components for performance analysis
are added: barchart view and platform view. The barchart
view shows historical states for the simulation and the
platform view shows some statistics for selected
performance measures at the message passing layer, the
operating system layer and the hardware layer.

Figure 1: A screendump from the PVMVis.
PVMDebug

Therefore, a debugging interface in the form of a wrapper
program and a mapping table was developed to manage
the link between the graphical objects and the PVM
execution tasks. The wrapper program uses the on-line
monitoring facility in PVM and collects the PVM events
from the application and routes them to PVMDebug which
manages the mapping list (Audo 1998).

model is partitioned into two sub-models: a dynamic
model described in SimPVM, which consists of the
application software description and some aspects of the
platform (e.g. number of hardware nodes) and a static
model which represents the underlying parallel platform.
The SimPVM language contains C instructions, PVM and
PVM group functions, and constructs such as computation
delay and probabilistic functions.

Chronos
This tool estimates the time taken by computational blocks
within a parallel algorithm. Chronos characterises a
workload by a number of high-level language instructions
(e.g. float addition) (Bourgeoi et al. 2000, Delaitre et al.
1997) taking into account the instruction and data caches
effect. Assumptions have been made to reduce the number
of possible machine instructions to 43. The costs
associated with the various instructions are kept in a file in
the hardware layer accessible by the SES utilities. These
costs are obtained by benchmarking the instructions on
different machines.
Chronos first parses an instrumented C/PVM program
using the SAGE++ toolkit. In the second stage, Chronos
traverses the parse tree using the SAGE++ library and
inserts cputime calls with the number of machine
instructions within each sequential C code fragment. A
cputime function has a fixed number of parameters (a total
of 31). This is different from the number of machine
instructions because the instruction cache duplicates some
of the instructions (hit or miss). Each parameter of the
cputime function represents the number of times each
instruction is executed within the code fragment. The last
parameter determines whether the instruction cache is hit
or miss for the fragment in question.
C2Graph
This tool is provided to allow existing C/PVM parallel
code to be directly used within the environment rather than
building the design from scratch. The C/PVM application
files are first parsed using SAGE++ to get the .dep files.
These files are then traversed by the C2Graph translator
which also uses the SAGE++ library routines. The
translator also takes into account the PVM calls in the
original code and generates their corresponding graphical
representation in the PVMGraph files. The translator then
determines the master process, positions it with the other
tasks by calculating appropriate coordinates for them in the
PVMGraph screen, and writes the PVMGraph definition
files (.def) for each task. The translator finally writes the
application file (.app) required for PVMGraph.

Simulation Model
The simulation model consists of the PVM platform model
library and the PVM programs for simulation. The PVM
platform model is partitioned into four layers: the message
passing layer, the PVM group layer which sits on top of
the message passing layer, the operating system layer and
the hardware layer. Modularity and extensibility are two
key criteria in simulation modelling, therefore layers are
decomposed into modules which permit a reconfiguration
of the entire PVM platform model.
A program generated by the PVMGraph tool is translated
into the SES/Workbench simulation language and passed
to its simulation engine, where it is integrated with the
platform model for simulation. The message passing layer
models a single (parallel) virtual machine dedicated to a
user. It is composed of a daemon which resides on each
host making up the virtual machine, a group server and the
libraries (PVM and PVMG) which provide an interface to
PVM services.
The main components in the operating system layer are the
System Call Interface, the Process Scheduler and the
Communication Module.
The hardware layer is comprised of hosts, each with a
CPU layer, and the communications subnet (Ethernet).
Each host is modelled as a single server queue with a
time-sliced round-robin scheduling policy. The
communications subnet is Ethernet, whose performance
depends on the number of active hosts and the packet
characteristics.
A CASE STUDY
A case study is presented here to illustrate the use of the
environment. The case study selected is a communication
intensive application based on two parallel Givens Linear
Solver method developed in (Papay et al. 1996). The
environment can help the designer to choose the best
algorithm and to size the application by choosing the best
number of processors. In this case study we also test the
accuracy of the CPU characterisation toolset using the
sequential Givens code.

SimPVM Translator

Givens Linear Solver

From PVMGraph graphical and textual objects, executable
and ''simulatable'' PVM programs can be generated. The
''simulatable'' code generated by PVMGraph is written in a
special intermediary language called SimPVM, which
defines an interface between PVMGraph and
SES/Workbench (delaitre et al. 1997).
To simulate the application, a model of the intended
platform must also be available. Thus, the simulation

The Givens linear solver can be represented in the form:
Ax = b, where A is a non-singular square matrix, b is the
right hand side vector and x is a vector of unknowns. The
Givens transformation is defined by a 2×2 rotation matrix:
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The Givens algorithm for solving a linear system with N
equations can be decomposed into two computational
stages. The first is the triangulation of the initial matrix,
this stage is represented by the execution of the
elimination block N times. The second stage is the
substitution block which solves the triangular matrix.
Parallel Givens Algorithms
The triangulation stage, which is the time consuming part
(with complexity of O(N3 ) as opposed to O(N2) for the
back-substitution stage) is parallelised with two different
parallelisation strategies termed collective and pipeline.
The back-substitution stage is also programmed differently
as will be seen later.
Both methods use at first block-row data decomposition,
which divides the matrix horizontally and assigns adjacent
blocks of rows to processors. The first step (A) in the
collective method, all processors eliminate the required
columns for their rows (except the first row for each
processor) in parallel. Then to eliminate the columns of the
first rows (step B), collective communication is used to
collect the first rows from processors (rows are collected
by the processor holding the corresponding row of the
current eliminated column) and distribute the rows back.
The back-substitution stage is started by the last processor
and its results are broadcasted to other processors and then
in a similar way all the processors solve their triangulated
matrices in a back-pipeline way.
In the pipeline method the same first step A (as in method
1) is used. Here, instead of using collective
communications to eliminate the columns of the first rows
(step B in method 1), the row in question is passed from
the sender to its neighbour to eliminate its column and then
passed in a pipeline fashion through other neighbours until
all the columns are eliminated. The last processor keeps
the lines in a full matrix to be used in the back-substitution
stage later on its own.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The two methods were designed using the environment
and results for both simulation and real execution (on a
real network) were obtained. The network used for this
algorithm consists of 3 Ultra-Sparc 10 machines with
300MHz, A Pentium II with 233 MHz, A Pentium
150MHz, A Super-Sparc 20 with 75 MHz and A
Micro-Sparc 5 with 60 MHz. The mapping of tasks onto
machines was done differently in the two algorithms based
on a few simulation tests and the final optimal mapping
only is used for the results shown here. The mapping for
the machines was done in increasing power order (but
giving priority to use the fastest machines if the number of

processor is less than the total 7) for the pipeline method
and in decreasing power order for the collective method.
The tests were done for problem sizes of 256 and 512
equations but for the 256 size we did not get any
significant speedup relative to the fastest machine in the
network as the algorithm is communication intensive and
this will affect the performance of small problem sizes.
Figure 2 shows the results for the simulation and real
execution measurements (averages of 10 times taken at
night) for both the collective and the pipeline methods.
30
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where c + s = 1 . A Givens rotation is used to eliminate
the elements of a vector or a matrix as follows:
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Figure 2: Comparison between Simulation (s) and Real (r)
for Parallel Givens: Collective (c) and Pipeline (p)
The figure shows clearly that the measurements and
predictions for both methods are in good harmony with
maximum error well below 10% (except for one case for
the collective algorithm with 7 processors, 12%). All the
measurements including the benchmarks have been
performed at night at low ambient network load and the
standard deviation for all the measurements did not exceed
5% on any of the runs. As expected, the figure also shows
the superiority of the pipeline algorithm over the collective
algorithm even for small number of processors. Note that
the machines are heterogeneous and adding more
processors sometimes results in increasing the execution
time rather than improving it. For the 512 problem size we
obtained a speedup of 2 and 2.25 for 4 and 5 processors
respectively for the pipeline algorithm. As expected,
increasing the number of processors above 5 (4 for the
collective) in both cases increases the execution time as
the other processors (other than the UltraSparc and
Pentium II 233 MHz) are considerably slower than the
fastest four. Knowing that the pipeline algorithm is
superior to the collective one, the user can then experiment
with adding more powerful processors than available to
see if better speedups can be obtained. Recent results
obtained on a network of 12 Ultra-10 machines (faster than
the ones used in the experiment here at 333 MHz) showed
a superlinear speedup for the 512, 1024 and 2048 matrix
sizes. This is an interesting case study since the superlinear
speedup is mainly (if not wholly) attributed to the effect of
cache with the Chronos tool may be able to detect during
the simulation. However, prediction for these cases could
not be performed due to lack of models for these new
machines. This task could not be performed in time for this
paper and is planned for the near future.

CONCLUSION
This paper has described an environment which is used to
design and predict the performance of portable parallel
software using C and PVM on a cluster of heterogeneous
workstations. The environment supports graphical design,
performance prediction through modelling and simulation,
and visualisation of predicted program behaviour. The
designer is not required to leave the graphical design
environment to view the program's behaviour, since the
visualisation is an animation of the graphical program
description. It is intended that this environment will
encourage a philosophy of program design, based on a
rapid synthesis-evaluation design cycle, in the emerging
breed of parallel program designers.
Success of the environment depends critically on the
accuracy of the underlying simulation system. Preliminary
validation experiments showed average errors between the
simulation and the real execution of less than 10%.
An important direction of our work is to implement from
scratch or to find another cheaper and readily available
simulation engine for the environment as relying on an
expensive commercial product such as SES, is having an
impact on the usefulness and future deployment of the
environment. SES offers many advanced features that
exceed the requirements for this environment and hence
can be substituted by a simpler tool. Another future
direction is to generalise the simulation model and to
extend it to support other platforms, such as MPI. Also,
updating the environment with models of recent processors
such as the Pentium IV is planned. An intelligent design
assistant based on agent technology is also required to help
beginners in parallel programming to choose between
design alternatives and help with using the environment.
Use of agent technology is currently being investigated.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents design methodologies and tools
characterizing a computer-based learning environment
developed for an introductory course in microprocessor
programming. The environment emphasized the practical
learning methodology to support the students in all phases
of the learning process. Emphasis is specially placed on
simulating the progressive process of microprocessor
programming to stimulate the learners’ activity and
overcome some complexities intrinsic to this subject.
The paper discusses the design and implementation of an
emulation software package targeted at the Motorola 68000
microprocessor. It focuses on the theoretical background
and the technical implementation of the emulation
framework and how this framework was used to develop an
educational environment that provide a homogeneous and a
seamless learning environment that help and enhance the
learning process. The design methodology used in
developing emulation framework discussed in this paper
can be used to develop emulation software for other types
of microprocessor systems.
INTRODUCTION
In computer science, the Church-Turing thesis [Copeland
1996a; Copeland 1996b] entails that any computer
architecture can be emulated within any other. The thesis
states in its simplest form that all effective mathematical
computations or algorithms can be carried out by a Turing
machine. In effect this leads to concluding that every
computer program in any typical programming language
can be translated into a Turing machine, and any Turing
machine can be translated into most programming
languages. Nowadays, the thesis is generally assumed to be
true, and is also known as Church's thesis [Church 1936]
(named after Alonzo Church) or Turing's thesis [Turning
1936] (named after Alan Turing).
In reality, it can be quite a complex process, particularly
when the exact underpinnings of the system to be emulated
are not documented (or not publicly available) and have to
be deduced through reverse engineering. In addition, there
is no timing constraints; if the emulator does not perform as
quickly as the original hardware (which is usually true if: 1-

the hardware is of largely different architecture 2- the
hardware to be emulated is more advanced architecturally
from the emulating system 3- the emulation framework is
erratic), the emulated software may run much more slowly
than it would have on the original hardware.
In simple terms, emulation is the process whereby the code
(and therefore the programs) native to one type of computer
are manipulated so that they can be run on another
computer. This can be achieved in three theoretical
approaches [Fayzullin 2002]:
•
•
•

Dynamic Recompilation
Static Recompilation
Interpretation

Recompilation (also called binary translation) means that
foreign machine code is changed into native machine code
and then executed [Hookway and Herdeg 1997]. Dynamic
recompilation means this is done in chunks at run time
during the program execution, whereas static recompilation
would involve translating the entire program before it
beginning execution process [Altman and Ebcioglu 2000].
To increase speed, this technique can be combined with the
static recompilation. So typically dynamic recompilation
will statically recompile code upto the first subroutine call
and maybe some other obvious subroutines before run time.
In Static Recompilation approach a program written in the
code of the machine to be emulated is translated into the
assembly code of the target machine. The result will be a
usual executable file which can be ran on the target
computer without any special tools. While static
recompilation sounds very nice, it is not always possible.
Static recompilation is very difficult, especially because it
is never really apparent until code is run which parts of
code represents instructions and which parts are data (e.g.
graphics data). Secondly, program code can modify itself as
it is run, and a static recompiler would some how have to
foresee this. To avoid such situations, static recompiler can
be combined with an interpreter or a dynamic recompiler.
Besides the problem of running foreign machine code, an
emulator also comes up against the fact that the code is
expecting to run on a foreign machine. Code will expect to
read and write to registers (specific memory locations) to
achieve particular effects, and even perfectly recompiled

code will not work if this does not happen [Bedichek
1990].

The MC68000 has the following general features [Motorola
1986]:

Interpretation means that the code is interpreted instruction
by instruction at run time by some software, that is, the
emulator. This is usually achieved by writing routines to
perform the same operations as a machine code instruction,
and this can be done in a high level language like C, or in
assembly language.

•

In this approach the emulator reads the code to be emulated
from memory byte by byte, decodes it, and performs
appropriate commands on the emulated registers, memory,
and I/O. The general algorithm for such emulator is:
while(CPUIsRunning)
{
Fetch OpCode
Interpret OpCode
}

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For example, an interpretive emulator performs three main
tasks in the emulation of a single 680x0 instruction. First, it
must fetch the instruction from the 680x0 instruction
stream. Second, it must decode the instruction and dispatch
to a small semantic routine. Third, the semantic routine is
responsible for carrying out the action of the original
emulated instruction.
The benefits of this model include ease of debugging. A
major drawback of this is the low performance. The
interpretation takes a lot of CPU time and it may require a
very fast computer to run the emulated code at an
acceptable speed.

•

CISC - Complex Instruction Set Computer
architecture.
8 general-purpose 32-bit data registers (D0-D7).
8 general-purpose 32-bit address registers (A0-A7).
16-bit Status Register (SR) [which include 8-Bit
Condition Code Register (CCR)]
A7' is the stack pointer - user or supervisor.
32-Bit Program Counter (PC)
24 bits Address Bus
16 bits Data Bus
16 Mbytes linear addressing range (23 bit plus Upper
and Lower data strobes for an effective 24 bit range).
56 Instruction types - over 1000 useful permutations
are possible.
Memory mapped I/O. (Peripheral registers addressed
as memory).
14 Addressing modes on a contiguous address space
(no segments).
5 Main data types. (Bit, Byte, BCD, Word and Long
Word).
Supervisor and User states. Stack Pointer A7 is set to
User (USP) or Supervisor SP (SSP) by a bit in the
status register.

Although the MC68000 is no longer in use, its derivatives
has the same structure plus other added improvements.
Therefore, when a student learns how to use that particular
microcomputer, afterwards he is going to be able to
program any derivative of the MC68000 family, with the
little drawback that he has top take into consideration the
changes from the MC68000.
EMULATOR EXECUTION UNIT DESIGN

EMULATOR EXECUTION UNIT DESIGN
At the core of every microprocessor is a unit that is
continually fetching instructions from memory, decoding
them, and executing the The 16-bit MC68000
microprocessor is the result of the MACSS project
(Motorola Advanced Computer System on Silicon), which
begun in 1976 with the objective of developing a
monolithic microprocessor whose performance would be
based on the two main criteria of simplicity and
orthogonality (that is, the internal registers would be
general purpose with regard to addressing modes and
instructions) [Clements 1990].
From the software point of view, the aim was to simplify
programming by drawing upon the best of the modern
programming techniques that enable the use of high-level
languages. The first samples were offered to industry in
1979 with the majority of these aims having been realised.
The only way to program the MC68000 microprocessor is
through Assembly Language.

At the core of every microprocessor is a unit that is
continually fetching instructions from memory, decoding
them, and executing the appropriate operation. Although
modern microprocessors may have pipelines and multiple
execution units, they are all still carry out the basic fetch,
decode and execute loop. A block diagram of this loop is
shown in Figure 1.

Fetch Instruction
from memory

Decode Instruction

Execute Instruction

Figure 1: Execution Loop of a Microprocessor

Decoding the Instruction

In the MC68000 microprocessor the core code of the
emulated execution unit follows the operations shown in
this block diagram. It does have a prefetch buffer for
instructions, but this is largely transparent to the
programmer. Therefore, the prefetch buffer is not emulated.
The high abstraction of the core execution unit
implementation is illustrated in the following pseudo-code:

The method that was considered for decoding the
instruction was to check against each possible signature by
applying the appropriate mask and comparing with the
known signatures, for example:
If InstrWord And 0xF000 Equals
0x2000 Then
ExecuteAddOp

Loop Forever
Get Instruction from Memory
Update Program Counter
Execute Instruction
End Loop

Else If ... Then
ExecuteOp
Else
IllegalOpException
End If

This pseudo-code provides an overview of the three main
stages in the emulation engine. The most important stage is
the execution stage where the 68k instruction is interpreted
to the host machine instruction and executed. This
interpretation has to take into account all the different
instructions available in the instruction set of the machine
to be emulated.
DECODING AND EXECUTING INSTRUCTION
Once an instruction has been fetched from memory, the
operation and addressing modes of the instruction must be
determined. The correct operation can then be carried out.
This requires an understanding of the processor instruction
format as explained below.
Instruction Format
A MC68000 instruction is made up of 16-bits, which is one
machine word. Different parts of the instruction word, or
fields, tell the instruction decoder what operation to carry
out. For example, the least significant six bits almost
always define the addressing mode used for an effective
address operand. All instructions have a unique 'signature';
that is, part of the instruction word never changes
regardless of the combination of addressing modes used.
For example, a MOVE.L instruction always has 0010 in the
first four bits of the instruction word. No other instruction
word starts with the bit pattern 0010. Figure 2 shows this
example, including the constant part of the instruction in
bits 15 to 21, and the fields making up the addressing
modes.
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
0010

Destination
Register

Mode

If no match can be found, the illegal instruction exception
is taken. The disadvantage of this approach is that the full
code would be very complex. To find the correct
instruction requires making a significant amount of
comparisons for each instruction cycle. This would
decrease the emulation speed. But the implementation of
this method is uncomplicated and straight forward which
made it an excellent choice considering the development
schedule of the project.
The program is divided into two distinct and integrated
modules; an application module that contains the text editor
functionality and the assembler functionality, and another
application module that contains the emulator.
68k editor & assembler module shown in Figure 3 allows
the user to write his assembly program in a text editor with
a graphical user interface that includes pull-down menus
and buttons toolbars, file functionality like open, save and
print, text editing functionality like cut & paste, and find &
replace, a two-step ‘Undo’ functionality, and also a help
menu.

0

Source
Mode

Register

Figure 2: Example of Instruction Encoding for MOVE.L

Figure 3: The Editor/Assembler Window

In the same module the user can assemble the program to
produce a binary object code file and a listing file. If the
assembler encounters a programming syntax error then the
editor will indicate the line that has the error. In addition
the program will indicate the type of the error encountered.
The user then can use the emulator module to run the
correctly assembled program shown in Figure 4. This
module contains a graphical environment that illustrates
parts of the microprocessor internal architecture such as the
data and address registers, a memory map, the program
counter and others to help the user to get the picture of the
inner working of the MC68000 microprocessor.

1) Expositive methodology aims at presenting theories,
concepts and other information using semi-interactive
multimedia and hypertext enriched application.
2) Demonstrative methodology uses scripts underlying
the schematics and algorithms to demonstrate their
behaviour.
3) Interactive methodology encourages the student
interactions with applications designed to practice and
test his level of knowledge and technical skills.
4) Practical methodology allows students to design and
analyze networks or algorithms, using custom-built
general purpose simulators.
Following practical instructional methodology, we believe
the only way to learn effectively a programming language
is to use it to write programs. On this basis the
Microprocessor emulator allow the students to write and
run programs for the microprocessor taught in the
university class: the Motorola 68000.

Figure 4: The Emulator Window
This module gives the user the ability to show the part of
memory he wants in the memory map window. And allow
the user to run the program in a single-step mode or run it
in ‘to the end’ mode.
EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS OF THE EMULATION
SYSTEM
Even though that the use of computer-based environments
to help and improve learning and education is not new
[Najjar 1996; Schodorf et al. 1996], it is a fact that the use of
such technologies change the characteristics of the learning
phases of the traditional education. Traditionally, technical
education include concepts and theories presentation,
explanation, verification of learning level and finally handon technical practice, of course, those steps can be
maintained, and at the same time improved by using a
computer-based learning (CBL) environments. CBL can
enhance active learning, by making students the centre of
the learning process, students can lead there own learning
by building there own knowledge and skills using
simulation-based instruction tools [Marcy and Hagler
1996].
Bormida et. al. [Bormida et al. 1997] classifies the
instructional methodologies used in the computer-based
educational tool into four categories:

So the students will emphasize the functions which realize
learn-by-doing concept. From our experience we found out
that to improve the learning process in future versions, the
overall interface will be refined, making it more userfriendly; the emulation kernel will be enlarged, including
the I/O instructions to make it clearer. At last, besides the
already existing help on-line, an additional online
automated tutoring instruction can be added so that the
learning process becomes completely computer-based. The
instructor can write the instruction for each lab session
beforehand, this way the ability of the student to detect and
correct his programming mistakes will become completely
transparent.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a generic emulation framework
based on the interpretation architecture to emulate the 68k
microprocessor. The interpretation framework helps in
making the emulator development evolutionary, where
simple features are added at the start and other features can
be added or extended at a later stage of the development
easily. In addition, because this framework uses the
interpretation architecture, it can easily be modified and
extended to accommodate other types of microprocessors
We believe the following missing features can be a
valuable addition in the future: Proper memory mapping
would need to be implemented to allow features such as
serial IO and LCDs to be included. Given the current
architecture of the application it would be relatively easy to
add more instruction decoding/translating functionality.
Once proper memory mapping is implemented, adding
more devices would be quite straightforward due to the
modularisation that memory mapping would provide. After

implementing a basic form of IO, extending this would
mostly involve developing and integrating a GUI widget.
Emulating an LCD device would again be mostly GUI
related.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a tool to extract the cross ventilation of a
building space using commercially available software, Maya
and the power of Maya Embedded language (MEL). A
graphical user interface enables students to investigate and
explore the special configuration of building with reference
of cross ventilation.
BACKGROUND

design mistake. Therefore, architects depend on scaled
models to simulate as close as possible the final product and
test the design. The currently available approach for students
as well as professionals to simulate cross ventilation is to
build a small abstract physical model for the designed
building and to put the physical model in a wind tunnel.
Lines of smoke are passed in the wind tunnel to allow
visualizing the behavior of wind in and around the building.
While this approach can provide simulation with reasonable
accuracy, it is rarely used and for several good reasons:
•

Cross ventilation is a natural technique used to provide
thermal comfort to occupants of buildings. This technique is
widely used in parts of the world where the climate is
usually tempered.
A very simple example of cross ventilation is the movement
of air that any car passenger feels when two opposite
windows of the car are opened. If correctly designed –
knowing that buildings have more complex spaces than cars
– cross ventilation can save energy used to cool buildings
through air conditioning systems. It also provides pleasing
natural and variable wind speed to building occupants.
Architecture students need to learn how to correctly provide
natural ventilation in their designs. This is not an easy task
since many factors are involved in determining how the air
moves inside a building when some of its windows are
opened. These factors include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wind direction.
Wind speed.
Building form.
Building orientation relative to wind.
Location of windows.
Size and number of windows.
Internal building obstacles such as wall and fixed
furniture.

It is not adequate as well to just allow air to enter the
building. The air should have reasonable wind speed in
all areas where occupants are expected to be. Some bad
designs can lead to the existence of large areas of some
spaces with inadequate wind. Consequently thermal
distress is to be felt by occupants of these areas.
THE NEED FOR A VISUALIZATION MODEL
Unlike many other engineering products, where a prototype
model is built, tested and modified, buildings can only be
examined after they are built. It is then too late to correct any

•

Wind tunnels are expensive to build and take large
space. Few universities around the world can afford
having one.
Building a physical model to test a design is a time
consuming process, especially when small
modifications need to be done to optimize the
design. As a result, fewer options are examined and
the study process is compromised.

With the continuous development in computer software
capabilities, it seems that using them to overcome these
difficulties in an appropriate new approach. If well designed,
a computer tool can provide flexible, affordable and easy to
use learning tool to help architecture students in
understanding cross ventilation by testing alternative design
configurations. This paper provides a model that use
computer simulation capabilities to visualize the movement
of wind through and around a building.
STRUCTURE OF THE VISUALIZATION MODEL
The proposed visualization model is built on the software
Alias WaveFront “Maya”. Maya is commonly used in the
film industry. It is capable of creating three dimensional
models, render and animate them in a variety of fashions.
Maya is been used to simulated physical phenomena such as
wind movement through third party plug-ins and scripts.
Taking advantage of such capability, the proposed model in
this project consists of the following five modules as shown
in Figure 1:
1.

The file transfer and translation module, which import,
translate and rotate the selected DXF file from any
digital modeling program. The DXF is to be generated
by the student by using any three dimensional modeling
software that s/he is familiar with. Maya provides
translators for exporting and importing to various file
formats. After importing 3d model into the environment
Maya converts its texture information too. There may
be some limitation while importing into Maya. Some

texture may not transfer or transfer with un-identified
maps. In our case we do not need texture information of
the model. So it was not important for a model to have
correct texture information. Sometime, the file carry
many nodes when transfer from DXF format. This was
controlled by the script which selects and combines all
the nodes into single node. This node can easily
participate in the simulation process. When a user
import a DXF model into Maya with “Import” button,
the model will automatically be placed on the 0, 0, 0,
coordinates. This should give user a clear view of the
model and its orientation. The model can also be rotate
arbitrarily by sliding the parameter on the Vent Tool.
Once it is correctly placed at desirable position,
simulation can be started. User will have all of the
options to rotate and see deferent wind directions.

Figure 2: The Graphical User Interface Developed in MEL
3.

Maya Fluid Dynamics module which create the
physical simulation. Another reason to select Maya was
its dynamics simulation capability. Maya introduces
Fluid Effects, a major new dynamics and rendering
technology that realistically simulates 2D and 3D
atmospheric, pyrotechnic, space, and viscous fluid
effects. One can use the Fluid Effects solvers to
simulate these effects. With Fluid Effects provide a
fully integrated solution to one of the most difficult
challenges in the computer graphics industry-accurately
modeling, animating, and rendering effects such as
oceans, clouds, smoke, explosions, fire, comets, mud,
and lava.

4.

Maya rendering engine to render the scenes. We used
Maya own rendering engine. Rendering is the final
stage in the 3D CG (Computer graphics) production
process. It pulls data together from every sub-system
within Maya, interprets modeling construction histories,
particle dynamics, and more. At the same time, it
interprets its own data relevant to tessellation, texture
mapping, shading, clipping, and lighting. Although
there are other rendering options within Maya software
but we found that Maya render was fine to get the
desire results.

5.

Exporting images to the required image file format.

Figure 1: Structure of the Proposed Model
2.

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) module, developed
in MEL, Maya Embedded Language, which is designed
to enable the user to pick a digital three dimensional
computer model for the building under investigation.
The module allows as well the user to rotate the
building relative to wind direction. The user can also
control the nature of the wind in terms of its speed and
its collision to the walls (Figure 2). User can also
control the collusion detail to investigate the precise
simulation. We selected Maya for developing this tool
as it provide a scripting language MEL (Maya
Embedded Language). MEL provides the foundation
for Maya. Nearly every feature of Maya's interface has
been built upon MEL commands and scripts. Because
Maya gives complete access to MEL itself, one can
extend and customize Maya. With MEL, one can
further develop Maya into a unique creative
environment.

CASE STUDIES
To test the potential of the model, several case studies were
performed. The first case used a very simple building
consists of one room with one window as shown in figure 3.
The building orientation changes such as to make the
window in one of three positions facing the wind,

perpendicular to the wind, and opposite to the wind. Figures
3, 4, and 5 show snap shots from the animation generated by
the model. It indicated that wind can hardly get into the
room with on window. The same room is modeled but with
two windows in adjacent walls. The building orientation
changes to make one window facing the wind and the other
window perpendicular to wind. Figure 6 shows the result
where a pocket of almost stagnant air exists in the room. The
same building is rotated 90° degree as in Figure 7. The
figure shows that hardly any air is moving in the room.

Figure 6: A Room with Two Windows, One of them is
Facing the Wind

Figure 3: A Room with one Window Facing the Wind

Figure 7: A Room with Two Windows, None of them is
Facing the Wind

Figure 4: A Room with One Window Perpendicular to the
Wind

Figure 5: A Room with One Window Opposite to the Wind

A more realistic building is treated in the model as shown in
Figure 8. The figure shows the movement of wind within the
building spaces. The figure clearly shows the capability of
the model to let architecture students understand how cross
ventilation is affected by the building design and the
selection of windows’ location. It worth noting that wind
tunnel simulation will be valuable to make sure that the wind
module used by Maya is an accurate one. The researchers
plan to do this step in the near future.

Figure 8: A Realistic Building is Tested in the Model
CONCLUSION
From the exploration experiment performed by the authors,
it was clear that there is a great potential for using computer
simulation in teaching architecture student the effect of

design decision such as windows’ location and orientation
on natural ventilation in building. The ability of the model to
evaluate simulated 3D building design is very beneficial to
quickly test design alternative. The interface is designed to
allow easy studying of the effect of various wind speed and
orientation. The model still needs validation through a wind
tunnel test or actual building cases.
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ABSTRCT
The TRMM satellite is dedicated to observing and
understanding the impact of tropical rainfall. Two of the
important products of the TRMM mission are
classification of precipitation into convective and
stratiform type as well determination of the height of the
bright band. Currently TRMM uses an algorithm to arrive
at these products based on a characterization of horizontal
and vertical variability of reflectivity. This paper presents
result of a new algorithm developed using wavelets
transform. The algorithms for wavelet analysis based
products of both convective/stratiform classification as
well as bright band detection are described. The results
obtained from wavelet algorithms are compared against
both the current products as well as ground radar
inferences. The results show that the wavelet-based
analysis provides fairly accurate results for both
convective/stratiform classification as well as bright band
determination.

INTRODUCTION

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is
NASA’s first mission dedicated to observing and
understanding tropical rainfall and its effects on global
climate. The Precipitation Radar in TRMM is the first
spaceborne instrument designed to obtain threedimensional maps of precipitation reflectivity. Such
measurements yield information on the intensity and
distribution of rain, rain type, storm depth, and height of
bright band. Rain can be classified as convective and
stratiform rain regions that can be described by different
mean vertical motion distributions and growth
mechanisms [1][2]. Large horizontal reflectivity gradients,
strong vertical motions, and high rainfall rate often
characterize convective precipitation. Smaller horizontal
reflectivity gradients, weaker vertical motions, and lower

rain rate characterize stratiform precipitation.
The
presence of bright band typically indicates stratiform
region.
Convective and stratiform rain regions have different
heating profiles [3]. Therefore it is useful to partition the
rainfall estimated from satellite radar into convective or
stratiform components. Ideally, vertical motion data could
be used to differentiate between convective and stratiform
rainfall, but since such data is not available from space
borne radar, other methods must be used. Several methods
have been developed for convective/stratiform separation
that use the radar reflectivity structure of precipitation
[4][5][6]. All these methods were developed studying
different types of spatial ariability in reflectivity. The
objective of this study is to develop an information
theoretic scheme using wavelet transform to characterize
the variability in the reflectivity structure to determine
convective/stratiform separation.
TRMM RADAR RAIN TYPE ALGORITHM
TRMM Precipitation Radar (PR) uses two different
methods for classifying rain type; one is the vertical
profile method (V-method) and the other is the horizontal
pattern method (H-method). Both methods classify rain
into three categories namely stratiform, convective, and
other. TRMM PR algorithms classify rain type using
combination of both H, and V-method. Further
information about TRMM PR rain type algorithm can be
found in [6]. V-method first tries to detect the existence of
bright band by peak search on a vertical profile of
reflectivity (Z). The analysis uses spatial filter, which is
based on the second derivative of Z with respect to the
range from the satellite. The bright band is detected when
the profile has a clear peak and occurs at height within
2.5km of the ambient freezing height. Also the height of
bright band must appear within 0.65km tolerance in the
vertical plane and the value of the reflectivity decreases
appreciably above the height of bright band. When bright

band is detected, precipitation is classified as stratiform.
When bright band is not detected, and if the maximum
value of Z at a given angle bin exceeds 39 dBZ then rain
type is classified as convective. The ”other” type is
defined as neither stratiform nor convective.
The H-method examines the horizontal pattern of Z at a
given height. If the maximum of Z along the range for
each antenna scan angle below freezing height exceeds a
convective threshold or stands out against the background
area then the pixel is judged as a convective center. Rain
type for a convective center and for the pixels nearest to
the convective center is convective. If rain type is not
convective then the rain type is stratiform. The ”other”
type is meant for cloud echoes and noise.

Wavelet transform has the ability to quantify variations at
several scales. The convective storms contain spatial
frequency components at several scales [9]. Haar wavelet
transform is used to obtain the high frequency components
from the vertical profile at different levels. The convective
threshold index (CTI) for each profile is calculated from
the variance of the details at different levels, as

CTI = σ 2 ( D2 ) + σ 2 ( D3 ) + σ 2 ( D4 ) + σ 2 ( D5 )
(4)

WAVELET TRANSFORM ANALYSIS
Wavelet transform is a localized transformation in both
space and frequency. Wavelet is used for scale
decomposition [7]. Large scales can detect gross
variations, whereas small scales can detect small
variations. Due to the nature of the wide variability of
space-borne radar measurements over both time and
space, wavelet transform is well suited for this analysis.
Multiresolution analysis computes the approximation and
the details of signal at various resolutions. The original
radar profile Z[n] is passed through a high pass filter
(HPF) g[n] and a low pass filter (LPF) h[n], to yield

Where σ ( Di ) is the variance of the detail signal of the
wavelet transform at level i. If the convective threshold
index exceeds a value determined empirically then the
corresponding profile is judged to be convective.
Otherwise the rain type is classified as stratiform.
σ 2 ( D1 ) is not used in the computation to avoid counting
the natural sample-to-sample variability.
2

DATA ANALYSIS

Z high [k ] = ∑n Z [n] ⋅ g[2k − n]

(1)

Z low [k ] = ∑n Z [n] ⋅ h[2k − n]

(2)

Where The HPF and LPF are related by:

g[ L − 1 − N ] = (−1) n ⋅ h[n]

for detecting the irregular shape of bright band at nadir, as
well as off-nadir. The bright band is detected when the
combined analysis of the details of both wavelet
transforms have a clear peak. Several thresholds as well as
slope from the peak are used to ensure that the singularity
in the signal is not caused by local peaks or discontinuity
of the signal. When bright band is detected, precipitation
is classified as stratiform.

(3)

And the result from the low pass filter goes to another
level of decomposition and is repeated for many levels.

ALGORITHM
Wavelet transform method uses two steps for classifying
rain type; first detect the bright band then classify rain
type based on the wavelet variance of the vertical profile.
A bright band can be seen as a singularity in the vertical
profile from an information theoretic viewpoint.
Singularity detection is done by choosing a wavelet to be
equal to the first derivative of a smoothing function [8].
However this problem is complicated by changing vertical
resolution of PR data as it scans off nadir. This problem is
resolved by using different wavelet transforms each tuned

Five cases (Aug. 1, Aug 26, 2001, Jan. 17, 2000 and Mar.
29, Aug 21, 1999) are analyzed. Comparisons between the
wavelet transform method (WTM) and that of TRMM PR
(2A23) algorithm [6] is done for all cases. For three of
these cases ground radar decision (Houston, Melbourne,
and Kwajalein) are used for cross validation. Fig 1 (a)
shows the vertical section of the rain reflectivity along the
direction of TRMM PR movement. Fig 1 (b), (c) show the
rain type decision and bright band detection for WTM and
2A23. The data in this case has a low-level bright band
level that the 2A23 algorithm failed to detect. This data
was provided by Dr. Jun Awaka to test the detection of
low-level bright band using the wavelet transform method.
The WTM detects the bright band at off nadir as well as
near nadir ray for low-level bright band. The current 2A23
method may overestimate convective region since it may
fail to detect some bright band cases. Fig 2 shows the
classification decision of Houston ground radar using
2A54 algorithm along with WTM and 2A23 rain
classification. It can be seen qualitatively from this figure
that WTM agrees better with the ground radar. It should
be note that 2A23 uses both horizontal and vertical
method to classify the rain type where as the WTM uses
only vertical method to do that. There are small
differences in the classification of the rain type between
WTM and the 2A54 product due to the differences in the

horizontal resolution between the ground radar and
spaceborne radar. 2A23 in this case relied totally on the
horizontal method.

2A23 algorithm, 81% of the time. The H-method used in
2A23 algorithm, which identified peaks and surrounding
areas were labeled convective and all remaining points are
labeled stratiform, is responsible for some of the
differences in the comparisons with the WTM. Table 2
shows the bright band and no bright band flag decision of
WTM and the 2A23 algorithms agree 77% of the time.
2A23 is the first generation of rain type algorithms and
they have performed very well so far. The wavelet
algorithms can be used in conjunction with current 2A23
algorithm to provide substantial improvements.
Table 1: Rain Classification Summary

Figure 1: Case Study: August 26 2001 orbit 2880 (a) range profile; (b)
WTM decision; (c) 2A23 decision.

Rain Type
Method

Stratiform
2A23

Convective
2A23

Total

Stratiform
WTM

68%

11%

79%

Convective
WTM

8%

13%

21%

Total

76%

24%

100%

Table 2: Bright band summary
BB Method

BB 2A23

No BB 2A23

Total

BB WTM

41%

14%

55%

No BB
WTM

8%

37%

45%

Total

49%

51%

100%

GLOBAL ANALYSIS

Figure 2: Case Study: March 29 1999 orbit 7679. (a) 2A54 decision
map; (b) WTM decision map; (d) 2A23 decision map; (c) 2A23 (Vmethod) decision map; Black indicates convective region while gray
indicates stratiform region.

These algorithms were evaluated on the five cases listed
earlier through only two cases are presented. The results
of the five case are summarized in Table 1 and 2. Table 1
shows the convective and stratiform rain type
classification is in agreement between the WTM and the

The procedure developed in this paper is extended to
observations around the globe using TRMM data. In the
monthly map plots, the data area is from 35N to 35S and
from 180E to 180W. Hence, the plots are restricted to the
latitudes of ±35o coinciding with converge of TRMM. The
plot is of fairly high resolution since each pixel covers
(0.5o x 0.50) area. The resolution cells consist of 148 x 720
latitude-longitude elements. Fig. 3 (a) shows the monthly
average of rain type estimated from TRMM for July, 2000
whereas Fig. 3 (b) shows the monthly average of rain type
for July, 2000 by using the wavelet procedure. Table 3
shows the summary of global rain classification.

[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

Figure 3: Monthly map of rain type for July 2000; (a) from TRMM; (b)
from wavelet.

[7]
[8]

Table 3: Global Rain Classification Summary

[9]

Rain Type
Method

Stratiform
2A23

Convective
2A23

Total

Stratiform
WTM

86.34%

11.14%

97.48%

Convective
WTM

1.13%

1.39%

2.52%

Total

87.47%

12.53%

100%

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A precipitation type algorithm as well as bright band
detection algorithm for TRMM PR using wavelet analysis
is presented. The performance of wavelet transform to
classify rain type is compared against the current
algorithm used in TRMM spaceborne radar. Five cases are
studied using data from the TRMM precipitation radar and
three of those cases had coincident ground radar
observations. The analysis comparing with ground radar
inferences show that the WTM method provides an
improvement over the current 2A23 for determining rain
type. In addition the WTM algorithm showed excellent
skill in detecting low-level bright band.
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Abstract : This work is aimed at looking into

the control of a large scale nonlinear dynamical
problem. The considered system is a blower controlled by a source of power placed at the input
in front of a ventilator which is responsible of the
propagation of the energy. Then, a PID regulator is optimised by genetic algorithms in order to
obtain good performances.The obtained parameters are updated by a proposed procedure which
gives best results. The implemented control system is then tested following a perturbation on the
ambient temperature.
Keywords : Blower, PID Regulator, Genetic
Algorithms, Parameter Optimisation.
1. Introduction

Control of large scale systems is complex. In
fact, the choice of the control is not evident. Moreover, the determining of the parameters of the chosen controller is very difficult.
A typical case of complex problems studied in
this paper concerns the temperature regulation
systems.
The aim of this paper is the determination of optimal parameters of a PID controller for a blower
thermal system. The optimisation of such problem cannot be formulated as classical problems.
In fact, the criterion is an implicit function of the
optimisation variables. In order to overcome this
comlexity, the use of genetic algoritms becomes
very interesting.
This paper is organized as follows. Next section constitutes a brief description of genetic algorithms. In section three, the temperature regulation problem of the blower is formulated by a
mathematical model. The unknown features are
expressed by empirical formulmations. Section
four presents the simulation results. A discussion
on the optimisation procedure is briefly described;
and an optimisation approach is then proposed in

order to improve the optimal solutions given by
genetic algorithms. At this level, the criterion is
modified in order to get aperiodic dynamical behaviour of the closed loop blower system. The
sensitivity with respect to environmental perturbations of the implemented PID control is tested.
2. A Brief Description of
Genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms are exploratory search and
optimisation procedures. They derived from the
principles of natural evolution and genetic population [2]. The basic concepts of genetic algorithms
were developed by Holland [6], and subsequently
in several research studies. Goldberg [5] provides
recent comprehensive overviews and introductions
to genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms are iterative procedures in which a constant size of solution candidate population is maintained. The
structure in the current population are evaluated,
and on the basis of that evolution a new population of candidate solution is formed. In genetic algorithms, the solution structures are determined by genes presented in code terms. They
are consisted on a number of chromosomes, for
which, each one represents an individual. Genetic
algorithms ensure the gradual increasing the fitness, through checking new solutions which are
generated from old populations. Firstly, stochastic search processes play an important role in genetic algorithms (not deterministic processes as in
many other optimisation methods). Secondly, genetic algorithms consider many points in a search
space simultaneously, but only one point is considered in many other methods. Therefore, genetic algorithms have a low chance to converge to
a local optimal solution (as in the case of classical methods). Thirdly, genetic algorithms do not
require the structures, parameters or other infor-

mation about the problem. Finally genetic algorithms work with a chromosome space which represents the search space. In the case of the basic
genetic algorithms, solutions are represented as binary strings. There are three most commonly used
operators: reproduction, crossover, and mutation.
3. Problem Formulation

Let’s consider a fluid flow (air flow) in a blower
whose axis is parallel to (ox).
Are considerd the following assumptions [1, 8,
9]:
1. In all points, the air speed direction is parallel to the (ox) axis. The magnitude of the
mean speed v is practically constant. It is
controlled by a ventilator placed in the input of the blower. Such ventilator ventilates
an electrical resistance ensuring the propagation of the energy to the output of the blower.
Let’s consider Q(t) the power consumed by
the resistance. Q(t) is the control input of the
blower. The object of the process consists to
regulate the temperature at the output of the
blower.
2. The pressure gradient is so smaller in a such
away that it can be considered that the energy
exchange is done at a constant pressure.
3. The air temperature which depends on the
three cartesian components will be considered
as a function on x and t: T = T (x, t).
4. Only conductive energy exchanges through
the blower wall will be formulated. The axial
conduction will be neglected [10].
The considered blower is a cylindrical volume
whose axis is parallel to the (ox) direction. In order to develop a model of the blower describing
the variations of temperatures inside the blower,
we will quantify the space (only with respect to xcoordinates) in N cylindrical sections whose thikness is equal to ∆x. Thus, we can write the following equations:
ρ1 Cp1 ∆x

dT1
dt

=

− ρ1 Cp1 T1 ) + Q
− R2 × 1(T1 − 1T a)∆xe

v(ρ0 Cp0 Ta

hf 1

+ ha + λp1

and for i = 2 to N :
ρi Cpi ∆x

dTi
dt

=

v (ρi−1 Cp,i−1 Ti−1

− ρi Cpi Ti )

− R2 × 1(Ti − T1 a)∆xe
hf i

+ ha + λpi

with T0 = Ta .
Because quantities ρ, Cp , hf , λp and λf depend
on the temperature, we notified: ρi = ρ(Ti ), Cpi =
Cp (Ti ), hfi = h(Ti), ha = h(Ta ), λpi = λp ([Ti +
Ta ]/2).
Identification procedures of parameters hf , ha ,
λp , λf , ρ and Cp give the following approximations
[3, 4]:
Cp (T )ρ(T ) ≈ 210496 T −0.9097
h(v, T ) ≈ 143.9577 v 0.8 T −0.5855
λp (T ) ≈ 1.575 × 10−3 T 1.2076
λf (T ) ≈ 0.2673 × 10−3 T 0.8051
The following are the blower parameters: R =
0.125m: the radius of the base of the blower, L =
1.2m its length; e = 2cm the thikness of lateral
sides, v = 3m/s the air speed inside the blower,
va = 0.1m/s the air speed outside the blower, N =
100 sections, Ta = 27◦ C the ambient temperature.
4. Simulation results

Let us consider T = TN the output temperature of the blower. In order to determine optimal
values of PID parameters, we will consider the following criterion:
I AE

= 10−3 ×

 ∞
0

|T − Td |dt

where Td is the desired temperature, and the I AE
criterion correspond to the Integral of Absolute
value of the Error.
The control output of the PID regulator is then
expressed by:
u

+ Ki
= Q = Kp (Td − T ) − Kd dT
dt



t
0

(Td − T )dτ

for which parameters Kp , Kd and Ki will be determined by genetic algorithms.
The optimisation will be done in two steps. The
first step uses genetic algorithms in order to localise optimal values of the PID regulator parameters. A second optimisation phase will be done
by the use of an unidirectional optimisation procedure. This is done successively by:
1. the optimisation with respect to Kp and keeping Kd and Ki constants,
2. the optimisation with respect to Ki and keeping Kp and Kd constants,
3. the optimisation with respect to Kd and keeping Kp and Ki constants.
This procedure will be repeated until the convergence to the minimum is reached.

Proposed algorithm

The algorithm is then described as follows:
Note Kpo , Kio , Kdo the PID parameters giving
the value of the criterion I AE = Jo resulting from
the genetic algorithm procedure.
1. Optimisation with respect to Kp for fixed values of Kd and Ki
(a) Let: Kp1 = Kpo − ∆Kp , Kp2 = Kpo +
∆Kp , Ki = Kio and Kd = Kdo .
(b) Evaluate the criteria:
i. J1 for Kp1 , Ki and Kd
ii. J2 for Kp2 , Ki and Kd
iii. Ja for Kpa = Kp1 + 13 (Kp2 − Kp1 ),
Ki and Kd
iv. Jb for Kpb = Kp2 − 31 (Kp2 − Kp1 ),
Ki and Kd
(c) Compute Jm = min{J1 , Ja , Jb, J2 }
(d) If the minimum is J1 , let Kp2 = Kpa and
J2 = Ja
(e) If the minimum is Ja , let Kp2 = Kpb and
J2 = Jb
(f) If the minimum is Jb , let Kp1 = Kpa and
J1 = Ja
(g) If the minimum is J2 , let Kp1 = Kpb and
J1 = Jb
(h) Check if: |Kp2 − Kp1 | < ε (the desired
precision), if not, return to the step of
the computation of the criteria Ja and
Jb ,
2. Let Kpo = Kp1 +2 Kp2
3. Optimisation with respect to Ki for fixed values of Kp and Kd
(a) Let: Ki1 = Kio − ∆Ki, Ki2 = Kio +
∆Ki , Kp = Kpo and Kd = Kdo .
(b) Evaluate the criteria:
i. J1 for Ki1 , Kp and Kd
ii. J2 for Ki2 , Kp and Kd
iii. Ja for Kia = Ki1 + 13 (Ki2 − Ki1 ),
Kp and Kd
iv. Jb for Kib = Ki2 − 13 (Ki2 − Ki1 ), Kp
and Kd
(c) Compute Jm = min{J1 , Ja , Jb, J2 }
(d) If the minimum is J1 , let Ki2 = Kia and
J2 = Ja
(e) If the minimum is Ja , let Ki2 = Kib and
J2 = Jb
(f) If the minimum is Jb , let Ki1 = Kia and
J1 = Ja

4.
5.

6.
7.

(g) If the minimum is J2 , let Ki1 = Kib and
J1 = Jb
(h) Check if: |Ki2 − Ki1 | < ε, if not, return
to the step of the computation of the
criteria Ja and Jb ,
Let Kio = Ki1 +2 Ki2
Optimisation with respect to Kd for fixed values of Kp and Ki
(a) Let: Kd1 = Kdo − ∆Kd , Kd2 = Kdo +
∆Kd , Kp = Kpo and Ki = Kio .
(b) Evaluate the criteria:
i. J1 for Kd1 , Kp and Ki
ii. J2 for Kd2 , Kp and Ki
iii. Ja for Kda = Kd1 + 13 (Kd2 − Kd1 ),
Kp and Ki
iv. Jb for Kdb = Kd2 − 31 (Kd2 − Kd1 ),
Kp and Ki
(c) Compute Jm = min{J1 , Ja , Jb , J2 }
(d) If the minimum is J1 , let Kd2 = Kda and
J2 = Ja
(e) If the minimum is Ja , let Kd2 = Kdb and
J2 = Jb
(f) If the minimum is Jb , let Kd1 = Kda and
J1 = Ja
(g) If the minimum is J2 , let Kd1 = Kdb and
J1 = Jb
(h) Check if: |Kd2 − Kd1 | < ε, if not, return
to the step of the computation of the
criteria Ja and Jb ,
Let Kdo = Kd1 +2 Kd2
Stop test: if |Jm − Jo | < ε, otherwise, let
Jo = Jm , and repeat all the iterative process.

It is to be noted that the above iterative procedure reduces the interval of the solution by 1/3 or
2/3. It is also well known that we can use other iterative procedure, particularly, the Fibonacci procedure [7].
In order to obtain aperiodic dynamics, we modify the optimised criterion in the above algorithm,
as follows:

 I AE
if max(T )  Td
J =
I AE + 100[max(T ) − Td ] if max(T ) > Td
The obtained results are presented in figures
1, 2, 3 and 4. Figure 1 represents the response
of the system (the temperature in the output of
the blower). In this case, the PID regulator parameters are optimised by genetic algorithms. It

is obvious that the output temperature presents
an overshoot (2.5 %), and the output reach the
desired temperature. The value of the criterion is
I AE = 3.82, and the settling time is equal to 12.3
seconds (the required time for which the absolute
value of the error, between the desired and the
actual temperatures, becomes less than 5%).
Figure 2 presents the obtained results after an
updated optimisation phase of the parameters of
the PID regulator. It is clear that the criterion
IAE is reduced: I AE = 2.96. In this case, the
settling time is equal to 7.7 seconds. The overshoot is equal to 4.1 %.
Figure 3 presents the evolution of the output
temperature and the input control power for the
modified criterion. It is obvious that the response
do not present any overshoot. Thus, the response
is aperiodic. However, the value of the criterion is
then increased: I AE = 4.13. The settling time is
also increased. It becomes equal to 16.8 seconds.
The increases of the settling time results from the
fact that the proportional gain of the regulator is
decreased in order to eliminate the overshoot.
Figure 4 presents the evolution of the output
temperature and the control power of the blower
after perturbating the ambient temperature. In
fact, we suppose that the blower is placed in a
room for which the ambient temperature is regulated by a heating system, giving a constant temperature of the ambient equal to 27◦ C . However,
the temperature outside of the room is equal to
0◦ C . At time t = 40s, all doors separating the
outside and the inside of the room are opened.
Consequently, the ambient temperature decreases
suddenly to 0◦ C . At time t = 70s, these doors
are closed, and we suppose that the ambient temperature increases suddenly to 27◦ C . Figure 3 illustrates the good perfoprmances obtained by the
optimised PID regulator. In these conditions, the
variations on the ambient temperature of 27◦ leads
to an increse or a decrease on the power control
(about 500 Watt, i.e. 18 Watt/1◦ ), and a perturbation around 60◦ on the output temperature
(about 2◦ variations on the output for 1◦ variations on the ambient temperature). The increase
or the decrease of the power control is maintained
while the perturbation is applied to the system.
However, the output variations around the desired temperature are compensated by the control
power. The required time, for compensating these
perturbations, is less than 10 seconds.
5. Conclusion

This work was aimed at the determination of
optimal parameters of a PID regulator of a blower.

Mathematical model describing the dynamical behaviour of the system was presented. Being nonlinear and with large scale dimension, the determination of adequate regulator turned to be difficult.
Then, a PID regulator was optimised by genetic
algorithms, which localised the optimum solution.
After that, an updated procedure of optimisation
is done by a proposed algorithm based on an unidirectional research of the optimum. Simulation
results show the good obtained performances, particularly in the case of variations on the ambient
temperature which is considered as a perturbation
for the dynamical behaviour of the blower system.
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Figure 1: Variations of the output temperature T and of the input control power Q. The
parameters of the PID regulator are determined by genetic algorithms.
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Figure 2: Variations of the output temperature T and of the input control power Q. The
parameters of the PID regulator are determined by genetic algorithms, and improved by the
iterative optimisation procedure.
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Figure 3: Variations of the output temperature T and of the input control power Q. The
parameters of the PID regulator are determined by genetic algorithms, and improved by the
iterative optimisation procedure, for the modified criterion (without overshoot).
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Figure 4: Variations of the output temperature T and of the input control power Q, following
perturbations on the ambient temperature Ta . The parameters of the PID regulator are
determined by genetic algorithms, and improved by the iterative optimisation procedure,
for the modified criterion (without overshoot).
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ABSTRACT

2. Linearizing control

This paper proposes an adaptive state feedback controller
which achieves asymptotic tracking of a smooth trajectory
generated by an auxiliary system for single-input singleoutput feedback linearizable nonlinear systems. Based on the
Lyapunov stability theory, an adaptation law is developed to
tune the weights of a radial basis function (RBF) neural
network in order to track a predetermined linearizing
controller. To show the efficiency of the proposed scheme,
numerical simulations are presented.

Let’s consider a nonlinear continuous-time dynamic
system described by:

KEYWORDS: Nonlinear systems, adaptive control,
neural network, output tracking, Lyapunov stability.

 x& = f ( x) + g ( x).u

 y = h( x )

where x ∈ ℜ n : is the state vector, u ∈ ℜ is the control
signal and y ∈ ℜ is the output of the system. Moreover
let’s assume that system (1) has relative degree ρ ≤ n .
Let’s define a nonlinear transformation z = φ( x ) , where:

φ1 = h( x),

1. Introduction
Neural network adaptive controllers have been widely used
in many practical control problems due to their powerful
modelling capability and adaptability. Two types of adaptive
control are generally investigated. The first one consists to
the indirect adaptive control. The model of the system is first
obtained and learned by using the neural network and
feedback control law is then designed based on the neural
network model (Chen 1990), (Jeon and Lee 1996), Wang
and Bao 2000). The second type considers the direct
adaptive control. The neural network is directly used as a
controller in the feedback control system, i.e., the outputs of
the neural network are the control inputs of the system
(Chand et al. 2002).
In this paper, we proposed a method which concerns the
fully-state linearizable or minimum phase nonlinear systems
(Sastry and Isodori 1989). The idea consists in designing a
linear feedback controller constructed by a neural network.
The weights of the neural network are updated such that the
proposed control can track a predetermined input-output
linearizing controller. Eventually, using the Lyapunov
approach, it can be proved that the desired trajectory is
asymptotically tracked by the output signal.
This paper is outlined as follows. In section 2, a brief
preliminary on input-output linearizing control for trajectory
tracking is given. In section 3, the proposed adaptation law
and controller construction is then presented. Finally, in
section 4 an illustrative example is considered.

(1)

φi +1 = Lif h( x),
for i = 1, K ρ − 1 , and φ j ( x), j = ρ + 1, K , n are input

free functions chosen in such a way that φ ( x) is a
diffeomorphism (Isodori 1995). Let’s z = (ξ T , η T ) T with

ξ ∈ ℜ ρ . Then using z as the new state variable, system
(1) becomes:

ξ&i = ξ i +1 , i = 1,K, ρ − 1
ξ&ρ = F (ζ ,η ) + G (ξ ,η ).u
η& = ψ (ξ ,η )
y = ξ1

(2)

where:
F (ξ , η ) = Lρf h(φ −1 ( z ))
G (ξ , η ) = L g Lρf −1h(φ −1 (z )) .

We want to design a feedback control that forces the
output y to track a smooth (infinitely differentiable)
reference trajectory yr. To accomplish this aim, we define a
tracking
error
e = Yr − ξ
where
Yr = [ y r , y& r , K , y r( ρ −1) ]T and we choose an input-output

linearizing controller:

1
u = u0 =
(− F (ξ , η ) + y r( ρ ) + K T e)
G (ξ , η )

(3)

where N is the number of RBFs used, and φ i (e, ci , σ i ) are
the RBFs expressed as:

φ i (e, ci , σ i ) = exp(−

where K = [k1 , K , k ρ ] should be a Hurwitz vector, that is

p( s ) = s ρ + k ρ s ρ −1 + K + k 2 s + k1

(4)

(11)

)

width value vector of the RBF. These vectors are defined
as:

[
σ i = [σ i1
c i = c i1

have negative real parts. Then the error is stable at the origin,
i.e.
lim e(t ) = 0 ⇔ lim ξ (t ) = Yr ,
t →+∞

(5)

ci 2

]T ∈ ℜ ρ , i = 1, K , N
σ iρ ]T ∈ ℜ ρ , i = 1, K , N

K c iρ

σ i2 K

Figure 1 shows the structure of the RBF neural network.
RBF

and particularly:
lim y (t ) = y r .

e& = Ac e
η& = ψ (Yr − e,η )

(7)
(8)

where :

1

0

0

1

M
M

O
M

− k3

0 
0 
O
M 

1 
O
L − k p 
K

e2
eρ

σ

φ(e,c,σ)

c

e1

Then the closed loop system can be written as

− k2

N-RBFs

(6)

t →+∞

 0
 0

Ac =  M

 M
− k1


2σ i2

2

ci ∈ ℜ ρ , σ i ∈ ℜ ρ , are the center value vector and the

all the roots of the polynomial:

t →+∞

e − ci

M

M

Σ

u (e, W, φ)

Figure 1 Structure of the RBF Neural Network

K

(9)

We notice that if the nonlinear system (1) is full-state
linearizable (i.e., ρ = n ), then it is equivalent to (7) whereas
(8) does not exist and thus the output tracking is achieved
exponentially. On the other hand, if ρ < n , the output
tracking is achieved if the system is minimum phase that is
η& = ψ (0,η ) which is asymptotically stable and Yr is bounded
(Sastry and Isodori 1989).

Using RBF networks, one typically places the center of the
basis functions on regular points of say, a square mesh
covering a relevant region of the state space. Denoted by a
compact set χn ⊂ ℜn. This region therefore is the network
approximation region, which in general is known for a
given system as presented in figure 2.
RBF

3. The proposed adaptive controller
One of the main drawbacks of the linearizing state feedback
law is the difficulty to construct the nonlinear part, in
addition to a necessary exact knowledge of the system model
(i.e. F (ξ , η ) and G (ξ , η ) ). To solve this problem, we
suggest to construct a neural network adaptive controller.
In the RBF neural network model, the output u, is given by
the following equation:
N

u (e, W , φ ) = ∑ wiφ i [e, ci , σ i ]
i =1

(10)

Figure 2: The Network Approximation Region
of Two Parameters
Let’s the neural network adaptive controller given by :
u1 (t ) = W T (t )φ (e)

(12)

where W (t ) will be adjusted adaptively such that
u1∗ (t ) = W ∗T φ (e) = u 0

(13)

W ∗ denotes the optimal weights.

then:

Substituting u1, in (2) yields to:

V& (e,W ) = −eT Qe < 0

(21)

ξ& ρ = F (ξ , η ) + G (ξ , η )u1
= F (ξ ,η) + G(ξ ,η)u0 − G(ξ ,η)u0 + G(ξ ,η)u1
=

y r( ρ )

y r( ρ )

4. Simulation results

T

+ K e − G (ξ , η )(u 0 − u1 )

− ξ& ρ = − K T e + G (ξ , η )(u 0 − u1 )

4.1 Example 1
(14)

If we define Bc = [0, K ,0, G (ξ , η )] then we can write

ml 2 q&& + dq& + m lg cos q = u

e& = Ac e + Bc (u 0 − u1 )
e& = Ac e + Bc (u1∗ − u1 )
∗

This example illustrates a one-link rigid robotic
manipulator. The dynamic equation of the one-link rigid
robotic manipulator is given by (Isodori 1995):

T

e& = Ac e + Bc (W − W ) φ (e)
e& = Ac e + O(W ∗ − W )

(15)

(22)

where the link is of length l and masse m, and q is the
angular position with initial value q(0) = 0.1 and
q& (0) = 0 .

Therefore the output tracking problem is reduced to the
problem of stabilizing system (13).

The parameters m, l, d, and g are (in p.u.):

Theorem:

The above dynamical equation can be written as the
following state equation:

Consider the class of nonlinear dynamical systems described
by (2). Assume that the state vector z is measurable and
y r is a smooth reference trajectory to be tracked.
Let W (t ) be the solution of
W& = −δφ(e)BcT Pe

(16)

where δ > 0 is a positive constant. And let P>0 and Q>0
be two positive definite matrices satisfying the following
Lyapunov equation
AcT P + PAc = −Q
(17)
then the controller law defined by (18) leads to asymptotic
tracking.
u1 = W T (t )φ (e)

(18)

m=1, l=1, d=1, and g=1

 x&1 = x2

 x& 2 = x2 − cos( x1 ) + u

(23)

We choose K = [1 2] so:
1 
0
4.5 1.5
3 0
Ac = 
 , P = 1.5 1.5 , Q = 0 3
−
1
−
2







satisfy the Lyapunov equation of Theorem 1. We have
Bc = [0 1] , then the control law expressed by:
u (t ) = W T (t )φ (e) ,

(24)

with the following adaptation equation of W:

Proof :
It is shown that the dynamics of the tracking error are
described by (4). Let V (e, W ) be a Lyapunov function
candidate:
1

(19)
(W ∗ − W ) T (W ∗ − W )
δ
The time derivative of V (e, W ) along the trajectories of (7)
is given by:
V (e, W ) = e T Pe +

V& (e,W ) = eT ( AcT P + PAc )e + 2(W ∗ − W )φBcT Pe

1
+ (W ∗ − W )(φBcT Pe + W& )

δ

If we choose:
W& = −δφB T Pe
c

(20)

W& = −δ (φ (e) BcT Pe)

(25)

stabilize the nonlinear system (21).
The number of the hidden units is chosen as N=9 and
δ = 10 .
To track y r (a square signal [-0.5; 0.5]), obviously Yr is
bounded and (23) is minimum phase. Figure 3 shows the
simulation results of the process using the proposed
algorithm. Fig. 3a and fig. 3b show the output response of
the system and the corresponding control based on the
neural adaptive state feedback controller. It is obvious that
satisfactory output tracking performances have been
achieved through the proposed control scheme.

0,6

1 
0
4.5 1.5
3 0
Ac = 
, P=
, Q=



 − 1 − 2
1.5 1.5
0 3

(3.a)

0,4

y(t)
yr(t)

0,2

satisfy the Lyapunov equation of Theorem 1. We have
Bc = [0 1] then the control law expressed by:

0
-0,2

u (t ) = W T (t )φ (e) ,

-0,4

(28)

-0,6
0
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
-0,5
-1

10

20
Time (s)

30

u(t)

40

with the following adaptation equation of W:

(3.b)

W& = −δ (φ (e) BcT Pe)

(29)
stabilize the nonlinear system (24). The above system was
simulated with the initial conditions

δ = 10 ; z1 = z2 = z3= 0;
The number of the hidden units is chosen as N=9.
0

10

20
Time (s)

30

40

Figure 3: Simulation Results of the Process using
the Proposed Algorithm

4.2 Example 2 :
Let’s consider the following nonlinear system (Isodori
1995):
 x& = − x + e x 2 u
1
 1

 x& 2 = x1 + x1 x2 + u
 x& = x
2
 3

To track y r (a square signal [-0.5; 0.5]), obviously Yr is
bounded and (27) is minimum phase. Figure 4 shows the
simulation results of the process using the proposed
algorithm. Fig. 4a and fig. 4b show the output response of
the system and the corresponding control based on the
neural adaptive state feedback controller. It is obvious that
satisfactory output tracking performances have been
achieved through the proposed control scheme.
0,6

(26)

(4.a)

0,4

y(t)
yr(t)

0,2
0

and let y = h( x) = x3 . It can be easily checked that the
system has the relative degree ρ = 2 and that the
transformation:

-0,2
-0,4
-0,6

z1 = h( x) = x3

0

z 2 = L f h( x ) = x 2
z 3 = 1 + x1 − e

10

20
Time (s)

30

2

x2

(4.b)

u(t)

1,5

40

1

is a diffeomorphism. The system in the z -space is described
as

 z&1 = z 2

z
 z& 2 = (−1 + z 3 + e 2 )(1 − z 2 ) + u

 z& 3 = (1 − z 3 − e z2 )(1 + z 2 e z2 )


We choose K = [1 2] , so:

0,5
0
-0,5
-1

(27)

-1,5
0

10

20
Time (s)

30

40

Figure 4 : Simulation Results of the Process
using the Proposed Algorithm

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive state feedback
controller which achieves asymptotic tracking of a smooth
trajectory generated by an auxiliary system for single-input
single-output feedback linearizable nonlinear systems. Based
on the Lyapunov stability theory, an adaptation law is then
determined to tune the weights of a radial basis function
(RBF) neural network in order to track a predetermined
linearizing controller. To demonstrate the efficiency of the
proposed scheme, numerical simulation examples are
presented.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents performance analysis of an adaptive
Volterra/Hybrid equalizer in a nonlinear magneto-optic
data storage channel. In a data storage system, nonlinear
intersymbol interference (ISI) is one of the limiting factors
for high storage density. Volterra and Hybrid
(combination of linear and Volterra) equalizers are
proposed and developed for compensation of nonlinear
ISI. The use of Volterra/Hybrid equalizers provided an
extra 1.3-1.5 dB SNR gain over linear equalizers.
Performance and complexity of these equalizers are
compared. Convergence issues are also investigated by
examining the eigenvalue spread of the covariance matrix.
The techniques proposed here can be applied to other
communication systems (e.g. wireless, optical) exhibiting
nonlinear ISI characteristics.
1. INTRODUCTION
In data storage system the bit sequence is encoded and
then marks (symbols) of variable length are generated
which are then recorded on the storage medium.
Magneto-Optic data storage is a rewritable
storage technology that uses a combination of magnetic
and optical methods. Data is written on an M-O disk by
both a laser and a magnet. The laser heats the mark to a
certain temperature (Curie temperature) at which point the
molecules are realigned when subjected to a magnetic
field. A magnet then changes the mark’s polarity. Reading
is accomplished by shining a low power polarized laser
beam whose plane of polarization changes depending upon
the direction of magnetization.

ISI is defined as the mark (symbol) size deviation
between the final readback mark and the original one. This
deviation is a function of the mark size itself and its
neighboring marks. The readback marks were obtained by
recording and reading various data patterns on a magnetooptic drive.
To correct ISI, equalizer is used.
Traditionally linear equalizers are used. An adaptive
equalizer is used to compensate for channel variations by
dynamically adjusting the weights. Linear equalizers were
proposed in [6] and RAM (random access memory) based
lookup table approach for equalization of nonlinear
storage channel was examined in [7]. DFE (decision
feedback equalizer) and ADFE (adaptive decision
feedback equalizer) are variations of linear equalizer
which are implemented using feedforward and feedback
linear filters. In the feedback filter decoded symbols are
used in the equalization process. In the present work
Volterra series which generate nonlinear terms are
investigated for compensating the ISI. Modification of
Volterra in the form Hybrid equalizer is explored and its
performance compared.
The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes the Volterra equalizer and
its mathematical formulations. Section 3 presents the
Hybrid equalizer which is a combination of traditional
linear and Volterra equalizer. Section 4 covers the
convergence analysis of the equalizers. Section 5 develops
the SNR expression which is then used as a quantitative
figure of merit for performance comparison and finally
Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions of this work
and its application to other systems.
2. VOLTERRA EQUALIZER
Volterra series has been successfully used in modeling
non-linear systems such as Satellite Communication,
Machine tools, etc.

Volterra equalizer utilizes an (N-1)stage tap delay line, just as a linear equalizer. The
difference is that Volterra nonlinearly combines received
marks which are then used in the equalization process.
Volterra series is represented by the following expression.

Zn = ∑wn1Yn−n1 + ∑∑∑wn1wn2wn3Yn−n1Yn−n2Yn−n3
n1

n1 n2 n3

(1)

+∑∑∑∑∑ wn1...Yn−n1Yn−n2...
n1 n2 n3 n4 n5

Table 1. # of taps, Volterra order and # of terms

# of taps & Volterra order
3-tap 3rd order
5-tap 3rd order
7-tap 3rd order
3-tap 5th order
3-tap 7th order
5-tap 5th order

# of terms
30
130
350
273
2460
3255

where Zn = Output symbols, Yn = Input symbols and

w n = weights of the equalizer.
The number of terms L is related to the
order and number of taps N of the filter as –

L=

(order +1) / 2

∑

N2i−1

(2)

i=1

The schematic diagram of a 3-tap 3rd
order Volterra equalizer is shown in Fig. 1. It is a
modification of a 3-tap linear equalizer. There is another
intermediate stage where all the nonlinear terms of the
Volterra series are terms generated.

3. HYBRID EQUALIZER
To overcome the issue of large number of terms, Hybrid
equalizers are proposed which is a combination of linear
and short-tap small-order Volterra filter in the middle of
the tap delay line. It is based on the assumption that most
of the nonlinearity is because of the most adjacent marks
to the mark under consideration. Hybrid equalizer
considered consisted of a 3-tap 3rd order Volterra filter in
the middle and a large N-tap (N=7, 9, 11) linear filter. The
short Volterra in the middle compensates for most of the
nonlinear ISI. A further reduction in the number of
nonlinear terms can be obtained by discarding the terms
with very small relative weights.
In the next following sections
performance of this hybrid configuration is evaluated and
compared with linear and pure Volterra equalizers.
4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Since the nonlinear combining occurs before the tap
weights of the equalizer, the outputs of the nonlinear term
generator may be considered as inputs to a linear filter.
The weight determination is performed using the
traditional LMS (Least Mean Square) algorithm as shown
below.

W(k + 1) = W(k) + µe(k)U
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of 3-tap 3rd order Volterra
Equalizer.
One of the drawbacks of Volterra
equalizer is that the number of nonlinear terms generated
tends to explode as one goes to higher orders of the series.
Table 1 lists the number of terms
generated in the series corresponding to number of taps
and the Volterra order used.

(3)

where W=weight vector, U=output vector of nonlinear
terms generator (from Fig. 1), e=error, k=k-th update time
and µ =step size.
The output of the equalizer is given by –

Z = W TU
where Z=output of the equalizer.

(4)

To
determine
the
convergence
properties, the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix were
examined. The eigenvalue spread is defined as –

ρ=

λ max
, where λ max and λ min are the largest and
λ min

smallest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix ( RWopt = P
where R=covariance matrix, Wopt =optimum weights and
P=cross-covariance matrix).
The convergence ration ω is given as -

(ρ − 1)
ω=
2
(ρ + 1)
2

(5)

Intuitively, eigenvalue spread is important as it gives a
quantitative measure of degree of correlation of data.
Larger the spread, slower the convergence of the
algorithm.
Table 2 shows the eigenvalue spread and
convergence ratios for various equalizer configurations.
From the table one can see that the convergence ratio
increases going from linear equalizer to the Volterra
equalizer. The convergence ratio of the hybrid equalizer
lies in between the linear and pure Volterra equalizer.
Table 2. Equalizer Configuration and
Eigenvalue Spread & Convergence Ratio

Values

where Wunit is the width of the minimum mark size
recorded and
N
W i are
σ2 = 1 di2, di = Wi − 
W i , where Wi & 
N i=1
the original and readback mark sizes.
The above expression shows that for a given spot
size (minimum mark size), closer the readback marks are
to the original; higher is the SNR since the variance
σ 2 decreases. Fig. 2 shows the SNR as a function of the
minimum mark width of the raw marks, marks obtained
with a linear 3-tap equalizer and marks obtained using a 3tap 3rd order Volterra equalizer. From the graph it is very
clear that the nonlinear equalization using Volterra yields
an additional performance gain of about 1.3-1.5 dB over a
linear equalizer and about 3 dB gain over un-equalized
readback marks.
The SNR increases as the minimum
mark width is increased because the relative amount of ISI
decreases.

∑

of

Fig. 2. SNR with and without Volterra Equalization.

To improve the convergence one can use
multi-step size in the LMS or use Kalman algorithm.
5. SNR COMPUTATION & PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON
To quantitatively compare the performance of various
configurations of the equalizers, SNR (signal-to-noise)
measure was developed. The SNR of the readback marks
from the magneto-optic drive is defined as  W2 

SNR= 10log10  unit
(6)
 σ2 



Fig. 3 shows the SNR comparison of Ntap linear, N-tap 3rd order Volterra and Hybrid (N-tap
linear + 3-tap 3rd order Volterra) equalization versus the #
of taps. Using hybrid equalization one can obtain very
good performance in signal quality at a modest increase in
computational resources. Using pure Volterra does not
payoff much as it reaches a point of extreme diminishing
return very quickly, in this case after 5 taps. The gain in
SNR going from linear to hybrid equalization is about 1.3
dB at 5-taps and beyond.

[5] Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp., Optical Memory System,
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp.
[6] R. W. Lucky, Automatic equalization for digital
communications, BSTJ 44, April 1965, pp. 547-588.
[7] J. Cioffi, K. Fisher and C. M. Melas, An adaptive dfe for
storage channels suffering from nonlinear isi, IEEE, 1989.

7. BIOGRAPHY

Fig. 3. SNR with Linear, pure Volterra and Hybrid
Equalization.
6. CONCLUSION
The Volterra/Hybrid equalizers provided an extra 1.3-1.5
dB SNR gain over linear equalizers. Furthermore, it was
observed that going to higher order Volterra equalizers
(e.g. 5-tap 5th order or order) does not yield any extra
benefit as one reaches a point of diminishing return
immediately after 3-tap 3rd order.
Convergence issues related to equalizers
were investigated. It was found that the eigenvalue spread
of the covariance matrix was large for the Volterra
equalizers compared to linear equalizers which resulted in
somewhat slower convergence. This can be mitigated by
employing a multiple step LMS algorithm.
The Hybrid equalizers provided the best
trade-off between computational complexity and
performance.
The extra gain in signal quality obtained
can be utilized in various ways such as – achieving higher
storage density, less expensive read/write optical
assembly, lower BER and less stringent FEC (forward
error correction) in the overall system design. The
Volterra/Hybrid equalizer proposed and developed here
can be applied to other communication systems (e.g.
wireless, optical) exhibiting nonlinear ISI channel
characteristics.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the design and anyalsis of new digital
image watermarking techniques using Walsh functions.
Different algorithms were implemented in the spatial and
frequency domains to Walsh-encode and embed handwritten signatures in digital still images. The effect of
watermarking on the quality of the images was studied
using single signatures. The effect of changing the length of
Walsh functions was also investigated. Test results indicate
that the use of Walsh functions results in improved
robustness against JPEG attacks. Increasing the length of
the Walsh function results in more robustness. This is,
however, at the expense of more degradation to the quality
of the watermarked image.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a significant increase in the
distribution of images in digital format. The ease in which
such images can be copied and modified has created a
pressing need for the development of copyright protection
methods. A promising technique in this direction is digital
image watermarking.
In digital image watermarking, copyright protection
information are embedded in the image in the form of a
watermark. The image must not be visibly degraded by the
presence of this watermark. Another main requirement of
watermarking for copyright protection applications is
robustness. Thus, the watermark must be resistant to
unauthorised detection and decoding. In addition, the
watermark must be tolerant to normal image processing
techniques (e.g. compression), as well as to intentional
attacks (attempts to remove the watermark).
There are many digital image watermarking techniques
reported in the literature, see (Katzenbeisser and Petitcolas
2000; Cox et al. 2001). They can be classified according to
a number of different criteria. One such criterion is the
domain in which the watermark is embedded. In this
context, there are two main categories: spatial domain
techniques, e.g. (Lin 2000; Nikolaidis and Pitas 1998), and

frequency-domain techniques, e.g. (Barni et al. 1998;
Cheng and Huang 2001).
Another classification of digital image watermarking
techniques is based on whether the original image is needed
in the watermark extraction process or not. If the original
image is not needed to recover the watermark from the
watermarked image, then the technique is called complete
(also referred to as blind or oblivious), otherwise it is called
incomplete (non-blind or non-oblivious).
This paper proposes the use of Walsh functions to improve
the robustness of digital image watermarking techniques. In
the proposed methods, Walsh functions are used to encode
the watermark before embedding it in the original image.
This approach is tested both in the spatial and in the
frequency domains and is compared to the case of no
coding. The effect of watermarking on the quality of the
image is studied. The effect of changing the length of
Walsh functions is also investigated.
It should be mentioned that a unique feature of the
proposed techniques in this paper is the use of handwritten
signatures as watermarks.
DIGITAL IMAGE WATERMARKING
This paper considers two simple incomplete digital image
watermarking techniques, one works in the spatial domain
and the other works in the frequency domain.
Let c be an X×Y 8-bit grayscale original image and let s be
an M×N (where M≤X and N≤Y) binary image of a single
handwritten signature (watermark). The watermarked
image c’ is an X×Y 8-bit grayscale image that is produced
using the following embedding equation:

c(i, j ) + s (i, j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N
c ′(i, j ) = 
c(i, j ), otherwise

(1)

At the decoder an attacked version c* of the watermarked
image will be received. This can be used with the original
image c to extract the watermark as follows:
s ′(i, j ) = c * (i, j ) − c(i, j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N

(2)

In the frequency domain technique, the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) is first applied to the original image c to
obtain C. The watermark s is then embedded directly in the
DCT domain as follows:
C (i, j ) + s (i, j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N
C ′(i, j ) = 
(3)
C (i, j ), otherwise

The watermarked image c’ is then obtained by applying the
inverse DCT (IDCT) to C’.
At the decoder, the DCT is applied to both the received
watermarked image c* and the original image c to obtain
C* and C respectively. The watermark is then extracted
using:
s ′(i, j ) = C * (i, j ) − C (i, j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 1 ≤ j ≤ N (4)

WATERMARKING USING WALSH CODED
SIGNATURES

In order to increase the robustness of the above
watermarking techniques, it is proposed that the watermark
is first encoded using Walsh functions before embedding it
into the original image.
Walsh functions consist of square pulses with two states
either +1 or –1. Walsh sequences with length k, where k=2n,
enable k orthogonal codes to be obtained. There are several
ways to produce Walsh sequences. The easiest way
involves manipulations with Hadamard matrices as detailed
in (Beauchamp 1984). As an example, Walsh functions
with length k=4 are:
w 1 = [+1 + 1 + 1 + 1]
w 2 = [+1 + 1 − 1 − 1]
w 3 = [+1 − 1 − 1 + 1]

(5)

w 4 = [+1 − 1 + 1 − 1]

In the proposed methods, one-dimensional (1-D) coding
using Walsh sequences is utilized. Thus, given a vector
v=[s(i, j), s(i, j+1), …, s(i, j+k)] which consists of k
horizontally adjacent pixels of the signature image s, 1-D
Walsh encoding can be applied to this vector as follows:
v′ =

k

∑ v(i) ⋅ w i

(6)

i =1

Note that this is a form of multiplexing where the data is
multiplied by the Walsh sequences and then added together
to generate an amplitude modulated signal. Because of
orthogonality, the original data can be demultiplexed
simply by multiplying again by the same Walsh sequences:
k

v = ∑ v ′(i ) ⋅ w i
i =1

(7)

Figure 1(a) shows the use of 1-D Walsh encoding in the
spatial domain, whereas Figure 1(b) shows the frequency
domain technique.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A number of 512×512 8-bit grayscale images have been
used to test the proposed algorithms. A 128×64 binary
handwritten single signature has been used as a watermark.
Unless otherwise stated, 1-D Walsh coding was performed
using Walsh sequences with length k=8.
Figure 2 shows the signature before and after 1-D Walsh
coding.
Figure 3(a) shows the original Lenna image, Figure 3(b)
shows the spatial domain watermarked image, whereas
Figure 3(c) shows the frequency domain watermarked
image. It can be seen that both techniques produce invisible
watermarks with imperceptible degradation to the original
image.
Figure 4 investigates the performance of watermarking
techniques under JPEG compression attacks. In this case,
the quality q of JPEG compression was varied between 20
and 90 in steps of 10. The quality of the extracted signature
was measured by calculating the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) between the original signature and the extracted
signature. Figure 4(a) compares between ‘Walsh coding’
and ‘No Walsh coding’ for the spatial domain technique,
whereas Figure 4(b) repeats the comparison for the
frequency domain technique. It is immediately evident that,
regardless of the JPEG compression quality and the
embedding domain, the use of Walsh coding results in a
significant improvement in robustness against JPEG
compression.
Figure 5 illustrates the effect of JPEG compression with a
quality factor q=60 on the quality of the extracted signature.
Figure 5(a) shows the spatial domain extracted signature,
whereas figure 5(b) shows the frequency domain extracted
signature. It is immediately evident that frequency domain
watermarking is more resistant to JPEG compression
attacks.
Figure 6 investigates the effect of changing the length k of
Walsh sequences on the quality of the extracted signature
with spatial domain watermarking. This effect is
investigated for different values of the JPEG compression
quality q. Figure 7 repeats the same investigation but for
frequency domain watermarking. It is clear from both
figures that increasing the length k of Walsh sequences
results in an improved robustness against JPEG
compression. It must be noted, however, that this
improvement in robustness is achieved at the expense of
increasing the payload and consequently increasing the
degradation to the quality of the watermarked image.
Comparing Figures 6 and 7 also confirms the superior
performance of frequency domain watermarking.
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original signature
128 × 64

watermarked image
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128 × 64

(a) spatial domain embedding
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Coding

original signature
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512 × 512
coded signature
128 × 64

(b) frequency domain embedding
Figure 1: Digital Image Watermarking using 1-D Walsh Coded Signatures

(a) before coding

(b) after coding

Figure 2: 1-D Walsh Coding of 128×64 Handwritten Single Signature
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(b) spatial domain watermarked

(c) frequency domain watermarked

Figure 3: Original and Watermarked 512×512 Lenna Images
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Figure 4: Comparison between ‘Walsh Coding’ and ‘No Walsh Coding’ under JPEG Compression attacks

(a) spatial domain extracted signature, JPEG quality q=60

(b) frequency domain extracted signature, JPEG quality q=60

Figure 5: Comparison between Spatial and Frequency Domains Extracted Signatures under JPEG Compression
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Figure 6 Effect of changing the length k of Walsh sequences on the performance of spatial domain watermarking
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Figure 7 Effect of changing the length k of Walsh sequences on the performance of frequency domain watermarking
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ABSTRACT
In this paper one of the most interesting and also most
confusing items in the 3rd Generation (3G) concept is
going to be discussed; Cell breathing in a Universal
Mobile
Telecommunications
System
(UMTS)
environment. A comparison of the system performance
will be made using results obtained from the simulation
of a 3 and 6 sectored antenna respectively. In Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) technology, all
users share the same common physical resource,
frequency band in 5 MHz slices. In Global System for
Mobile communications (GSM) the capacity calculation
is a relatively straight forward procedure, but in the case
of WCDMA the radio interface is handled differently
and the system capacity is limited by various factors. In
the following report simulations are carried out to
investigate the relationship in UMTS capacity and
coverage. Since these two elements are inter-dependent
and are functions of the radio environment, as the
number of users increases, or as the data speed increases,
the cell self-interference increases. This lowers the Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR) and thus shrinks the effective
coverage of the base station. This may lead to “dead
areas”, where mobile users cannot access the network as
a consequence of the shrinking of the cell. [3] Subscriber
traffic is then redirected to a neighbouring cell that is less
heavily loaded. This is called “load balancing”.
Cells with varying coverage profiles considerably
complicate network planning and management. In this
paper the simulation results show the reduced impact of
cell breathing with the use of micro cells and multi
sectored antennas.

limited by interference, especially from adjacent cells. In
UMTS each transmitted signal increases the noise level (No)
of the overall system. Since capacity is inversely related to
the SNR, higher interference leads to higher noise and thus a
reduction in the overall capacity.
Since the traffic is constantly changing, depending upon the
behaviour of the subscribers and the events of the day (e.g.
football match) the coverage range also changes. This
phenomenon is known as “Cell Breathing.”[7] This dynamic
behaviour of the cell makes the cell planning and the
network dimensioning a very complex procedure due to the
ambiguities of the subscribers. These events can some what
be predicted if the nature of the event to attract higher
crowds is calendared, again for instance football matches.
Traditional static prediction methods are no longer
appropriate so simulation and statistical modelling
techniques have to be applied for accurate network
calculations. As well as being more accurate the simulation
methods have the advantage of being less expensive and
effectively more flexible. The simulation tool used in this
paper is called the ICS tool and it is developed by ATDI
(Advanced Topographical Development & Images Ltd.). It
has the capability of simulating both downlink and uplink,
voice (8 kbps) and data up to 384 kbps, as well as adjusting
user speeds from walking (2 km/h) to using high speed trains
of speeds as high as 500 km/h. Finer adjustments can also be
made for instance antenna height, sectorisation, electrical
and mechanical down tilt, computation of resolution from 1
km to 10 m., the use of the hand sets in various buildings,
high rise building offices at different floor heights, open
areas, on water expanses, open grass lands, or forested
woodland as well as the usual built up area, town/city
scenarios, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Compared to GSM, the WCDMA technology for UMTS is
considerably more complex. One of the fundamental
characteristics of CDMA systems is that the coverage range
is intrinsically linked to the capacity of the system. The more
traffic being carried by the cell, the smaller the coverage
area of the cell becomes. The GSM network capacity is

In this paper average scenarios are used (a maximum of 110
km/h speed) and a part of Paris is take as an example of a
typical European city. The simulated scenario is a football
match attracting a high number of people for a short while
and its effect on the network and how to combat the effect of
cell breathing using a combination of macro cells with an

array of four micro cells around it, with a combination of
either 3 and/or 6 sectored antennas for the cells.

In the best case scenario, the two interferes will be at
distance-D, and the signal-to-CCI ratio for a 120o sector
antenna can now be obtained from the corresponding ratio
for the omni-directional antenna by noting that the omnidirectional antenna has six interferes:

CCI Reduction Techniques
One of the ways in which to reduce Co-Channel Interference
(CCI) is through the use of a 12-cell reuse pattern. [1] This
may be unacceptable because it reduces the number of users
in a specified geographical area covered by a network
provider. Thus replacing an omni-directional antenna with a
directional antenna reduces the CCI by making sure that
some of the interfering signals never reach the primary
mobile unit, resulting in an increase of the signal-to-CCI
ratio.
This investigation has the aim of simulating the best
configuration to enhance reception and reduce CCI. The
method adopted will be comparing the number of parented
subscribers using a combination of a macro cell with four
micro cells in conjunction with either the 3 and/or 6 sectored
antennas. (This can be accomplished through use of a 120o
or a 60o sector antenna respectively.) The term sectorisation
refers to the number of sectors belonging to a site. This is
primarily used to increase the system capacity as well as
increasing service coverage.
Directional Antenna Using Three Sectors
In this scenario the cell is divided in to three equal sectors of
120o, with each sector having its own set of frequencies. For
a seven-cell cluster, the primary mobile unit (MU) will
receive interference from only two other cells instead of six,
as with an omni-directional antenna. Due to the directional
pattern of the antenna seen in Figure 1, the S/I ratio can now
be expressed in the worst-case senario, when the MU is at
the edge of the its own cell.

Figure 1. Seven cell reuse pattern with 3 sectored
antenna.
Referring to Eqn. 1 we can see the direct relationship
between S/I , D and R. [2].
S/I = R –v/ [D-v + (D+0.7R)-v]
Where v is the loss exponent or loss factor,
D is the distance to the interfering cell

R is the radius of the cell

(1)

[S/I] 120o = [S/I] omni + 10 log3

(2)

Comparing the performance of an omni-directional antenna,
a 120o sector antenna provides a signal-to-CCI ratio
improvement of 4.77 dB. Using the same ideology with a 6
sectored antenna, the improvement of performance will also
be equivalent to 10 log6 plus the [S/I]omni therefore showing
an improvement of 7.78 dB with a 60o sectored antenna.
[S/I] 60o = [S/I] omni + 10 log6

(3)

Using the 6 sectored antennas causes a greater inter-channel
interference therefore the theoretical values are much higher
than in actual fact. This is clearly seen in the simulations.
Also the use of the 6 sectors will require much more careful
radio planning in order to minimise the coverage holes
between cells, while minimising the overlap of adjacent
cells. Upgrading a 3 sectored site to a 6 sectored site simply
does not involve installation of three additional aerials, but
also requires changing the original three. Thus it is crucial
careful planning is carried out before hand in the initial
stages of set up. If a site is predicted to have an increase in
traffic in the near future it may be advantageous to deploy
highly sectorised configurations during initial roll-out to
avoid subsequent upgrades. Six sectored antennas are
generally used for high capacity macro cell configurations
and this is shown later in the results of the simulations.
Multi-tier cellular structures-Macro & Micro cells
As in the scenario set for this particular paper, a sudden
increase in traffic, a so called “hot spot”, attracts the
deployment of micro cells so as to cope with the sudden
increase of the cell load. This is an attractive solution in
terms of relative ease of site acquisition, increased air
interface capacity and more efficient indoor penetration.
This solution can support multiple carriers and multiple
cells. Although micro cell sectorisation is significantly more
difficult than that for macro cells, it is still able to support
dual-branch uplink diversity. Micro cells normally depend
on line of sight coverage thus very useful in this football
stadium scenario where their multipath coverage is relatively
weak. This leads to a high down link orthogonality and
correspondingly reduced intra-cell interference.
Referring to table 1 with the capacity related parameters it is
noted that the Eb/No requirements for the microcell are

greater than the macrocell requirements and this is primarily
due to the increased fading across the radio channel.
Table 1. A comparison of macrocell and microcell capacity
related parameters [2].
Parameter

Macrocell
4dB

Microcell
4.5dB

Increase in inter-cell
interference 1dB

1dB

2dB

Downlink Eb/No(12.2kbps
speech)

6.5dB

9.5dB

0.5

0.9
0.25
20%

Uplink Eb/No (12.2 kbps
speech) 4dB

Downlink orthogonality
Inter-cell interference ratio

0.65

Soft handover overhead

40%

Cell Breathing
This is a feature of CDMA networks. The effective service
area expands and contracts according to the number of users
connected. Overlap-regions between cells (which are known
as ‘handover areas’) need careful planning and management.
Cell translations and databases must be configured to ensure
that handover areas are of optimal size and users furthest
from base stations can be successfully ‘handed over’ to
neighbouring cells with lighter traffic loads. If these
handover areas are too small, mobiles at the edge of a cell
will not receive support from the neighbour cells in time.
This will result in too much interference and ultimately a
dropped call. If the handover area is set too large then too
many mobiles will receive multi-cell support, creating
unnecessary links into the network that strain call processing
resources and reduce capacity.[6]
In a CDMA network, mobiles operating at the edge of a cell
must be simultaneously supported by the surrounding cells.
In this way they become a source of signal strength rather
than of interference. Such support is known as a ‘soft
handover’, which is not required in GSM, where only one
cell at a time is required to support a call. The dynamic
behaviour of the cell makes the users at the edge of the cell
more vulnerable to dropped or terminated calls. Once a user
at the edge of a cell experiences difficulty in maintaining the
connection, it tries to increase the transmitting power of the
hand set to its maximum value. This in turn increases the
overall interference of the cell, making the cell footprint
decrease in size, rendering this user at the edge of the cell to
become out of range. These areas of no or very limited
coverage are called “Dead areas.”
As in Eqn. 4 we can see that the power (S) shows a high
dependency on the user data rate, Rb, the source activity
factor,α and the number of users, N.
S = [Eb/Io. Rb . No . W] / [ W – Eb/Io . Rbα(1+f)(N-1)] (4)

Where W is CDMA chip rate = 3.84Mchip/s, Eb/Io = 7dB,
α = 0.5, and the f-factor is the ratio of intercell-to-intracell
interference power = 0.55, [6].
2. CASE STUDY
As previously mentioned, the simulations carried out are
focused on central Paris with installation of one macro cell
and four micro cells surrounding it. The scenario depicted is
a sudden increase of the network load at the football
stadium. The area includes part of the River Seine in the area
of Neuilly Sur Seine. The Grid co-ordinates are, 446485450625 and 5416090-5413330. The macro-cell parameters
used are as follows, base station transmit power: 20 W,
antenna gain: 18 dB, transmitter and receiver bandwidth: 5
MHz, receiver sensitivity: -124 dB, base station antenna
height :20 m, mobile height: 2m, field strength threshold: 60
dBµv/m, electrical downtilt: 9 degrees, no mechanical
downtilt,[4] and frequency used: 1900 MHz, both the 3 and
6 sectored combinations are simulated. The microcell
parameters are as follows, transmit power: 5 W, antenna
heights: 4 m, Downtilt: 2o.
The simulation aims to find the best configuration to
accommodate the maximum amount of subscribers within
the given are in times of increased network traffic. The
combinations will include four options shown in table 2.
Table 2. Combinations of sectors
Macrocell

3

3

6

6

Microcell

3

6

3

6

The simulations are carried out with randomly generated
subscribers and the same numbers of subscribers are used for
each scenario. The simulation procedure follows a gradual
increase in traffic till kick off time at which the network
traffic is at a generally increased level and a maximum
sudden increase for instances at times of excitement like a
goal, sending off or penalties. The number of parented
options will be compared to the total subscribers and an
analogy made from the results to the best configuration for
such a scenario.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
The simulation package has the 3-D option making Base
station location much simpler. The Figures 2 and 3 show a
3-D as well as a 2-D representation of the chosen site.

No. of parented subscribers.

Correlation for best combination.
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Combination of 3 & 6 sectors Macro and
micro cells.

Figure 4. The best combination according to the number
of subscribers
Figure 2. A 3-D view of the area chosen for simulation

Figure 3. The Planning Site In 2-D, with an example of
using all 6 sectored antennas
The results for the simulation are depicted in graphical
representation in table 3.The correlation of the results are
shown in igure 4.
Table 3. Results of Simulation
Trial
type
3M-3m
3M-6m
6M-3m
6M-6m
6M-0
3M-0
Key

100sus
95
94
96
97
83
73

500sus
428
430
483
497
387
372

1000sus
921
932
961
990
954
821

2247sus
2003
2016
2105
2196
1996
1791

We can see in the graph above that there is an increase in the
number of parented subscribers coming to a maximum with
the 6M&6m combination and this effect is most visible with
the maximum number of subscribers (2247). In comparison
with the other results the inclusion of the 6 sectored micro
cell antennas is not pronounced at all and looking at the table
the increase is very minimal with both the 3M and 6M.( a
maximum of 30 in 1000 subscribers). This being an
improvement of only 3% maximum compared to all the hard
ware installation and investment. The 6-sectored Macro cell
(with out any micro cell), performs very well against all the
3 sectored antennas and has a higher value of parented
subscribers except for the last option -2247, subscribers
where the micro cells aid in further cell capacity. As the
number of subscribers increase we further recognise the role
the micro cells play in increasing the cell coverage. The 6
sectored antennas perform better in all cases but there is not
a massive increase in the capacity compared to the three
sectored antennas. [7] This might be linked to the intra cell
interference caused by the six sectors. Refer to Figure 5. The
basic principle is that by using six narrow beam antennas,
the coverage area of a cell will be extended due to the
increased forward gain, and the capacity will be double that
of a three-sectored cell. While it is true that there is an
increase in antenna gain, due to the narrow beam width, the
gain is typically only two or three dBs, and does not have a
significant impact on the coverage.

M=Macro
m=micro
Figure 5. Intra-cell interference
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In practical deployment the amount of overlap would be
greater due to the effect of the adjacent sites. Also, the use of
six sectors will require much more careful radio planning in
order to minimise coverage holes between cells, while
minimising the overlap of adjacent cells. In the CDMA
system, this overlap causes interference, since every cell is
on the same carrier, which in turn leads to a reduction in
capacity [5]. Despite the soft handover there is still a net
reduction in the overall capacity. Thus it is unlikely that
there would be a doubling in capacity by moving from three
to six sectors, shown in the simulation results.
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Figure 6. Results of best combination
In Figure 6 we can see that there is not a great difference in
the use of macro and micro cells when the number of
subscribers is low, but as the number increase the micro cell
play a vital role in increasing the cell capacity. The added
advantage of using the 6 sectored antenna also is more
pronounced with greater numbers as we can see with 2247
the 6M*-6m** combination works best covering the
maximum amount of subscribers.
Figure 6 shows the individual grouped sections and the
performance of the best combination within each section of
chosen number of subscribers. Here we can see the
differences in comparison to the total parented subscribers
the role of the individual Macro and micro cells.
For further in depth comparison the breakdown of the whole
configuration is required and specific Macro and micro cell
numbers are required this is shown in the Figure 7.

Figure 7. Results of best combination including micro
cell performance compared to the macro cell
The use of the micro cells is very limited with the lower end
of the subscribers and this performance gradually increases
as the cell traffic increases. Example, with 100 subscribers,
the use of the micro cell is further reduced in conjunction
with the 6 sectored macro cell antenna having an efficiency
of just 26% compared to ~ 33% with the 3 sectored Macrocell. This may be due to the efficiency of the 6 sectored
micro cell antenna is greater than the three sectored micro
cell antenna.. There is a large variation between just the 3
and 6 sectored antennas and the 6 sectored antenna gives up
to a 15% increase in cell capacity compared to just using 3
sectors. As the traffic increases the performance of the micro
cell increases and the maximum amount of subscribers are
covered by having the 6M-6m combination. Although this is
the best combination numbers wise there is only an increase
of 4% compared to the 6M-3m combination and ~10%
increase to the 3M-3m combination but a massive 20%
increase compared to the 3M-0m combination. So compared
to the cost of installation of the hard ware there has to be a
trade off between performance, cost and efficiency.
In table 4 the raw data is analysed and tabulated to show the
percentage increase in capacity of the cell compared to using
just a 3 sectored macro cell.

Table 4. Percentage increases compared to 3M-0m/M
combination
Trial
type
3M3m
3M6m
6M3m
6M6m
6M-0
3M-0
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Abstract: This paper deals with the
implementation of a field oriented control
strategy in an induction motor drive,
considering a flux observer based on an
approach approximating the rotor resistance.
Without flux measurement, the controller has
the capability to adapt the estimated rotor
resistance. The proposed approach uses a
singularly perturbed model to design a
sliding mode observer. Then an adaptive
sliding mode flux observer is developed. The
adaptive technique guarantees that both
estimated flux and rotor resistance converge
to their values. Simulation results clearly
highlight the robustness of the proposed
control
strategy
against
parameter
variations.
Key-words: Induction Motor, Sliding mode
Observer, adaptive control, Parameter
estimation.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Vsdq:
Isd=x1, isq=x2
imr:
φrd=x3,φrq=x4:
Rs, Rr:
Ls, Lr:
M:
σ:
ω r=x5
pL:
p:
J:
f:

Stator voltages frame dq
Stator currents frame dq,
magnetizing current,
Rotor flux frame dq,
Stator and rotor resistances,
Stator and rotor inductances,
Mutual inductance,
Blondel coefficient,
Mechanical speed,
Laplace operator ,
Numbers of pole pairs,
moment of inertia,
Damping coefficient,

Cem :
Cr:

Electromagnetic torque,
Load torque.
I. INTRODUCTION

The induction motor is widely used in the
industry because of its popular features such
as its simple construction, reliability and low
cost [1]-[15]. In most if not all cases,
induction motor control strategies are
developed with the assumption that either full
or partial system state information is
available. Examples are partial state feedback
for field oriented control (FOC) , full inputoutput linearisation control (IOLC) and
sliding mode control strategy. Practically, the
rotor flux is not easily measurable [4],[10][15].
Therefore an observer is needed to
estimate the unknown states and can also
provide, in some circumstances, better
estimates of known current states that are
contaminated by noise.
In this paper a sliding mode observer is
developed. The flux observer model is
obtained following the convergence of the dq stator currents to the sliding mode surface.
The gain of the flux observer model is
calculated by a further condition obtained by
Lyapunov stability theory in order to ensure
the convergence of the estimate.
The paper is organized as follows. The
mathematical model of the induction motor is
reviewed in section II. An adaptive flux
observer using sliding mode methodology is
proposed in section III. In section IV,

simulation results are presented and
discussed. Finally, some concluding remarks
are distinguished at the end of the paper.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
INDUCTION MOTOR
The electrical differential equations of
the machine in the dq-frame can be described
by the following [1]-[3] :
d Φ sdq

dΘs
V sdq= Rs I sdq + dt +Φ sdq dt

d
V = R I + Φrdq +Φ dΘr
rdq dt
dt
 rdq r rdq

(1)

The expression of the electromagnetic
torque is written as follows:
C

em =

3 pM
2Lr

( Φ rd I sq − Φ rq I sd )

(2)

The mechanical equation is given by:
d
J Ωm + f Ωm =C em−C r
dt

(3)

The induction motor can be described by
five non-linear differential equations with
four electrical variables, one mechanical
variable and two control variables such as
[1]-[8],[10]-[15]:
.

 dx
 1 =−γ x1+ k x3+ pk x 4 x5+ 1 Vsd
Tr
σLs
 dt
.

 dx2 =−γ x + k x − pk x x + 1 Vsq
2 Tr 4
3 5 σLs
 dt
.

dx3 M

= x − 1 x − p x 4 x5

dt Tr 1 Tr 3

.

dx4 M
= x 2 − 1 x 4 + p x 4 x5

dt
Tr
Tr

.

dx5

= µ(x 2 x3− x1x 4)− Cl
dt
J


with
2

σ =1−( M ) , α = 1 , k = M ,
LsLr
σLs
σLsLr
pM
µ=
JLr

,

RrM 2
γ = Rs +
σLs σLsLr 2

.

III. ADAPTIVE SLIDING MODE
OBSERVER
The sliding mode observer design
procedure consists of performing the
following two steps. First, design the
manifold (the intersection of the sliding
mode surface SMS) S, such that the
estimation error trajectories restricted to S
have the desired stable dynamics. Second,
the observer gain is determined to drive the
estimation error trajectories to S and
maintain it on the set, once intercepted, for
all subsequent time.
Denoting x1e, x2e, x3e, x4e as estimates of
x1, x2, x3, x4 respectively, the sliding mode
observer for this system is designed as
[4],[10]-[15]:

 dx 1 e

 dt

 dx
 2e
 dt












.

k
= − γ x 1e +
Tr

1

x 3 e + pk x 4 e x 5 + σLs Vsd + A1 Is
.

k
= −γ x 2e +
Tr

1

x 4 e − pk x 3 e x 5 + σLs Vsq + A 2 Is
.

dx 3 e
dt

M
=
Tr

1
x 1e − Tr

M
=
Tr

1
x 2 e − Tr

(5)

x 3 e − p x 4 e x 5 + A 3 Is
.

dx 4 e
dt

x 4 e + p x 4 e x 5 + A 4 Is
.

The vector sliding surface (S), the vector
sign (Is) and the gain matrices for the
observer (A1,2 and A3,4 ), are given by:
(4)

 Isd − Isde
 S1 

s= = D−1*
S 
 Isq− Isqe
 2




,



 k k *x 
5

 sign(S1) 
 (7), D = Tre

Is=
 sign(S ) 


k
2 

 − k *x 5

Tre


δ 0 
 A11 A12 
= D* 1  ,
A1,2=
0 δ 
A A 
2
 21 22 

 A31

A3,4=
 A41

1

A32   (q1− Tre )*δ 1

=

A42  


x5*δ 1





(q2− 1 )*δ 2 
Tre


x5*δ 2

(6)

(8)

(9)

(10)

where q1,q2, δ1 and δ2 are positive constants;
and Tre: the estimate of rotor time
constant.

The sliding mode observer gains are
chosen in such away that Lyapunov stability
conditions are satisfied [4],[10]-[15] .Thus:

x3
kM
Rre
 δ 1≥ (( Lr (Rr − Rre)( M − x1)+kx5e4+ Lr k e3)

(11)


x
kM
Rre
4
δ 2≥ (( Lr (Rr − Rre)( M − x2)+kx5e3+ Lr k e4)


where e3,e4 are flux errors in the dq-frame;
It is well Known that sliding mode
techniques generate undesirable chattering.
This problem can be discarded by replacing
the switching function by a smooth
continuous function [4],[9],[11],[13].
Then, we propose replace the Sign
function by the following function:
 1



Sat(Si)=  − 1


 Si
 λ

if

Si

>

λ

if

Si

<

−λ

if

Si

<

λ

(12)

where λ is a positive small constant, i=1,2.
The estimate of the rotor resistance is
based on the Popov criterion [11],[13]. The
variation of the rotor estimate is given as
follows:
dRre
T
= q 3 ( A1,2 I S ) C
(13)
dt

where q3 >0, and C = Φre − M i s
Lr

resistance is applied ( the resistance passes to
its double values at t=0.6s).
In order to more evaluate the robustness
of the proposed approach, we considered the
no-loaded operating of the motor. Suddenly,
we apply a nominal load to the machine at
t=0.3s. A sudden increase of 100% on the
rotor resistance is then applied at t=0.6s.
In all simulations, we considered the case
where the mutual inductance depends in
terms of the magnetizing current such as,[5]:
M =0.39+0.4933e−3(imr −0.86)−0.39e−3.65(imr −0.86) (14).
Simulation results are presented in
figures 1 and 2. Figures 1.a and 2.a present
the evolution of the machine speed. In
figures 1.b and 2.b, the evolution of the
actual and estimated fluxes are presented.
Actual and estimated stator currents are
given in figures 1.c and 2.c. The actual and
estimated torques are presented in figures 1.d
and 2.d. The parameter variations are
presented in figures 1.e, 1.f, 2.e and 2.f. The
errors of currents and fluxes are given in
figures 1.g, 1.h, 2.g and 2.h.
These figures show that the obtained
performances are satisfied.In fact, it is clear
that the estimated variables converge to the
actual ones with satisfactory dynamics, in
both cases of loaded and no-loaded machine.
Consquently, it is obvious that the
proposed approach is robust with respect to
parameter variations.

Lr

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

VI. CONCLUSION

Following a phase of magnetization of
the machine leading to the establishment of
the rotor flux, we considered the start-up of
the motor according to a ramp of the speed
which increases from 0 to 100rad/s started at
t=0.05s.
In the simulation works, we considered,
in a first step, the case where the machine
operates without parameter variations. In a
second step and at time t=0.3s, a sudden
variation of 20% of the rotor resistance is
applied to the machine. In a third step, a
second sudden variation of the rotor

In this paper, a flux adaptive observer is
developed in order to improve the
performances of the induction machine under
field oriented control. The proposed observer
is based on the sliding mode technique.
Simulation results show the robustness of
the developed observer which is practically
insensitive with respect to parameter
variations.
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APPENDIX :
PARAMETERS OF THE MOTOR
Rated power: 1.5 Kw,
Rated stator voltage: 231/400V, 50Hz,
Rated stator current: 3.2/5.5A,
Rr0=4.282Ω, Rs=5.717Ω,
L0=0.0223H,Ls0=Lr0=0.4469H,
M0=0.4246H,
σ =0.0973. J=0.0049kgm2, f=0.029
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Figure 1: Simulation results for the loaded machine.
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Figure 2: Simulation results for the no-loaded machine.
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On June 4, 1996, the maiden flight of the European Ariane
5 launcher crashed about 40 seconds after takeoff. The
amount lost was half a billion dollars - uninsured. The
conclusion of the international inquiry board was that the
explosion was the result of a software error. It was caused
by an internal variable related to the horizontal velocity of
the launcher exceeding a limit - the control unit did not
catch this exception and became inoperative - possibly the
costliest software bug in history (at least in dollar terms,
since earlier cases have caused loss of life).

ABSTRACT
Quality is good, but not quality at any cost. Every day, the
business has to make choices about the best use of
resources, and it must consider factors other than quality.
With companies merging, growing and becoming more and
more international, the complexity and ongoing innovation
of the business processes is rising. Processes must be
ensured for their quality in order to deliver high class
products and services to the customer. The key benefit of
this assessment is certainty about the quality of its
processes for an organization.
However, this assessment effort is a support function and
generally considered overhead because it only supports the
core work that generates the product or service the
customer is willing to pay for. The challenge is to achieve
the aspired level of certainty with a minimum set on
resources, thus freeing capacities for the core business.

Processes do not always do what they are supposed to do.
The more complex it gets, the more options for
discrepancies will appear. The possible anomalies during
the launch of a rocket are arguably limited only by the
imagination of the involved engineers. The consequence is
obvious: A process whose malfunction will have a negative
impact on people or businesses must be ensured for its
faultless function before its first execution under real
conditions.

The objective of this article is to discuss how a business can
sensibly manage this challenge and therefore gain a
competitive advantage. A practical example from the
automotive industry will outline what measurements can be
applied by an organization to minimize the assessment
effort and how such a new capability can be successfully
implemented.
The basic idea is to use a simulation system to simulate the
unchanged systems within the overall integration
environment instead of testing new or changed processes
with an expensive integrated environment. Issues can be
identified without involving integrated systems directly,
cutting down costs and time of the quality assessment
phase.

Figure 1: The quota of test effort during a typical software
development project [Voas 99].
The common term that expresses to which grade a process
has been ensured is “Quality”. The goal is therefore to
achieve quality when a process is designed and set up.
Methods, standards or design principles can be used to
achieve quality. However, that won’t be sufficient in

complex cases where the possibility of anomalies rises
exponentially with every additional process feature. Quality
has therefore to be assessed or in another term: to be tested.
As testing results in qualitative and/or quantitative
“measures” for processes quality it enables appropriate
decision making based on “facts” about the remaining risk
for failure of a process. The objective of this article is to
provide a better insight about testing as an “unwanted” but
necessary (Figure 1) support activity to core business and
how this support activity can be optimized to achieve the
best possible outcome with a minimum effort.

II. A SELECTIVE APPROACH FOR OPTIMIZED
PROCESS QUALITY

anticipated business consequence. This allows reasonable
decisions to be made squarely in the context of the
business, avoiding both over- or under-spending (McGraw
2003).
Not every system failure will lead to a disaster like a rocket
crash. A defective welding robot in a car assembly line can
certainly stop the whole production process and cause
millions of dollars of loss every unproductive day. A
temporary bug in the vehicle ordering functionality of a car
manufacturer will cause additional costs and annoy
customers but both cases won’t spoil the entire mission of
the company. The grade of process criticality can vary and
an organization must define its required level of certainty
about processes and their quality according to the possible
business consequences in case of failure.

Structuring the Portfolio of Business Processes
A core process of an organization directly generates value
to the customer. Assessing process quality is a support
process to it which contributes to product quality indirectly
only. Therefore it might be considered overhead if
performed too extensively with a tendency to either be
neglected or outsourced, if not considered essential to the
success of the organization or the required product quality.
Process optimization by focusing of core processes,
streamlining support processes and eliminating waste and
loss are is one of the key challenges of today’s business.
The reason is that companies are heavily engaged to
improve their efficiency, especially to optimize their
operation costs and to free money for investment and
innovation. Figure 2 displays process types according to
their benefit for the customer:
Ca. 60% customers beneficial processes
core-processes
value-added work

ca. 35%

Figure 3: The marginal utility declines with every
additional test case
If the desired quality of a process or a product is achieved it
is considered sufficient then any further improvements
means making an investment that has an inadequate return
as depicted in figure 2. The term that is literally used for
that approach is “Good Enough” [Bac97]. Testing more or
less means therefore always moving away from the best
possible resource allocation.

support-processes
non value-adding work

ca. 25%

Ca. 40 % non beneficial processes for customer
ca. 30%
ca. 10 %
zero value work (waste)
negative value work (losses)

Figure 2: In core processes up to 40% more efficiency can be
achieved.

Measuring Support Processes
For some processes – especially if they are mission critical
– it has to be proved that they are 100% error free. For
complex enterprise-wide business processes such an
objective is impossible to achieve due to given time, cost
and resource restrictions. A much more reasonable
approach is to identify and manage risks according to their

Defining
Appropriate
Optimization

Selection

Criteria

for

The “Good Enough” approach provides a robust set of
reminders that can help frame a conversation or make a
convincing case about going live of a process, shipping a
product, or implementing some better practice. Four factors
are used to assess the stage of development:
1. Benefits of the process
2. Problems of the process
3. Process quality
4. Logistics of further improving the process
These factors are compiled under six perspectives
(stakeholders, critical purpose, time frame, alternatives,
consequence of failure and quality of assessment) to
include the interdependences with the business environment

[Bac97].
The assessment not only helps to prioritize the process
quality towards the business consequences but also
generates a better understanding which benefits and

problems of a process are critical to the desired result. The
strategic choice (which part of the overall budget do we
spend on assessing process quality) produces therefore also
input for the operative question which parts of the process
need the most thorough review.
No Time to Rest – Innovation and Process Quality
Optimization
The economy is led by those who innovate - create, find
and/or combine knowledge into new products, services, and
distribution methods - faster than their competitors.
Innovation is the ability of an organization to deal with the
dynamics of the environment, to differentiate or implement
a plan whereby success is more probable [ZvA02].
Innovations may change products, processes, organizations,
technology and even business models. But what’s the
consequence for a business that constantly renews its
processes compared to one that is just operated?
Innovation is a learning process, the product of new applied
knowledge. Operations is an established process driven by
existing knowledge. The primary difference between
operations and innovation is uncertainty. Innovation
complicates planning, prediction and issue containment.
It is obvious that the assessment of process quality becomes
even more important and costly for businesses in today’s
environment of permanent change. The good news is that
the recurring verification effort offers also new
opportunities for organizations to manage process quality.
The most apparent option is the automation of appropriate
quality assessment steps. The repeated use of test support
tools such as test automation systems or test management
systems will make the initial required investment pay off.
Automation in the context of innovation might seem a
contradiction; it is therefore important to stress that these
automated processes must be flexible enough to cope with
the changing process and system landscape.
Another option for innovative businesses is to extend its
view of desirable process attributes. Quality as the grade to
which a process has been ensured is important but does not
describe how predictable a process acts when it is changed.
The term that shall be used for this attribute is “Stability”.
A process is then stable if it behaves predictably under
changed conditions. Stable processes would therefore ease
the major drawback of innovations: uncertainty about the
quality of changed processes. In stable processes, quality
can be achieved in the design phase through analysis of the
impact of a change. A quality assessment is in the most
cases still required for stable processes but to a much lesser
degree. As displayed in Figure 4: Stable processes allow a
stronger emphasis on quality achievement.

Figure 4: Stable processes allow a stronger emphasis on
quality achievement.
Practical measures to stabilize processes are system and
process documentation, training of those executing the
process, fixing of bugs in the involved systems or system
and process modeling. Stabilization is about learning to
better understand the existing processes, their
interconnection, and their behavior under impacting factors.
Innovative businesses must establish a learning process that
systematically confronts the unknown with hypotheses,
tests them, and eventually creates new knowledge.

III. OPTIMIZING THE ASSESSMENT
The different ways a program can behave are almost
unquantifiable, and the number of potential tests for that
program is, therefore, limited only by the imagination of the
tester. Moving further to a highly integrated system
landscape with different master data sets for each system
will ultimately result in an unmanageable amount of
possible test cases. That complex combination of systems,
software and data makes "complete" testing an impossible
goal in all but the most trivial systems.
One approach to reduce the required test effort is to limit
the testing to that which is required to make the process
performance “Good Enough”. The effort is further reduced
by obtaining certainty at an early stage in the development
process (“Achieve Quality” through stabilization).
However, there will remain a significant amount of test
cases that need to be assessed for their quality. The
optimization of this process leads to a quantitative and a
qualitative aspect:
The quantitative optimization defines how many test cases
can be selected for the test. The task is about the
composition of test infrastructure (available test systems,
available timeframe), test resources (number, available
timeframe and skill level of testers) and other support
functions (test automation, issue management, release
management) within the given budget and time constrains.
This also includes the option to automate parts of the test
process in continuously changing systems of innovative
businesses. The better an organization is able to manage
these functions, the more extensive the final test scope will
be in relation to the size of the “bin” in which all selected
test cases have to finally fit.
The qualitative optimization determines which test cases
will be selected for the test. The task covers the selection of
test cases that are relevant towards the test’s quality goal
from the total number of possible test cases. An important

input to this selection comes from the assessment that
prioritizes the process quality towards the business
consequences (“Good Enough”). That process generates
valuable input for the operative question which parts of the
process need the most thorough review.
The amount of selectable cases has been set by the
quantitative optimization and will be in the most cases
considerably lower that the total number of imaginable test
cases. The selection will be dependent on the scope of the
new functionality (in the context of existing functions), the
occurrence of interdependencies (between systems,
software functions, data, the operating system) and other
models for test case prioritization (statistical models,
standard test procedures for regression tests). The better an
organization is able to manage these functions, the more
objective the final assessment will be, as these tasks define
the best possible content of the “bin”. Figure 5 summarizes
the discussed selective approaches towards process quality.

Passing Data Types

Functionality

Figure 5: Joint approaches to reduce the overall quality
assessment effort.

modules and delivers them just-in-time and in-sequence.
The final assembly process is very lean and operates
completely stockless, without material receipts for the car
components and modules. Financial transactions for the
payment of modules and components are triggered after
consumption when each car passes the final assembly check
point.
The decentral systems for sales and service in the network
of more than 300 dealers operate fully integrated with the
central systems of marketing, finance, assembly and spare
parts logistics. A very short car order-to-cash processing
time allows the company to react flexibly to dynamic
market situations and customer requirements.
The automotive industry currently faces major challenges
as cost and price pressure are hitting as the industry
struggles through the current global economic downturn.
Developing innovative products at the right time, the right
place, and for the right customers has become a matter of
economic survival. The carmaker realized that necessity
and pushed towards cost reduction and expansion through
new products and new markets to achieve further growth.
The three major measures taken heavily impacted the
existing process and system landscape:

Measure 1: Process and System Integration as Result of
a Merger
This long-term project includes virtually all core and
supporting processes of the company. A major part is the
integration of the Ordering Systems with the processes
Planning, Ordering, Distribution and Invoicing. This
extremely complex system integration will enable the
dealers of both companies to use one database for the
online order processing of vehicles.
A key requirement during each phase of the project is to
retain the full operability of all value creating processes
thus minimizing the noticeable impact on customers and the
affected departments.

Measure 2: New Products
IV. CASE STUDY: Innovation as a Matter of Economic
Survival
This chapter provides an example of how the described
approaches to certainty about processes can be brought to
life within the organization of an automotive manufacturer.
Increasing competitive pressure, individual customer
requirements and growing customer demands have deeply
changed the market environment. Process integration and
innovative and integrated IT solutions are decisive in many
cases for the international competitiveness of products and
companies. That is especially true for the automotive
industry.
A German carmaker provides a case study example. This
carmaker established a virtual enterprise accompanied by
the development of a new type of car. A network of
business partners, located on the plant site preassembles car

The automotive market environment requires new product
innovation in faster cycles, requiring shortened product
time-to-market. It is planned to establish two new models in
the next two years. These new products implicate new
factories, new processes, new human resources, an
extenstion to the available functionality of the IT systems
and a considerable amount of new product master data, that
has to be set up, tested and maintained, as well.
Regarding the historical development, only one car model
was planned and the IT systems were, therefore, established
for only that configuration. New product models require a
reengineering of existing systems to integrate the new
requirements. New products obviously require new data to
be handled by the processes and systems. It must be
ensured that the processes function correctly with this new
master and transactional data.

Measure 3: New Markets
The carmaker has discovered potential growth in new
markets in Europe, Asia and the USA for the current and
planned products. To take advantage of this, the new
business models and distribution channels for vehicles and
parts have to be developed and implemented. This also
impacts the IT and process landscape and adds new
complexity to the overall solution.
Due to the highly integrated nature of the present vehicle
sales solution it must be assured that changes to specific
processes and applications do not have an unexpected
impact on other existing processes and systems. This is
especially true given the scope of the described three major
requirements.

year in the main order processing system (one of 60)) one
may imagine the required test effort. Though not every
system is as dynamic as the order system and not every
release requires passing the full stage test models (some
systems and functionalities have well defined interfaces to
the other systems thus limiting the integration and
regression test effort); testing accounts for the major part of
the carmakers IT budget.
As more and more tests focus on testing new data (new
models, new markets), the automation of tests has become a
major topic on the agenda. That includes tools for
automated testing but also a new approach to test
environment management. Maintaining a copy of the
production system for testing purposes requires significant
effort to:

A further ongoing task is the continuous optimization of
processes and systems in order to generate stable processes
with a high quality.

•

configure hardware and network

•

maintain the most actual release level on each of the
connected systems and

Certainty as Competitive Advantage

•

validate master and working data to ensure the tests
correctness.

Considering the innovative and dynamic business
environment and the complex system and process landscape
the competence of generating certainty about process
quality is regarded as a major support process in the
organization and as a success factor to effectively deal with
the dynamics of the environment. This competence ensures
the delivery of processes and systems that meet the
requirements and the needed quality standards with a
minimum set on resources, thus freeing capacities for the
core business.
The main goal of the companies’ quality insurance process
is to bring together experts, thus knowledge to generate the
best possible decision on how to receive the required level
of certainty for its processes and systems that have been
changed. Figure 6 displays the central planning instance
(“round table”) that optimizes the balance between the
validation requirements and the available validation
resources.

These conditions made test environment management one
of the major cost drivers in the IT budget and led to
repeated time delays and quality issues during various
software development projects because of their complexity.
To improve this situation, it was decided to simulate parts
of the test environment instead of using an exact copy of
the production system. This allows the testing process to be
sped up, reducing costs for the test environment setup and
guaranteeing a consistent high quality of the delivered
software. The detailed development and setup of the
simulation system will be further detailed below.
Though the simulation system is mainly driven as a
“technology” initiative, its implementation is inseparably
connected to the successful implementation of the
associated organizational and process changes.

VI. THE CENTRAL SIMULATION SYSTEM (CSS)
A simulation is the execution of a model, represented by a
computer program that gives information about the system
being investigated. The purpose of the simulation is to
make better decisions and avoid wrong decisions that could
have bad consequences to affected people or companies

[SEGR98]

Figure 6: Knowledge concentration to define the best
possible validation procedure.

V. SYSTEM SIMULATION TO OPTIMIZE THE
ASSESSMENT PROCESS
The IT department that is responsible for all sales systems
has alone more than 60 systems to maintain. Considering
the highly dynamic environment (e.g. several releases per

In which cases do “simulation systems” have to be set up?
Sometimes, it is not possible to examine processes under
real conditions due to time and / or budget restrictions and /
or incalculable dangers. In such cases, an artificial
environment can be created that allows hypotheses to be
examined under the influence of several parameters

[Dia02].
Test Rationalization via a Simulation
The idea was to create a simulation system that could
reduce the ever growing time for validation and test

execution. This tool would rationalize dramatically the
whole test process with a positive impact on time and
resources. It would not be used as a “classical simulation”
to actually gain further insights, to learn, about the real
system. This learning aspect is a possible goal for further
releases but was not the focus of the initial system setup.

The Definition of the Model and its Properties as
Crucial Step to a Successful Simulation
The first step in the model definition process was the
selection of the systems in scope of the model (Johansson
1996). It was obvious that not all present systems in the
existing landscape could be simulated. The selection of the
systems in scope was made in consideration of:
•

the number of test relevant business processes
supported by the system,

•

the required effort to setup a production copy of the
system in the test environment and

•

the strategic relevance of the system within the
changing IT and process world.

Systems were selected for simulation if all criteria were in
the upper level compared to all other systems. The final
selection and system model was thoroughly discussed with
the most experienced testers and system experts to receive
valuable feedback and validate the result. This selection
ensures that the simulation system delivers a maximum of
business value in comparison with the implementation costs
to the test processes and will be a long-term investment.
The next step in the model definition process was the
determination what the important properties of the system
really are. A property sheet for each system was created to
capture the systems master data, transaction data, business
logic and the interfaces. The respective system experts were
responsible for this task.
The last step in the model creation was then to make the
choices of simplification that means to determine what
properties to include or ignore. This selection cannot only
be done by looking at each system itself; the system may
interact within the simulation system with other systems
and require therefore functionalities for a proper interaction
in the whole simulation model. This very complex and
challenging task was performed by the respective systems
experts together with the system simulation team in a twoday workshop.
The result of the modeling phase was the decision to
simulate the order to delivery process as this core process is
part of most of the regression test models. It includes the
central ordering system and the production system as these
require the biggest effort to set up a production copy in the
test environment and will remain a valid test case for the
next years. The model will simulate the following business
process flow:

Figure 7: The Business Process Model

During the model creation phase a lot of system and
process related expert knowledge was captured and
documented in the simulation system and its
documentation. This puts the organization in the position to
perform tests with the involvement of very complex
systems without the persistent support of a system expert
thus saving the time of its most valuable human resources.
The System Architecture
Implementation Strategy

Decision

and

the

Technology principles were derived from the business
requirements to provide a guideline for the architecture
selection process:
Availability – The system has to be available to various
users at different locations. No specific client software
has to be installed. 7X24 availability is not required as
the system is not part of the core production
environment
Hardware/
Software
Selection
Simplify
hardware/software implementation by leveraging a few
key vendor relationships. Focus on balancing
technology principles, rather than the cost of software.
IT Development - Utilize strategic partnerships to bring
in leading-edge technology skills to accelerate
implementation.
Maintainability - The architecture can be modified
easily and should be flexible enough to cope with the
rapid pace of change in the IT landscape.
Buy vs. Build - Purchasing packaged-based solutions
minimizes the total cost of ownership of the applications
and technology architecture.
The CSS application architecture is implemented in Java,
especially using the standard J2EE. The business logic and
data access have been coded in Enterprise Java Beans
(EJB). The graphical user interface has been realized using
servlet. The business logic for the data transformation of
read files is processed in Session Beans. For storage or
retrieving data from the underlying database, Entity Beans
are in use. For accessing the application a standard browser
was used.
The implemented components are using the frameworks
GRNDS (General and Reusable Net centric Delivery
Solution) and JUNA. GRNDS provides reusability and a
wide range of technical architecture components. The
JUNA Java based framework provides the protocol
mechanism for the CSS.

The application runs under the IBM Websphere application
server – one of the market leaders in J2EE application
server technology and one of the preferred application
servers in the company, where there is a lot of know how
within the organization. The server provides embedded
security, robustness, performance, extensibility, scalability
and network enabled to access heterogeneous and
worldwide placed IT systems and consequently provides an
option for further integration. The application itself is userfriendly, multi-user-enabled, high reliable and module
based and consequently extensible as well. The application
is intuitively usable and accessible from everywhere using a
standard web browser.
The main focus of the implementation strategy was to
gather quick acceptance within the sponsoring departments
to ensure the ongoing support of the project and the
associated goals of various stakeholders. A release plan was
defined with the most important and business-critical
functionality in Release 1. The chosen architecture
supported this goal by allowing a very fast implementation
( 4 weeks) that nevertheless had high maintainability.
Release 2 covered the remaining parts of the selected orderto-delivery process.

started to use the CSS for their tests right away and directly
requested the functionalities of Release 2.

The CSS Validation and Process Setup Phase
The validation phase focused on ensuring that each part of
the model functions as the corresponding part in the real
system and getting control over the model and its use, so
that it is possible to tell the difference between phenomena
observed due to the shortcomings of the model and
phenomena that are related to the real system.
Being itself a validation tool makes the CSS a very critical
application as far as the quality and validity of the
implemented logic is concerned. The system experts of the
simulated systems were intensively involved in this
verification to achieve the best possible quality and
correctness.
A process had to be established to update the CSS with all
changes to the respective production environment. It
became, therefore, an essential part of the change approval
process for systems to check if the change is relevant for
the CSS. If that is the case, the CSS has to be updated with
the new configuration. The implemented architecture
ensures that this procedure is easy to execute. That is
especially true for interface definition changes.
The CSS features also a test management support
functionality that allows the user to open, maintain and save
multiple projects and simulation scenarios. This enables the
parallel access of different projects to the simulation
environment and marks the first step from just being a test
simulation to a test management platform.

Getting Started – The CSS in Use
The elapsed time between the first discussions about the
simulation model and the live start of Release 1 in a
production test environment was two months. The
completion of Release 2 took then another month. This very
tight timeframe could only be met by involving all relevant
departments from the beginning and by dedicating highly
skilled technical resources from third party suppliers to
accelerate the implementation.
A mixed team completed the project to ensure the
knowledge transfer from the beginning of the project on
and increase the acceptance of the tool by its future users.

Figure 8: The CSS Application Architecture
The step-by-step implementation turned out to be very
positive for the overall acceptance of the project within the
company. This is especially true as some concerns about
the necessity of the simulation system came up asking if
another system to develop and maintain will be the right
way to reduce complexity. The involved departments

The conclusion one year after the CSS implementation is
that the tool fully confirmed its business case, reducing
significantly the runtime costs of the test environment,
saving valuable time of system experts, enabling system
knowledge transfer and setting the basis for a fully
integrated test management system.
According to a rough estimation after the projects
completion a return on investment will be achieved within
one year. This short amortization time is especially caused
by the extensive use of the CSS to deliver the large number
of software changes in time and high quality.

VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY

Improving and accelerating the test phase leads to
considerable savings of time and resources. The proposed
simulation architecture model is able to cope with flexible
requirements in a changing environment and makes the
assessment process significantly more efficient. The
company gains a competitive advantage as innovations
(even in its core processes and applications) can be realized
more quickly and cheaply.
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The simulation system is one part of the company’s effort
to retain certainty about its highly complex and constantly
changing system and process landscape. Only all
measurements taken together, along with continuous
verification and learning will lead to a successful
fulfillment of this task. It is about learning on the job,
learning from failure and coping with complexity. It
encourages the idea that benefits always come with
problems. The task is not to blindly eliminate all problems,
but to understand the problems and benefits of a situation
well enough to eliminate the right problems and also deliver
the right benefits.
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